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Abstract 

Protecting Information Systems (IS) relies traditionally on security risk analysis 
methods. Designed for well-perimetrised environments, these methods rely on a systematic 
identification of threats and vulnerabilities to identify efficient control-centered protection 
countermeasures. Unfortunately, this does not fit security challenges carried out by the 
opened and agile organizations provided by the Social, Mobile, big data Analytics, Cloud, 
and Internet of Things (SMACIT) environment. Due to their inherently collaborative and 
distributed organization, such multi-tenancy systems require the integration of contextual 
vulnerabilities, depending on the a priori unknown way of using, storing, and exchanging 
data in the opened cloud environment. Moreover, as data can be associated with multiple 
copies, different protection requirements can be set for each of these copies, which may 
lead the initial data owner to lose control of the data protection. To overcome these limits, 
we propose a Data centered Usage-based Protection model relying on an IS Description 
model to set consistent protection for data assets. Protection means are defined according 
to both organizational and technical risks. To this end, we propose a GDPR compliant 
security and extended usage ontology which is used to define usage-control assertions 
coupling usage rights to security countermeasures so that data assets can be efficiently 
protected according to both organizational and technical dimensions. Thanks to a 
Blockchain-based usage control, our Data centered and Usage-based Protection 
architecture also allows tracking the way assets are used so their life-long protection can 
be checked. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Research context 

Globalized market trends and fast-changing business conditions induce significant 
changes for enterprises such as focusing on their core business and looking for new 
collaboration strategies in order to be more flexible, to adapt to the business reality 
(reduced Time To Market, customized production, sustainable production organization…). 
Such logic induces the development of outsourcing policies, promoting inter-enterprises 
collaborative business. These more or less ephemeral collaborative strategies involve both 
sharing a common project and / or common culture and building an ad-hoc or more 
formalized common collaborative process which will be the operational support of this 
collaboration. This collaborative process orchestrates different tasks managed by the 
partners, interacting with their own Information Systems (IS for short). 

Different enterprise engineering methods such as GRAI Integrated Methodology1, 
GERAM2… aims at coupling the enterprise decision system and the industrial process to 
define a consistent Information System organization. These methods provide reusable 
patterns to guide Business Process (BP for short) design and description. Then, focusing 
on the way these Business Process are implemented, Enterprise Architecture Frameworks 
such as Zachman’s framework3, or the Open Group TOGAF4 (The Open Group Enterprise 
Architecture Framework) provide a set of guidelines and patterns to develop the associated 
software. These pattern-based engineering methods (for both enterprise engineering and 
software development) lead to set more or less standardized software components. By now, 
corporate information systems are made of different software applications, such as ERP 
(Enterprise resource Planning supporting production planning, orders and supply 
management, accounting functions…), SCM (Supply Chain management system 
managing interactions with suppliers), CRM (Customer Relationship Management system), 
MES (Manufacturing Execution System which is used to control and manage the different 
workshop equipment) and SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) or Cyber-
Physical Systems management systems allowing the interaction with the production system. 
Taking advantage of the Cloud technology and of the Everything as a Service (XaaS) 
model, most of these software components (excepted those dedicated to the SCADA 
physical operations) are deployed in a SaaS mode, leading companies to share their own 

                                                 
1  GRAI Integrated Methodology integrate modelling tools devoted to the Information System 

organisation to the decision model issued from the GRAI (Graphe à Résultats et Activités Inter-reliées) 
developed by Guy Doumeingts. 

2 GERAM (Generalised Enterprise Reference Architecture and Methodology) was developed 
by the IFAC/IFIP Task Force on Architectures for Enterprise Integration to set a common framewok to 
manage different methods to support Enterprise Integration. 

3 https://www.zachman.com/ 
4 https://www.opengroup.org/togaf 
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information with SaaS and Cloud providers. Mobile technologies, including Content 
Delivery Networks, also favor an efficient access to these distributed Cloud resources. 

Moreover, the globalized environment and the reinforcement of B2B (Business to 
Business) and B2C (Business to Consumer) strategies have changed the way enterprise 
communicate and develop their marketing strategies. Social media are more and more 
involved to communicate with this global environment, develop marketing and advertising 
strategies. Taking advantage of the huge amount of data collected and managed by these 
systems, Analytics and Big Data systems provide companies tools to improve their decision 
process, product quality…  

These Social media-based communication, Mobile environment, Cloud and 
Everything as a Service, Cyber-physical systems or Big Data and Analytics, known as 
SMACIT, are active drivers of the digital transformation and provide new opportunities 
such as industry 4.0, sharing economy… This increases the call for on-demand 
collaborative processes and efficient data sharing. This leads to extend the traditional 
Information System to fit these Collaborative Networked Organizations, opening the 
traditional Information System to support “on-demand” collaborative processes with 
different partners. This digital transformation leads to new security and privacy challenges.  

First, Information Systems are more and more complex to fit the new collaborative 
and sharing economy challenges. This means that protecting these complex systems is 
harder and harder because such IS involves defining shared Business Processes (BP for 
short) and lots of data exchange among partners. This may increase risks and make it more 
difficult to provide consistent protection for shared data. Moreover, while traditional 
enterprise engineering methods as GRAI or frameworks as TOGAF take advantage of 
pattern-based engineering to improve system design and implementation, security is often 
neglected.  

Second, Personal information is more and more integrated into Information 
Systems as digital transformation increase B2C models. Personal information can be 
collected from social media, interactions with consumers… Even if these data lakes 
represent new benefits for businesses, they also provide new challenges to ensure privacy 
and legal challenges. In other words, setting a GDPR5 compliant Information System is not 
obvious. GDPR empowers end-user but they must manage their information protection 
consistency. Focusing on data consumers, they must integrate user consent management in 
their processes. 

Third, traditional security models are built to protect well known Information 
Systems (i.e. with a clear and fixed perimeter). They are mostly control-driven so data may 
have different protections depending on the processes in which they are involved. 
Moreover, these systems are designed to manage cyber-risks on the Information Systems. 
They lack considering processes as potential threats or vulnerabilities for the data asset 
protection. Moreover, they do not allow user consent management and govern security 
deployment according to the context. Consequently, they do not fit this Collaborative 
Information System and SMAC-IT context as the multiple open workflows may lead to 

                                                 
5 GDPR : General Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR) 
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un-consistent protection and as the way data are processed may also be seen as a privacy 
/vulnerability/threat. 

This context leads to a key challenge shared by data providers and data consumers: 
providing consistent and adaptive protection on data assets in this opened SMAC-IT 
context.  

1.2 Key research questions 

To address this global challenge, we identify three main research questions. 
First, protection requirements must be managed consistently, although the asset is 

replicated in different information systems and even integrated into various assets. It means 
that data providers require to manage the way they dispatch copies and the usages they 
granted. This leads to question 1: What should be the security strategy to set consistent 
protection? 

Second, the way data are used can also be seen as a vulnerability/threat. Fair usage 
management requires integrating business knowledge to identify precisely the way assets 
are used. This involves that usage requirements must be integrated to define the protection 
policy properly. This leads to question 2: How to define fair usages in a protection 
policy? 

Third, to manage life-long data protection, security protection means and usages 
must be checked continuously. Consequently, usage governance and tracking means are 
requested by both data provider and data consumer to “prove” that assets are used and 
protected according to what has been approved by the data provider and the data consumer. 
This leads to question 3: How to manage the usage proofs to support usage and 
protection governance? 

By now, traditional information systems are mostly protected in a control-driven 
way, i.e., paying attention to the way processes are organized and orchestrated to identify 
data assets they use. Several methods and standards have been developed to identify risks 
and address security issues for corporate Information systems (IS). These risk analysis and 
security engineering methods evaluate human resources, physical and environmental 
conditions, communication and operations, conformance, and incident management from 
each process before defining a set of policies, standards, procedures, and guidelines to 
mitigate risks. These risk analysis and security engineering methods are designed to face 
well-perimetrized environments. Unfortunately, collaborative networked organization and 
the shared Information Systems involved by the digital transformation rely on opened and 
agile organizations and make harder identifying the way assets are protected in such un-
perimetrized environment. To overcome this limit and answer question 1, we propose 
to set a data-driven strategy of protection instead of the control-driven one. To this 
end, we propose a multi-layer data-centered Information System description model to 
capture the business organization (i.e. the contractual relationships linking the different 
parties), the static Information System organization (i.e. the data model and processes using 
them), and the description of the way the different copies of a data are used. By splitting 
data assets into two parts, i.e. the logical description for which protection is set and the 
physical instances involved in different transactions, consistent protection requirements 
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can be defined once for the logical asset and these requirements can be propagated to the 
different copies to manage the consistent protection of the asset. 

Defining consistent protection requirements for a data asset involves also 
identifying “unfair” processing practices leading to data confidentiality or integrity abuses. 
Defining who (process or a dedicated actor) can accede to data and process it has led to 
usage and access control techniques. Access control can be seen as a fine-grained trust 
model to define which access action can be granted or denied. Various access control 
techniques have been defined from the simplest Access Control List, where only some 
well-identified trusted subjects can get access to an asset, to more complex Attribute-Based 
Access Control where properties are evaluated to decide to grant (or not) access to an asset. 
“Usage control policies” expand the “Attribute-based access control” model to replace the 
simple right associated with an access action to complex usages. These usage-based models 
encompass and enhance traditional access control models, Trust Management (TM) and 
Digital Rights Management (DRM). However, traditional security policy attached to 
services and assets may only provide basic usage actions and does not refer to precise 
business usage. The coarse description of usage and its operation context leads to 
underestimating risks from potential usages. Moreover, SMAC-IT changes data usage: data 
analytics and data mining processes extract knowledge and generate new data to serve 
business goals, considering that the way data is used can be a potential threat that may 
corrupt data protection efficiency. To overcome these limits and provide a finer-grained 
description of usages to answer question 2, we propose to expand the traditional 
protection and usage ontologies with  

- new usage operations related to social services and analytic services (such as 
access delegation, mining,…) 

- business knowledge describing a process motivation and its execution context. 
By coupling this expanded protection with our multi-layer, precise usages and 

process context can be captured while defining the protection policy. 
Focusing on usage control, the European Union General Data Protection 

Regulation (GDPR) equilibrates relationships between end-users and data consumers, 
allowing analytic purpose “by default” and empowering users to manage usage rights on 
their data, constraining consumers to report any data breach and to enhance transparency. 
This involves reporting (and prove) actions on data to show that the real usage complies 
with the usages that the data provider has accepted. Security events (namely security 
service deployment and security breach identification) must also be reported. To manage 
this “proof requirement” several works take advantage of the Blockchain immutability 
property to allow proving a consent, tracking data accountability and provenance… To 
expand these works and answer question 3, we define different smart contracts 
(exchange smart contract, usage smart contract, physical smart contract, and tracking smart 
contract) to manage usage consents and derive usage rights provided to different are 
generated by the smart contract factory according to the ToU6 assertions and introduced to 

                                                 
6 ToU: Terms of Usage 
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manage data anonymization, access control rules, tracking data accountability and 
provenance. To this end, we propose Terms of Usage refinement algorithms to retrieve or 
deduce the associated consent compliant transactions from high-level business ones to the 
very low-level physical access operations by implementing usage authorization flow chain 
and usage operation flow chain. 

1.3 Dissertation organization 

From this context analysis and the key research questions, we organize this 
dissertation into 5 chapters, the general introduction, a state-of-the-art review, the 
presentation of the data-centered protection model, and the Data-driven Protection 
architecture. 

Chapter 2 introduces risk management methods and expands protection 
requirements to those involved by SMACIT. This leads to study the way security policy 
are defined and the different ontologies that can be used to support them. Lastly, we present 
the GDPR main requirements before reviewing few blockchain-based works allowing us 
to prove consents or track usages. 

Chapter 3 presents our formal data-centered protection model, fitting protection 
requirements associated with questions 1 and 2. We first define the multi-layer Information 
System description model allowing us to describe precisely data assets and processes using 
them as well as business relationships. Then we expand the protection ontologies to capture 
usage description, leading to define formally usage-based protection assertions. 

Based on this formal model, chapter 4 presents our Data-driven and Usage-based 
Protection architecture. Taking advantage of the expanded protection ontology and usage 
control model defined in chapter 3, this architecture includes different components to 
deduce usage rights from the consent and the business knowledge stored in the Information 
System description-model. We define different kinds of transactions supported thanks to 
dedicated smart contracts to manage these usage rights consents and allow governing data 
asset usage and protection, fitting the requirements associated to question 3. 

Lastly, chapter 5 sums up our work before presenting its current limitations and 
further works. 
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2 State of the art 

Traditional information systems are well-perimetrized systems, integrating several 
interconnected components. These well-identified systems allow designing and deploying 
efficient control-centered protection to secure both infrastructure, processes, and data they 
use. However, the fast development of Social networks, Mobile computing environment, 
Big Data Analytics, and Cloud technologies (known as SMAC-IT) turns these information 
systems into multi-tenancy collaborative systems, with unknown limits. Paying particular 
attention to data protection means that a SMAC-IT based information system can dispatch 
multiple copies of data by using mobile and social media, so that the user has no more 
control over the way these multiple copies of data are used whereas the Cloud-based 
deployment may interconnect different services implementing various protection strategy, 
leading to inconsistent protection. This involves renewing the traditional risks engineering 
approach to integrate new risks related to the SMAC-IT integration. 

To fit this requirement, this research work first reviews risk engineering approaches 
and SMAC-IT security challenges to identify the protection requirements such opened 
information systems must fit. Then, we focus on security policy models and on security 
ontologies to identify how these requirements can be considered.  Lastly, particular 
attention is paid to personal data protection and on the GDPR requirements to manage 
usage consents and provide a global vision on collaborative SMAC-IT Information 
Systems protection challenges. 

2.1 Information System security risks evaluation 

Traditional information systems are mostly protected in a control-driven way, i.e. 
paying attention to the way processes are organized and orchestrated to identify data assets 
they use. Several methods and standards have been developed to identify risks and address 
security issues for corporate Information systems (IS). ISO/IEC 17799[1] and ISO/IEC 
27002[2] offer guidelines for risk assessments and are based on risk assessment. They 
integrate human resources, physical and environmental conditions, communication and 
operations, conformance, and incident management while defining a set of policies, 
standards, procedures, and guidelines to mitigate risks.  

A risk is defined as: 

(Equ.  1) Risk=Threat X Vulnerability  

Traditionally, Information System vulnerabilities are split into organization-related 
vulnerabilities and IT-related vulnerabilities. These IT vulnerabilities are often categorized 
into different layers such as hardware layer, network layer, O/S layer, middleware layer, 
and application layer.  These infrastructure-related vulnerabilities include unsecured 
interfaces and APIs, as well as network protocols with reused IP addresses and logical 
network isolation, virtualization/multi-tenancy compromising failures. Failures may also 
be due to compromised software, taking advantage of un-adapted software management 
operations (updating, patching…), leading to major security breaches, as was recently 
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reported for the SolarWinds’ Orion network monitoring system. By using a Trojan horse 
system, cybercriminals were able to infect more than 18,000 companies7. 

Threats can be classified according to  
- their effect: passive threats lead to read, capture and analyze data assets without 
modifying them whereas active threats lead to altering data assets of the IT system 
- the threatening agent: it can belong to the organization owning the Information 
System (internal threatening agent) or not (external threatening agent) 
- its purpose: intentional threats are related to an attack whereas unintentional threats 
are due to human errors, lack of knowledge of the system…  

Focusing on the impact, threats affect one or several security services which 
[3]defines as: 

- Confidentiality: this term covers two related concepts: 
o Data confidentiality: Assures that private or confidential information is 

not made available or disclosed to unauthorized individuals 
o Privacy: Assures that individuals control their own personal information 

-  Integrity: This term covers two related concepts: 
o Data integrity: Assures that information and programs are changed only 

in a specified and authorized manner 
o System integrity: Assures that a system performs its intended function 

in an unimpaired manner, free from deliberate or inadvertent 
unauthorized manipulation of the system 

- Availability: Assures that systems work promptly and service is not denied to 
authorized users. 

Although these three basic security services known as the CIA8 triad are used to 
describe fundamental security objectives for both data and computing services, two other 
services can also be added:  

- Authenticity: is the property of being genuine and being able to be verified and 
trusted; confidence in the validity of a transmission, a message, or message originator. 
This means verifying that users are who they say they are and that each input arriving 
at the system came from a trusted source. 
- Accountability: is the security goal that generates the requirement for actions of an 
entity to be traced uniquely to that entity. This supports nonrepudiation, deterrence, 
fault isolation, intrusion detection and prevention, and after-action recovery and legal 
action. Systems must keep records of their activities to permit later legality and analysis 
to trace security breaches or to aid in transaction disputes. 

                                                 
7  https://www.switchfast.com/blog/over-18000-infected-from-solarwinds-data-breach-what-

happened 
8 CIA : Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability 
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- - Non-repudiation: is the property that any authenticated action accepted by a party 
cannot be successfully disputed by its author or the party which has accepted it. It uses 
authenticity property and integrity service. 

To sum up, the confidentiality-related risk is unauthorized disclosure, i.e. due to 
data exposition, interception or system intrusion. Integrity-related risks can be presented 
as masquerade, falsification, and repudiation. Availability can be damaged due to 
usurpation and disruption. Usurpation refers to misappropriation and misuse whereas 
disruption means system incapacitation, corruption, and obstruction. Of course, an attack 
can combine different actions, on both the infrastructure (transmission, storage, processing 
means) and on the organization itself (i.e. integrating human actors). Mitigating risks 
involves identifying precisely the associated threats and system vulnerabilities to select the 
most efficient countermeasures to set convenient security policies. 

2.1.1 Traditional risk and security engineering methods 
Assessing risks involves paying attention to the risk occurrence and the cost 

associated with its consequences. To this end, different methods can be used to provide a 
quantitative or qualitative risks evaluation: 

- Ebios[4]proposes systematic reviews to (1) identify assets, considering data and 
functions provided by the system, (2) vulnerabilities and threats, paying attention to 
vulnerability and threat patterns, and (3) a guideline to evaluate costs related to attacks 
and cost of the attack itself to assess its occurrence probability and the global costs 
associated to the risks. 
- MEHARI introduced by the Club de la Sécurité de l’Information Français (CLUSIF) 
defines a knowledge base to evaluate quantitatively risks and their impacts. It also 
proposes large knowledge bases guiding this risk evaluation process. 
- ARAMIS methodology [5] offers an alternative to purely deterministic and 
probabilistic approaches to risk assessment of process plants (i.e. industrial risks in 
factories). This method, which can be adapted to Cyber risks management, proposes 
the following steps: identification of the major accidents and the reference accident 
scenarios, identification of the safety countermeasures and assessment of their 
performances, evaluation of safety management efficiency, and countermeasure 
reliability.  
- OCTAVE [6] is a self-directed risk-based assessment method that uses the way by 
which an asset can be acceded (integrating both technical and organizational 
knowledge) to identify vulnerabilities and threats, guiding the cost evaluations ad 
proposing countermeasure patterns. 
- SNA [7] is an iterative risk-driven process that refines an enterprise system 
architecture to resist, recognize, and recover from risks 
- The methodologies defined in  [8] and [9] referred GAHP9 are several methods for 
risk assessment which provided AHP decision tree model and the mathematical and 
theoretic model for risk calculation.  

                                                 
9 GAHP: Graphical Analytical Hierarchy Process 
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These different methods use the evaluation of the risks to classify them and define 
the strategic countermeasure to deploy, according to the security budget as proposed in 
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)[10] which multiplies the impact of an 
occurred risk and the likelihood of that risk to evaluate the risk priority. Unfortunately, 
reliable data on likelihood and cost may not be available. To overcome this limit, 
qualitative approaches can be used to qualify risks such as Red, Amber, Green (RAG), and 
Risk Urgency Assessment[11]. This assessment method provides a simple 3 level 
classification to assess risk occurrence probability and risk impact. This evaluation 
improves the risk mitigation decision process by prioritizing risks to choose those which 
will need mitigation according to the available budget. 

Paying particular attention to data protection, access control can be seen as a fine-
grained trust model, from the simplest Access Control List where only some well-identified 
trusted subjects can get access to an asset to more complex Attribute-Based Access Control 
(ABAC) where properties are evaluated to decide to grant (or not) the access to an asset 
[12]. For example, the Role-based Access Control (RBAC) [13] or the Organizational 
Based Access control OrBAC [14]strategies implement an ABAC 10 as organizational 
information (i.e. roles or the organizational units) that can be seen as a subject’s attribute 
are used to restrict data access. Last but not least, Usage CONtrol (UCON) [15] is a 
promising approach for access control in open, distributed, heterogeneous, and network-
connected computer environments as it allows identifying data operations themselves as 
potential threats on data. ‘Usage control policies’ are based on the ‘Attribute-based access 
control’ model which is a comprehensive extension that expresses variable usage actions. 
These usage actions are strongly related to the functional process and [16] proposes to 
integrate them in the BPEL process specification to define which usage can be granted or 
denied. This enriches “Rights” part instead of only giving the “grant/deny” of an ‘access’ 
action. It encompasses and enhances traditional access control models, Trust Management 
(TM) and Digital Rights Management (DRM), and its main novelties are mutability of 
attributes and continuity of access decision evaluation [17]. Different works have been 
developed to support this Usage Control approach: 

The usage control method proposed by Alexander Pretschner, Enrico Lovat et al. 
presents a framework and its implementation for combining usage control enforcement 
with data flow tracking technology to enforce simultaneously usage control requirements 
at all relevant system layers [18] 

- Manuel Hilty et al. proposes a transformation-based approach that contains a two-
level usage control policy language and expresses a generic server-side architecture for 
implementing usage control[19][20]. 
- Prachi Kumari et al. also specifies distributed data usage control in the social 
network conditions[21]  
- Florian Kelbert et al. proposes a data usage control in distributed systems, which 
extends a generic model for intra-systems and provides data flow tracking among the 
existence of copies of data [22] 

                                                 
10 ABAC : Attribute-Based Access Control 
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This usage-based access control fits well the distributed and context of the SMAC-IT 
systems whose perimeter is unknown, provided that usages can be defined precisely. 
Different languages have been defined to describe these usages [20] and rights [23]. Some 
of them include organizational knowledge [25] or roles [26]. Thanks to formal models, 
policies can be expressed more efficiently (see [18] or [27]) before being integrated into 
applications [19].  

Whereas these access-control-based strategies have been designed for well-
perimetrized information systems, they provide only reduced protection for dynamic and 
opened information systems as undue usages can be a threat. Moreover, specific security 
vulnerabilities and threats are related to the Social, Mobile, Analytics, Cloud, and Internet 
of Things technologies. 

2.1.2 SMAC-IT security Challenges 
The explosion of multimedia big data in mobile and cloud computing has created 

unprecedented opportunities and fundamental security and privacy challenges as they are 
not just big in volume, but also unstructured and multi-models[28]. In what follows, we 
review the main security challenges associated with the integration of these technologies. 

Social media, mobile and analytic concentrate on the service interaction, which 
generates value, while cloud computing is the foundation for these services providing IT 
implementation with the applications. There are numerous and diverse stakeholders who 
have different purposes participating in the services[29]. Social media can be associated to 
share, get credit and reuse each other’s data and interpretations. Mobile can be associated 
to support user-service interactions. Analytic provides data analysis and processing 
services such as reusable workflows, and it also can support mining, integrating, and 
analyzing new and existing data to advance discovery.  

Social media [30] provides supports to establish the value network that contributes 
to the establishment of relationships among the users. Data sharing and data archival are 
the main activities for social media. Social media are popular vectors of attacks leading to 
identity theft that includes profile cloning, profile porting which can lead to Sybil attacks. 
Other specific threats can be associated with social media such as unauthorized content 
sharing, content tagging, content publishing, dispatching/shared ownership of contents… 

Mobile [31]allows “free and fluent access” from everywhere using various devices. 
Improving the quality of service in such a highly distributed environment relies on an 
adapted infrastructure allowing to upload or download data as close as possible to the user, 
expanding the Information System to “Content Delivery Network” services. Mobile 
applications can also provide context information related to location or time that implicitly 
reveals the privacy of the users. This mobile context increases threats related to data 
transmission due to wireless connections.  

Analytics can be considered according to both a technological vision [32]and to a 
business /organizational vision [32]The technological part classifies the tools as statistical 
methods, machine learning, and knowledge-based methods. Each of them requires 
different usages on data and has different protection requirements. Statistical methods 
focus on the data association to collect explicit information, machine learning is 
concentrated on data deduction to generate new information, and knowledge-based 
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methods integrate data induction to reveal implicit information. So, analytic can be defined 
as the support for the data generation whereas the analytic process is controlled according 
to business perspectives (political, economic, sociological, regional…) that may affect data 
usage.  

Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access, 
to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (eg., networks, servers, storage, 
applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 
management effort or service provider interaction [34]. NIST’s cloud computing studies 
[35][36]classifies security and privacy policies under the purview of the cloud provider. 
[37]gives the context of cloud computing which can be classified into SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. 
The Jericho Forum’s security model [38] uses four dimensions to capture cloud security: 

- Internal/External defines the physical location of the data, 
- Proprietary/Open defines the state of ownership of cloud technology, services, 
interfaces, etc.  
- Perimeterised/De-perimeterised architectures represent whether it operates within 
traditional IT perimeter.  
- Insourced/Outsourced defines whether the service is under the control. 

Last but not least, [39] and [40] illustrate the vulnerabilities, threats, and the relationships 
between threats, vulnerabilities, and countermeasures. [41] illustrates not only the 
vulnerabilities, threats in the IT part but also consider the organizational part. [42] starts to 
combine data aspect and context aspect and gives various requirement types in a different 
layer of cloud computing. [43] gives the state of the data in cloud computing which can be 
aggregated with the lifecycle of the data. To summarize this review,  Figure 1 presents the 
cloud security stack. 
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Figure 1 Cloud computing security stack 

The privacy intrusion may lie in the domains of the social web, consumer and 
business analytics and governmental surveillance where the information gleaned can be 
used for nefarious purposes. [44] mentioned a sociological problem when private data is 
collected and mined by companies and proposed the requirement that users should stay 
informed about their personally relevant part which is publicly available on the social web. 
[45]also provides a major review of some privacy preservation mechanisms in big data and 
illustrates that privacy protection in the big data needs specification of privacy policies and 
integration of the enforcement monitors into the target analytics platforms. [46] is based 
on general data protection regulation to emphasize that the requirement of enhancing 
transparency and trust in co-controllership which means implementing appropriate controls 
to limit access to data This work pays particular attention to statistics-related operation by 
integrating the stock of the effects of (potential) correlation. To manage such protection in 
a Big Data context, it also provides anonymization, encryption, and accountability controls 
features. As far as Cloud technology is concerned, [47] points out security and privacy 
challenges in multi-parties environment, especially tackling the XaaS outsourcing 
challenges, dynamic virtualization management, and multi-tenant shared operation, etc 

[48] focuses on the security and privacy in mobile cloud computing which mentions 
the characteristics of mobile and associated issues. According to this work, the security 
requirements in mobility focuses on providing reliable information transmissions against 
malware, software vulnerabilities, and anomalous behavior of users.   
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Considering Analytics risks involves paying attention to Big Data processes and 
security challenges [49]. [50] defines the mining process into massive amounts of data to 
reveal hidden patterns and secret correlations named as big data analytics. It is 
characterized by the five V characteristics: variety, velocity, volume, veracity, and value. 
[51]mentions that it is not only difficult to store big data and analyze them with traditional 
applications, but also that it challenges privacy and security. [52]gives that a big data-
driven security model should have the following characteristics: 

- Focusing on data, it has to manage multiple data sources, multiple data types, large 
amounts, and fast-changing.  
- For the usage, it will be analytic.  
- For the IT support part, it provides cloud computing with N-tier infrastructure and 
a centralized warehouse for storage. 
- For the management part, it considers advanced monitoring systems, active controls, 
standardized views, and a high degree of integration via security and risk management 
tools. 

Although Big Data can be used to improve security and privacy by developing fraud 
detection systems and anomaly-based intrusion detection systems (IDSs)[53]  it often leads 
to data related security and privacy troubles depending on data provenance. To identify the 
Big Data-related threats and vulnerabilities particular attention must be paid to the Big Data 
processes and their support tools. To this end,  [54]defines a Big Data system according to 
different stages, including data acquisition and preparation relying on data cleaning and 
data integration processes, data analytic and mining, data visualization, and data 
interpretation. These different processes use various support technologies such as GFS [55] 
or HDFS [56] for the storage, MapReduce[57], etc. Following these stages, risks may affect 
privacy during the whole life cycle (collection, analytics, and publication), authenticity 
(related to data falsification, distortion), and access control as it may be difficult to manage 
roles and proper authorization while classifying data. To mitigate these risks, protection 
countermeasures are developed mostly regarding privacy violation risks such as location 
privacy protection, anonymous identifier protection, etc. [58]details risk in the knowledge 
discovery phase which includes data environment, analytic processing, and prediction for 
both IT-related risks and “organization” related risks. [59] defines five major 
countermeasure categories dealing with big data security challenges: anonymization, 
encryption, access control, and monitoring, policy, and governance frameworks. [60] also 
analyzes the security problems of big data and proposes protection strategies for big data 
security and privacy. It focuses on the organizational protection related to social networks.  

Focusing on data sources [44] considers the social media and mobile systems as 
key parts of Big Data security. It stands at the user’s perspective and considers the 
awareness of the personally relevant part which is publicly available on the social web. It 
discusses how the growing proliferation and capabilities of mobile devices are creating a 
deluge of social media information and interactions which can affect privacy. It proposes 
an overview of protection means, including access control and metadata handling. It also 
points out two main privacy issues: homegrown problems are due to the user's own 
inconsistent behavior leading to a lack of protection damaging its own privacy whereas 
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external threats may be involved by other social media users who may share personal 
information in an unauthorized way. 

[45]defines security and privacy challenges in a Big Data context. Information 
privacy is the privilege to have some control over how personal information is collected 
and used. Information privacy is the capacity of an individual or group to stop information 
about themselves from becoming known to other people than those they give explicitly the 
information to. Security is the practice of defending information and information assets 
through the use of technology, processes, and training from Unauthorized access, 
Disclosure, Disruption, Modification, Inspection, Recording, and Destruction. To mitigate 
these risks, privacy-preserving methods include de-identification, namely K-anonymity, L-
diversity, and T-closeness with identifier attributes, quasi-identifier attributes, sensitive 
attributes, insensitive attributes, and equivalence classes. K-anonymity uses two regular 
techniques: suppression and generalization. The L-diversity model (Distinct, Entropy, 
Recursive) is an extension of the k-anonymity model which diminishes the granularity of 
data representation utilizing methods including generalization and suppression in a way 
that any given record maps onto at least k different records in the data. Furthermore, T-
closeness is an improvement of l-diversity group-based anonymization that is used to 
preserve privacy in data sets by decreasing the granularity of a data representation. It also 
gives the comparative analysis and limitations of these privacy methods (see Table 1). 

  
Methods Definition Limitations 

K-anonymity It is a framework for constructing and 
evaluating algorithms and systems 
that release information such that 
released information limits what can 
be revealed about the properties of 
entities that are to be protected 

Homogeneity-attack, 
background knowledge 

L-diversity An equivalence class is said to have 
L-diversity if there are at least 
“well-represented” values for the 
sensitive attribute. A table is said to 
have L-diversity if every 
equivalence class of the table has 
L-diversity 

L-diversity may be difficult 
and unnecessary to achieve 
and L-diversity is insufficient 
to prevent attribute 
disclosure 

T-closeness An equivalence class is said to have 
T-closeness if the distance between 
the distribution of a sensitive 
attribute in this class and the 
distribution of the attribute in the 
whole table is no more than a 
threshold t. A table is said to have t-
closeness if all equivalence classes 
have t-closeness 

T-closeness requires that the 
distribution of a sensitive 
attribute in any equivalence 
class is close to the distribution 
of a sensitive attribute in the 
overall table 

Table 1 Privacy-preserving techniques 
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[62]also summarizes the protection of big data privacy which mentions the issues 
in the whole lifecycle of big data with cloud computing infrastructure. Meanwhile, it gives 
the associated protection approaches in data generation, processing, and storing phases 
considering security services. Lastly, [63] proposes a data-driven privacy control system 
based on CUCON (Collaborative Usage Control), which also considers big data techniques 
with business processes and tries to manage the consistency between already allowed rights 
and the potential given rights based on the effect of the business process’s activities. 

Focusing on Big Data support infrastructure, [61] considers the security and privacy 
involving cloud computing infrastructure in a Big Data context. This work defines different 
threats related to big data applications and the supporting architecture, including the 
network level, authentication level, data level, and generic types. It also provides different 
countermeasures associated with the different layers of cloud computing, such as file 
encryption, network encryption, logging, etc to mitigate these risks. 

2.1.3 Risks, vulnerabilities, and countermeasures synthesis 
To sum up, the introduction of SMAC-IT technologies leads to new technological 

and usage-related vulnerabilities and threats. The next table provides a synthesis linking 
data vulnerabilities, threatening agents, risks, and associated countermeasures. This shows 
that similarly to traditional IS protection, dedicated protection policies must be set to adapt 
the countermeasure deployment to the processing context.   
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Implementation-related Vulnerability Data 
Vulnerability 

Risk Threatening agent Countermeasure 
Service interaction 
(Social, Mobile, 
Analytics) 

Infrastructure 
configuration 
(Cloud 
computing) 

Internal External 

Inadequate security 
awareness or regulations 
for the social interaction 

Insecure web-
service and APIs 

Data coarse-
grained 
classification  

Data leakage 
 

Expose the data 
 

Intrude the data 
 
 

1.Access control  
2.Security Awareness training 
3. Data segregation 
4. Detailed regulation 

No boundary of the social 
interactions with multiple 
tenants  

Multi-tenancy 
with logical 
segregation 

Data coarse-
grained 
classification  

Data leakage 
Data un-
availability  

Compromise or overuse the 
application or Intrude the data 
with Malicious insider 
 

NA 1. Strong isolation 
2. Access control  
3. Data distorting 
anonymization 
 

Mobile communication at 
the public wireless 
communication  

Insufficient 
Network protocol  

Data coarse-
grained 
classification 
Opaque data 
audit for 
derivation 
(lineage with 
composition) 
 

Data leakage 
Data 
modification 
Data un-
availability 

NA Man-in-middle attack 
IP spoofing 
ARP spoofing 
DNS poisoning 
RIP attack 
ARP poisoning 
Flooding 
DDoS (DoS) 
Cloud account 
Hijacking 

Data encryption 
Data encapsulation 
Data distorting 
anonymization 
Wired communication  
Digital signature  
Timestamp 
Session management with 
Multi-factor certification 

Random download and 
install the code under 
the mobile environment    

The software has 
infrequent 
monitor, update, 
and patches 

Opaque data 
audit for 
derivation 

(lineage with 
composition) 
  

Data leakage 
Data 
modification 

Data un-
availability 

Misuse or misappropriate 
configure/install the 
application 

Compromise the 
application software or 
install malicious code 

attack detection application 
Regular update and patch the 
software 

Restrict the right to download 
or install the code 
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Implementation-related Vulnerability Data 

Vulnerability 
Risk Threatening agent Countermeasure 

Service interaction 
(Social, Mobile, 
Analytics) 

Infrastructure 
configuration 
(Cloud 
computing) 

Internal External 

No boundary of the 
Social interactions  
Multiple logins with 
the same account in 
the mobile 
Give rights of the 
analytics  
 

loss of 
governance 
with 
insufficient 
audit and log 

Opaque data 
audit for 
derivation 
(lineage with 
composition) 
Data romance  

Data leakage  Expose data with 
no constraints  

Recover data  
Analytic data 

Restrict the usage of 
analytic 
Order others’ usage at the 
specified location and time 
Set up specified social 
location and time for data 
exposure and withdraw 
instantly 

Loss of 
organizational 
management 

Insufficient 
physical 
protection  

Data without 
backup or 
replication 

Data  
unavailability 
 

Damage data Damage data  Replicate data 
Store the data in a location 
that has perfect protection 
with laws and regulations  

Table 2: Synthesis of the different vulnerabilities, threats, and countermeasures 

Note that N/A means not applicable 
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2.1.4 Conclusion.   
Focusing on IS protection, previous sections provide a rich background of risk 

assessment in information systems and usage protection development which can be used 
to support data-centered protection research. This review refers to traditional solutions to 
extend them to the SMAC-IT context, identifying security requirements and protection 
policy for data and process assets in open environments.  

Focusing on data-centered protection, lack of security awareness leads to mis-
identify and misclassify sensitive data as non-sensitive data. This trend is reinforced as 
different copies of the same data can be considered as different assets that are protected 
separately. Moreover, when audit operations or data origin checking cannot occur, this can 
be seen as an attack on data consistency, leading to damages that can affect the data 
authenticity and even its existence.  

Paying attention to privacy, new requirements can be defined[29] such as  
- Data un-linkability considers the data structure that is associated with data 
generation, data archival, and data sharing. 
- Data usage transparency refers to data monitoring to control data transfer, usage, 
sharing, storage, and destruction. 
- Data intervenability extends data governance i.e. it allows the data owner to 
intervene on the consumer side to manage its privacy requirements.  “Intervenability” 
relies on SLA-based governance and need to consider the consequences of the whole 
lifecycle of the data  

These privacy requirements, which can be combined with traditional security 
services, call for pre-protection, ongoing protection, and post-protection of data. Based on 
this analysis more complex data security/privacy services can be defined by composing 
basic security services:  

- Data existence: on the data consumer side, it refers to data availability and the rights 
to keep it or delete it locally whereas on the data owner/ data producer side it refers to 
the way the data is governed to decide to withdraw it or not leading to intervene on the 
consumer side to control its deletion.  
- Data authenticity: on the data consumer side, this service is associated with integrity 
and is associated with the right to modify (or write) the data whereas on the data 
owner/data provider side this will refer to the data transparency, i.e. providing audit and 
origin certification services.    

Different vulnerabilities and threats can be considered depending on the data life-
cycle status. To classify them, we use the data lifecycle steps defined in[37][30], i.e. 
generation, transfer, usage, sharing, storage, archival, destruction. (see Table 3).  
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Lifecycle operation  Data vulnerability  Data threats 

Data generation  Data identification and 
segregation  

Data breach 

Data transfer Data encapsulation  Data modification, breach 

Data usage Data audit and log evidence  Data breach, modification  

Data sharing Data authorization  Data protection 
inconsistency  

Data storage  Data replication Data loss 

Data archival Data locality  Data breach, unretrieved 
data 

Data destruction  Data persistency Data breach  

Table 3 Data centered vulnerability and threats 

Once evaluated, these security and privacy requirements must be managed by 
defining convenient security policies. 

2.2 Security policy 

A security policy is a definition of secured behaviors for stand-alone or 
collaborative business organizations or IT architectures. A security policy consists of a set 
of rules specified using abstract vocabularies to give some constraint or condition on the 
usage or deployment of an entity owned by a participant [65]. The policy has three aspects: 
the policy assertion, the policy owner, and policy enforcement. Policy assertions refer to 
the way the security services are implemented. The service consumer independently of any 
agreement with the policy owner may assert them. Policy enforcement² ensures that the 
policy assertion is consistent with the real world. The OASIS [64] also extends the security 
policy by defining a security model relating the IT architecture with the human/social 
organization. Based on these social structures, legitimate permissions, obligations, and 
roles are generated for people concerning the IT system and the security mechanisms. This 
model characterizes security in 6 key concepts: confidentiality, integrity, authentication, 
authorization, non-repudiation, and availability and deploys the SOA systems in terms of 
three primary layers which are network layer, transport layer, and application layer. By 
assessing threats in these different layers, the security model can be used to specify the 
necessary security response mechanisms. 

To this end, [66] uses EBIOS methods to generate a security policy which first 
needs to identify security goals and context and determine the security requirements with 
the risk assessment. [67] introduces a tool to simulate and analyze the security policy 
specified using the OrBAC model. OrBAC aims at modeling a security policy centered on 
the organization which provides specified policy at an organizational level and enforced 
policy to concrete it. There are also multiple types of research related to the model-driven 
security policy. Most of them confirm the common criteria approach [68] which depicts 
the relationship between security requirements and the TOE (Target of Evaluation). Their 
approach is based on refinement of the security requirements into a TOE summary 
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specification expressed in the security target and each lower level of refinement represents 
a design decomposition with additional design detail. In this way, the policy is defined with 
abstraction levels of functional specification, high-level design, low-level design, and 
implementation considering the security environment and security objects with threats and 
organizational policies. 

Different policy languages can be used to support usage descriptions. [20] presents 
the Obligation Specification Language (OSL) for a wide range of usage control 
requirements. It also presents translation between OSL and two rights expression languages 
(RELs) [23]from the DRM area [24]. It classifies the policies into obligations and 
provisions. [25] proposes a formal technique that combines the use of access control 
policies expressed in the OrBAC language together with specifications based on the B-
method. It models language for system specification and also gives a formal expression of 
security properties modeling the relationships between the security policy and system. [26] 
provides a common means of specifying security policies that map onto various access 
control implementation mechanisms. The language focuses on roles to group policies 
relating to a position in an organization, relationships to define interactions between roles, 
and management structures to define a configuration of roles and relationships of an 
organizational unit. [18] provides a two-level usage control policy. It first proposes 
specification-level usage control policies which is a temporal logic with explicit operators 
for cardinality and permissions. Then it gives implementation level policies which can be 
expressed as event-condition-action (ECA) rules.[27] developed a logical specification of 
the UCONABC model with a temporal logic of actions (TLA) with a sequence of states 
expressed by system attributes. [19] especially gives the usage control policy in web 
applications. Here is a brief description of the basic usage control model by illustrating 
UCON policies: UCON model [69] has three parts: Authorization Models, Obligation 
Model, and Condition Model. In the authorization model, user credentials and resource 
attributes are checked before granting permission for the requested resource. Obligation 
models comprise the obligation monitoring of access requests. The condition model relates 
to the system infrastructure, environment, and business session. All these aspects should 
consider the attributes of subject and object to give the rights. It identifies three types of 
subjects: consumer, provider, and Identifier, Consumers are the subjects who request to 
perform a certain action on an object. Providers are the individuals who own services and 
issue the rights to the requesting party. The identifier is the entity whose confidential 
information is incorporated within a digital object. While, three types of rights (actions) 
are specified namely consumer, provider, and identifies rights which indicates the set of 
actions or privileges on digital objects. UCON model also classifies the objects as privacy 
sensitive and privacy non-sensitive objects that determine whether the object contains 
critical information of identifiers, subject or not. The basic usage control policy will 
describe the syntax, semantic, and vocabulary for describing variable attributes related to 
a complex system. The policy model defines the policy grammar and semantic, and the 
vocabulary used to describe domain knowledge which bridges grammar with the associated 
domain. 

2.2.1 Security policy ontologies 
There have been many works that apply ontology technology to security policy 

systems to capture domain knowledge. The ontology allows the construction of domain 
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knowledge by defining the relation between concepts. The knowledge represented with 
ontology can be used to reason about entities within that domain and find new knowledge, 
thus describes the domain. The Web Ontology Language (OWL)[70][71] is a widely 
adopted knowledge presentation language for ontology construction that presents concepts 
in a structured way, defining the Class-Subclass relation. Ontologies provide a formal 
specification of concepts and their interrelationships and play an essential role in complex 
web service environments, semantics-based policy model.  

[72] presents POLICYTAB (see Figure 2), a policy inheritance and composition 
framework based on credential ontologies, formalizes these representations and the related 
constraints in Frame-Logic. The ontology shares information about credentials and their 
attributes, which is needed for establishing trust between negotiating parties. 

  
Figure 2 UML class diagram for Simple ID Credential Ontology [72] 

[73] provides ontology-based access control model (Onto-ACM) approach which 
offers a mechanism for securing applications and systems considering the conditions based 
on context-aware technologies in the cloud computing environment and applies the access 
level of resource access based on ontology reasoning and semantic analysis method. It 
defines the context information ontology of the user and the administrator by using OWL 
based on the ontology class, including basic information, the resource time, and the 
terminal, among others (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 VOWL11 diagram of the access control ontology [73] 

[74] extends the WS-Policy to represent QoS policies for selecting adequate 
services to meet service consumer needs which apply ontological concepts to WS-policy 
in order to enable semantic matching. 

 

Figure 4 VOWL diagram of the WS-policy ontology [74] 

However, the OWL reasoners applied to this WS policy ontology are mainly used 
for their class / subclass deduction capabilities [73]. This limit can be overcome with 
SWRL [75]. The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) combines sub languages of OWL 
with those of the Rule Markup Language. It takes advantage of both the ontology and the 
rule-based knowledge to draw inference which can add new facts to the knowledge base 
[76]. [77] combines the OWL with the RBAC model for access control. It means that OWL 

                                                 
11 See http://vowl.visualdataweb.org/v2/  
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constructions can be extended to model attribute-based RBAC or more generally attribute-
based access control. This ontology provides the basic RBAC concepts including subjects, 
objects, roles, role assignments, and actions. It defines the class with actions, subjects, and 
objects. To control access, it introduces two important Action subclasses for permitted and 
prohibited actions: PermittedAction and ProhibitedAction. The RBAC ontology defines 
some key properties that a subject or object can have (depending on the details of the 
representation) and leaves the specification of additional properties and subclasses to the 
specific domain model. The Cloud Service Access Control (CSAC) mechanism [78] 
considers payment status and service level as the two essential characteristics of cloud 
service. Ontological terms are used to represent the user’s payment status and access 
control policies and provide necessary semantic information to execute policy conflict 
analysis and access denying rules.  

  

 

Figure 5 VOWL diagram of the Cloud access control ontology [78] 

[79] considers privacy protection policies which give three types of ontology in the 
Description Logic (DL), log-based ontologies, and rules combination for the semantic 
enforcement. It includes data user ontology, data type ontology, and purpose ontology 
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Data User

Organization

Is a

StaffHas(1,…*)

Person

Is a

Gov_Agency Company

Is a Is a

IRS

Is a

 
Figure 6 UML class diagram of the data user ontology [79] 

Data type

Profile Data Digital Trace

Is a Is a

Office profile Home profile

Is a Is a

Mail TraceLogin Trace

Is a Is a

Phone Email ORG Name OffLine Online

Sender Receiver

has has has has

has

 

Figure 7 UML class diagram of the personal profile and digital traces from[79] 

Purpose

Marketing Admin Audit_Announ

Is a

Email 
Marketing

Phone 
Marketing

Is a Is a

Account audit 
announ

Data audit 
announ

Is a Is a

 
Figure 8 UML class diagram of the purpose ontology picked from[79]  

[80] defines the role definition using ontology information, and the transformation 
operations in ontology trees which aims at providing an appropriate policy with an exact 
role for every tenant. 
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Company 1
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WA CA

has

Engineers Other staffs

has Has 

Project 
supervisor

Is a Is a Is a

HR manager Sales 
manager

Is a Is a

Project 
manager

Test 
EngineerDeveloper

Is a Is a Is a

Company 2

Product Human

has has

Windows office

Is a Is a
Project 

supervisor HR manager Sales 
manager

HR memberProject 
manager

Test 
EngineerDeveloper

Is a Is a Is a

Is a Is a Is a

HR member

Is a Is a

 
Figure 9 UML class diagram of a sample ontology tree companies [80]  

The model proposed by [80] enables expressing much more fine-grained access 
control policies on social network knowledge. It relies on a Social Networking systems 
Ontology (SNO) that models key entities and their relationships typically found in Social 
Networking Systems (SNSs). The Entity concept is the root of all concepts in SNO, with 
three immediate descendants: DigitalObject, Person, and Event. The DigitalObject concept 
models any object with digital, typically visualizable content. The Person concept models 
human users in the context of SNSs. 

 
Figure 10 VOWL diagram of the social networking system ontology[81] 
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[82] gives an approach that formalizes ODRL (Open Digital Rights Language) 
semantics based on semantic web ontologies. The resulting ODRL ontologies have been 
connected to IPROnto and provide Digital Right Management to the Internet.  

 

 
Figure 11 Mind map of the ODRL XML complexTypes [82] 

 
Table 4 XSD2OWL translations for the XML picked from [82](P3-4, Table 2) 

[83] proposes an Ontology-based Rights Expression Language, called OREL which 
allows not only users but also machines to handle digital rights at a semantics level. It uses 
the terms “Act”, “Agent”, “Resource”, “Time” and “Place” from MPEG RDD (Rights Data 
Dictionary) as well as their hierarchy and relationships to build this ontology. 
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Figure 12 VOWL diagram of the OREL ontology [83] 

[84] presents a base privacy ontology for e-services and a privacy framework for 
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). The ontology offers a base vocabulary that can be 
extended to create ontologies specific to a given service domain and operating environment. 

 
Figure 13 Mind map of the basic privacy ontology [84] 

Focusing on data protection and usage control, [85]formalizes policies as a set 
of assertions defining rights, obligations and conditions. These conditions are focused 
on different attributes related to the subject (SAT) who will get the right, the object on 
which the right is granted (OAT) and context (CNAT) (see Figure 14 presenting the 
policy assertions and Figure 15 presenting the usage control policy model). This work 
defines both usage actions and organizational regulation so that both “technical” and 
“organizational” security countermeasures can be integrated. 
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Figure 14 Policy assertion model based on [85] 

 

 
Figure 15 VOWL diagram of the Usage Control Policy model  [85] 
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This brief state of the art shows that a large variety of ontologies are defined to describe 
policies, access control rules, protection means and even organizations involved in access 
control / usage rules. Most of them are devoted to access control, integrating different 
protected resources (data or services) and knowledge on the subject, i.e. the entity who will 
get the right. Different attributes are used to define rights, obligations and conditions. We 
have identified different criteria to compare these works (see Table 5)  
1. Control purpose: defines for what the policy is designed: it may be service selection, 

access control… 
2. Control object: defines the attributes which are used to describe ‘Rights’, ‘Obligation’ 

and ‘Condition’. It usually has the range shown as the quantity or quality. These 
attributes may deal with operation conditions (including time, location…), the 
knowledge a subject has on a stakeholder, the trust and reputation level of a subject, 
the intended usage qualification, the quality of service (including the quality of 
protection) or attributes related to the object itself. 

3. Subject Attributes: defines the attributes of the party requiring the access (i.e. the 
subject) used in the access control process. It may be a role, a group identification (such 
as a friend, stranger, or acquaintance usually used in social media) 

4. Object Attributes: defines the attributes of the asset that is protected by the policy (i.e. 
the object) that are conditioned the access. It can be the type, content, or an operation 
service  

5. Policy extension: defines if the policy is extended from some existing ones or 
regulation constraints 

6. IT implementation: defines the specific characteristics of the IT implementation 
which may generate extra risks and usage, such as risk generated by the multi-tenant in 
the cloud computing architecture or the risk generated by the web service.   

7. Environment: characterizes environment which has specific IT implementation and 
gives extra information for the control object.  
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Ref. Control 
purpose 

Control 
object 

Subject 
Attribute 

Object 
Attribu
te 

Policy extension  IT 
implementati
on 

Environme
nt 

[72] Access 
control 

Trust  Role not 
availa
ble 

Organizational and 
governmental 
regulation 

Web Service Social 
media 

[73] Access 
control 

Operation 
Condition  

Role  Resour
ce 

Permission level 
including cloud 
service context 

not 
available  

Cloud  

[74] Service 
Selection 

Quality of 
Service 

Service 
attribute
s 

Policy Policy definition and 
enforcement  

Web Service not 
available 

[78] Access 
control  

Trust + 
Service  

Role and 
Reputati
on 

Servic
e level 

Access permission not 
available 

Cloud  

[79] Access 
control 

Purpose Role  Data 
type 

P3P and EPAL-based 
privacy protection 
policies 

Web Service not 
available 

[80] Access 
Control 

Purpose + 
Service  

Role not 
availa
ble 

RBAC Multi-
Tenancy 
Architecture 

not 
available 

[81] Access 
control  

Knowledg
e 

Roles 
and 
Social 
Relation
ship 

Digital 
Object 

Access permission not 
available 

Social 
media  

[82] Access 
control  

Object not 
available 

Data 
type 

ODRL Web Service not 
available 

[83] Access 
control 

Operation 
Condition 

Role Resour
ce 

REL not 
available 

not 
available 

[84] Service 
selection 

Quality of 
Service 

Role Data 
type 

Contextual policy 
definition 

Web Service not 
available 

Table 5 Comparison of the different ontologies 

Based on this review, security and privacy management in SMAC-IT systems call 
for providing consistent protection to data assets as these assets can be shared by different 
processes and information systems. To manage the “organizational” protection, Business 
Process models must also be considered. [86] BPMN extended meta-model [87] and 
BPDM [88] These Business Process models allow specifying business processes as set of 
tasks, defining events and flows to connect them. Organizational knowledge is addressed 
by defining parties and roles related to the tasks. Nevertheless, none of these models 
integrate a precise specification of usages on data resources. This calls for integrating 
Usage control models and the Business Process models to support a consistent and 
contextualized usage definition to protect efficiently data resources. 

Paying particular attention to the Big Data and the Data Science context, legal 
regulation is also needed to define data owner and data consumer rights and duties so that 
data privacy and security can be managed. 
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2.2.2 GDRP-based asset protection 
As stated previously, SMAC-IT generates new risks leading to privacy violations. 

Paying particular attention to social media, end-users may disclose personal data 
unconsciously while surfing on the Internet, lose control of the data they submit / that are 
collected as different stakeholders with different privacy policies can share these data. To 
limit these risks, particular attention should be paid to the privacy policies, allowing users 
to understand them before consenting to provide their data and to control the protection 
level they provide. Focusing on the legal environment, several laws aiming at protecting 
personal data and privacy have been developed, mostly on the European Union side, 
leading to the GDPR, deployed in 2018. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
strengthens and unifies data protection for individuals in the European Union [89]. GDPR 
transfers the burden of proof on the service provider side instead of the end-user who 
consumes the service and provides its personal information. Whereas GDPR allows 
statistics-related usages leading to data fusion or information mining from a large set of 
anonymized data, service providers have to state and prove usages they have for a particular 
data by managing users’ consents accordingly, reporting any security breach to the data 
owner. Due to these requirements, service providers must describe all the actions to be 
done on the different data provided by users depending on their category. Service providers 
have also to manage data collection [90] and track data flows between stakeholders [91] or 
between their own activities.  

2.2.2.1 GDPR main requirements 
The European Legislation Identifier (ELI) ontology which supports the definition 

of legal resources with attributes and terms through URI templates, can be used to show 
that GDPR legal resources and concepts can be linked to each other as well as to other 
resources thanks to URI [93] 

Focusing on the social media environment, different risks must be considered such 
as disclosure of private data unconsciously while surfing on the Internet, lack of control on 
information submitted and transfer to third parties, or data sharing with third parties, where 
each party has its privacy policy. These risks are obviously due to a lack of transparency 
and non understandable privacy policies. To overcome this limit and fit the GDPR 
transparency and user consent management requirements, [92] categorizes data according 
to the main types defined in GDPR and uses supervised machine learning techniques to 
classify privacy policies in a three-scale risk-based categorization so that risk indicators 
are set to draw users’ attention. 

Focusing on Big Data, [91] points out the protection provided by GDPR. It also 
provides a legal analysis showing why big data and protection policy affect each other and 
need to be balanced. While purpose limitation constraints the usage of data, it is difficult 
to provide complete information on (may be unknown a priori) Big Data processes and to 
provide associated monitoring information. Data minimization may compromise the Big 
Data process itself. For example, removing identifiers to achieve pseudonymity can 
potentially undermine the quality of the results as the data are altered. This may also 
prevent the aggregation of different datasets. Last but not least, while sensitivity levels are 
defined for data categories to prevent data leakage for sensitive data, Analytics processes 
can bypass these protections, mining both sensitive and insensitive data. To face these risks, 
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users often prohibit automated analysis, reflecting the deep distrust towards these 
automated processes. 

Other woks also pay particular attention to the data collection sources such as data 
collected by IoT devices. Such devices are often unprotected and may capture different 
kinds of often sensitive personal data. For example, medical devices capture health 
parameters, while household appliances collect precise living habits… As these devices 
are interconnected in larger smart systems, they can be seen as a major security and privacy 
breaches. [95] couples an IoT ontology to a security and privacy ontology to manage GDPR 
requirements. This ontology aims at making the smart devices more autonomous while 
managing their access control decision by inferring data access rights and enforcing the 
privacy policy compliance at the execution level. 

Risks related to the big data process are due to the mining processes, looking for 
hidden patterns, and the proliferation of personal information. Focusing on data privacy 
protection, [96] defines both pseudonymous and anonymous data. Pseudonymous data are 
personal data that can no longer be linked to a person unless additional data or processes 
are used. Anonymous data are personal data that can no longer be linked to a person even 
if external data and processes are used. Data Management Platforms (DMP) proposed in, 
[96] offers tag management, users’ segmentation, media integration, campaign analytics, 
and user analytics. Tag management supports data audit and data control; user 
segmentation supports the role’s identification. Media integration, Campaign analytics, 
User analytics technological platforms support value propagation, value generation, and 
value exchange. This paper also provides some countermeasures for privacy protection 
showed in Table 6. 

External 
part 

Internal 
organizational 
part 

Internal technological part Data part 

Browser 
extension 
on the 
user’s 
system 

Instant messaging 
Internet 
application 
Remote logins 
VOIP and games 
and other 
communication 
anonymity and 
pseudonymity 
systems 

Type-0 remailers 
Anonymizer.com 
Onion routing 
The freedom networks 
Java Anon proxy 
Tor 
GNU… 
Protocols for unified 
communication 

Data encryption 
 

Table 6 Countermeasures for data protection 

GDPR provides the “general analysis” principle which integrates 
pseudonymization to reduce the risks while using the information contained in large 
databases. [97] focuses on the way pseudonymization impacts big data processing. While 
anonymization prevents consumers from identifying, providing a guarantee of privacy and 
breaks the risk of big data, pseudonymization may allow indirect re-identification, 
requiring additional steps such as providing distributed additional information. 
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Pseudonymization and privacy-by-design can be combined with additional technical and 
organizational countermeasures (such as technical and functional internal policies) to 
improve privacy protections.  

Focused on smart-cities applications, [98] provides a new Big Data-assisted public 
policy-making process that implements “privacy by design”. It provides a refined 
definition of the big data-assisted policy-making process, defines the privacy-aware public 
policies, and formalizes a privacy compliance assessment based on GDPR. Data are 
classified into two sets: one gathers data collected before the definition of the policy 
(retrospective data) and the other one gathers data collected after the deployment of the 
policy (perspective data), collected for the evaluation of the proposed policy. The situation 
analysis considers data exploration (acquisition), data option(preparation) of the data 
consumer for initializing the policy. The action plan will consider the data from the data 
owner aspect and predict the action from the data consumer aspect. It includes data 
partitioning, feature/value selection, and voting for the final policy. Lastly, the 
implementation provides an open-source Apache Foundation framework showing the main 
components of the big data platform which is also used to evaluate and determine the final 
policy. It gives the Model-Based Big Data Analytic as a Service approach for the 
compliance assessment.  

Despite the protection means these works propose, particular attention must be paid 
to the way users may approve or refuse to share their personal data. This leads to consent 
management and questions for consent proofs. Due to its immutability characteristics, 
Blockchain can appear as a promising solution to achieve this goal. 

Paying attention to the burden of proof devoted to the data consumer, GDPR 
involves that data owners may control the usage of their data during their life-cycle. This 
means managing user consents accordingly and reporting any security breach to the data 
owner. To fit these legal obligations, several works have been developed either(i) to 
identify both information and processing categories in traditional Enterprise Architecture 
models in order to simplify the data usage control [90] or (ii) to manage data collection and 
tracking data flows between stakeholders [91] which involves tracking proofs.  

2.2.2.2 Blockchain-based protection 
Focusing on the way “fair and accepted usage” can be proved, several works have 

focused on blockchain technology due to its immutability property. Blockchain is an 
integrated multi-field infrastructure [99], combining cryptography, peer-to-peer networks, 
and distributed consensus algorithm to manage transaction-based synchronization. 
Blockchain technology has six main key characteristics: decentralized, transparent, 
consensus-based, anonymity, immutable and open source. Blockchain technology has 
started in 2008 with the Bitcoin used to support financial transactions. Parties involved in 
these transactions are defined thanks to addresses associated with cryptographic keys. This 
mechanism provides anonymity to parties Id. Blockchain 2.0 provides automated 
transactions, i.e. First introduced in Ethereum, smart contracts allow storing automated 
transactions in a Blockchain, leading to the Blockchain 2.0 model. Ethereum is an open-
source blockchain platform combining Smart Contract, offering a decentralized virtual 
machine to handle the contract, by using its digital currency called ETH. People can create 
many different services, applications, or contracts on this platform [100]. Smart contracts 
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are automatically executed to control user’s digital assets according to the participants' 
rights and obligations. 

Blockchain-based data protection solutions are based on blockchain technology for 
enabling users to preserve their IoT data privacy while eliminating the need to trust a 
centralized regulator. For instance, [101] proposed a distributed data storage system, which 
used blockchain to maintain data access control and data storage model. [102] proposed a 
decentralized personal data management system, which uses blockchain to keep track of 
both data and access transactions. Considering the blockchain immutability property, it can 
be worthy used (i) to manage access control function such as the smart contracts embedding 
access control rules [103], (ii) to manage data encryption key protecting data access [104], 
(iii) to manage user consents[105] or (iv) to track data accountability and provenance 
tracking [73] usage operation thanks to smart contracts generated according to the data 
usage policy [105]. 

2.3 Conclusion 

While risk and security engineering methods provide a strong basis to identify 
sensitive assets, threats, and vulnerability in traditional and well perimetrised information 
system, their intrinsic “process-driven” approach may lead to security breaches due to 
inconsistent protection when a data asset is replicated in different sub-systems using 
different protection strategies. Moreover, these methods used to identify systems 
vulnerabilities and threats are not suitable for opened and unperimetrized environments 
where potential usages, detailed processes, and infrastructure may be out of control.  

The integration of Social, Mobile, Analytics, Cloud, and even Internet of Things 
technologies (SMAC-IT) in Collaborative Information Systems involves paying attention 
to new vulnerabilities and threats due to the intrinsic usage they have on data assets. In 
such opened and rather evolving environment, usages may also be considered as threats or 
vulnerabilities leading to asset dispatching, privacy violation… This involves that SMAC-
IT system cannot be protected anymore thanks to these traditional risks and security 
engineering approaches: potential usages and associated vulnerabilities must be integrated 
into data protection policy, requiring extended usage and protection ontologies.  

To fit the extended, collaborative, and sharing organization model carried out by 
SMAC-IT, legal regulation has also evolved. The European Union General Data Protection 
Regulation requires service providers to provide fair information to the service consumer 
and manage usage consents. This legal constraint has led to the development of pre-
formalized consents regarding data that may be collected and processed. Focusing on the 
data provider (i.e. the service consumer), these consents do not provide precise information 
on the usage scope and there is no way to guarantee that consents are consistent with the 
data protection strategy. Paying attention to the service provider side (i.e. the data 
consumer), few works have been focused on Blockchain technology to manage and store 
consents. Nevertheless, these works are mostly devoted to consent management and do not 
allow controlling the way data assets are protected. 

To overcome these limits, we identify two main challenges: 
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- Defining a data-centered and usage-based control model allowing defining 
consistent and life-long protection on data assets, paying particular attention to 
potential usages considered as potential threats 
- Defining a consent-based usage governance model allowing to derive precise usage 
authorization from global consents and track the exact way data assets are processed 
and exchanged to ensure the consistent protection 
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3 Data centered protection model 

As stated in the state of the art, SMAC-IT challenges new security organizations to 
provide consistent life-long protection to data. Such distributed environment challenges 
information privacy management as data assets can be exchanged and used by several 
parties (service providers, hosting platform providers…). Moreover, as this distributed 
environment can be supported by highly distributed infrastructure components, the global 
ecosystem can be constrained by different national legal rules as the different actors 
involved (service provider, hosting platform manager…) may use and transfer data assets 
from one country to another one. According to a societal point of view, this complex and 
distributed organization may lead to “unfair” practices as data owners may lose control of 
their assets as several copies are shared by multiple stakeholders. This trend is reinforced 
by the reduced privacy management abilities offered by data consumers/service providers: 
service consumers can only select service providers according to a (maybe subjective) trust 
level and then they have to accept or not the protection and privacy conditions proposed 
by the selected service provider. Regarding specific risks related to SMAC-IT, particular 
attention must be paid to social networks as they provide coarse-grained access control on 
data they store and as several uncontrolled copies of data can be made. This involves 
managing information security and privacy continuously among different collaborative 
service chains. It involves also being able to manage finer-grained privacy requirements 
related to an “information life cycle”, propagating these requirements for all the 
information copies and integrating the way the information asset evolves.  

These challenges can be illustrated thanks to a simple use case. This motivating 
example integrates collaborative business and end users’ interactions. It relies on an online 
shopping platform (called later Online Shopping), shared by different companies proposing 
products and services to clients and exchanging information to propose “manufactured-on-
demand” products. To reduce the carbon footprint, Company A uses the 3D printers hosted 
by company B to “manufacture” the product as close as possible to the client. Online 
Shopping also shares data with MyAnalytics company which uses the customer data to 
establish recommendations and provide marketing analysis to Online Shopping company. 

Alice, Bob, and Charly, three friends sharing some personal information, often use 
an Online shopping platform. Each of them has particular privacy requirements. Bob trusts 
Alice, his sister, and share lots of personal information with her. Each of them can use the 
other contact information for a delivery purpose (“permanent delegation for delivery”). As 
Charly has very weak privacy requirements, Alice and Bob forbid him from sharing their 
personal information. 

Alice browses the Online shopping application which provides products from 
different suppliers to buy a gift for her brother Bob. In her Personal Information System, 
Alice shares some of Bob’s personal information such as his contact information, his 
identity information, photo… Alice will have to share Bob’s contact information with 
Online Shopping and its sub-contractors to manage the gift delivery. The Online shopping 
platform collects user’s view history and connection information as well as other 
information related to the product Alice intends to buy. Consequently, Alice will have to 
“share” different personal information such as traces of her online activity, financial 
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information related to her payments, her address (for billing/delivery purpose), and what 
she has bought with Online Shopping platform, MyAnalytics (which can also mix this 
information with other sources) and Company A and B (the product suppliers).  

Alice also interacts with other online platforms, Personal Information Management 
Systems, social networks… using her computer or smartphone. Protecting consistently her 
personal information is difficult for Alice as she interacts with different systems, providing 
their Terms of Service (ToS for short). Moreover, she cannot get any information to check 
if her information is protected and used according to the ToS she accepted. 

The online Shopping platform is responsible for Alice’s personal information 
protection and, according to the GDPR, must be able to prove that it uses and protects this 
information according to the exact ToS. While exchanging data with its partners 
(MyAnalytics, Company A or B), Online shopping must check the business purpose of the 
external service requesting information to verify if this is allowed by the ToS Alice has 
approved. It also has to transfer this ToS to the service provider. 

Charly, a friend of Alice and Bob also uses the Online Shopping application. 
Although he knows Bob’s contact information, Bob has never allowed him to share this 
data with other parties. Charly has weak privacy requirements and he often publishes his 
personal information without restriction. He, therefore, agreed, as part of his interaction 
with the online shopping application, that his own contact information, his full profile… 
can be used for marketing purposes and even can be shared with other parties. 

Based on this simple motivating example, we can identify different challenges: 
- Focusing on data providers, a unified vision on the way a data asset is used and 
shared is necessary to provide consistent protection. Moreover, “data usage delegation” 
must be managed to control whether the asset security level can be controlled or not. 
- Focusing on the data consumers, different protection policies must be deployed on 
assets depending on their origin and their associated Terms of Service. Similarly, usages 
must be well defined and control to ensure that only “fair usages” are achieved. . Of 
course, data assets must be protected consistently, regardless the IT component 
processing them. 

As said in the state of the art, traditional risk engineering methods use the different 
processes as a guideline to identify threats, vulnerabilities and the assets to protect. This 
leads to define specific protection for each Information System component so that the 
different copies of a same data asset will be associated to different protection policies, 
depending on the component using them. Moreover, these methods are designed for well-
known information systems where data assets and processes are well-identified. 
Unfortunately, the SMAC-IT and collaborative context leads to opened and evolving 
Information System organization, adding collaborative processes or new partners so that 
risks must be re-evaluated continuously. Focusing on Usage Control, usage actions are  

To overcome these limits and provide a consistent protection to data assets, even in 
opened context, we propose to capture the Information System organization in a single 
model, from business context and business relationships among parties to IT support 
components. By this way the current Information System perimeter may be identified. This 
Information System model will integrate an abstract description of both data assets and 
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processes using them as well as a description of the IT components supporting these 
processes and of the replicated instances of the data assets stored and processed by these 
IT components. 

Such an Information System description model will provide: 
- a unified vision of data assets and their replicated instances 
- a precise description of the way these data assets are used. 

Thanks to this Information System model, requirements of protection can be 
defined once for each data asset depending on this data asset sensitivity and value. Then, 
these requirements of protection can be used to control the protection policy associated to 
each replicated instance. 

Moreover, the business knowledge captured by the description of the business 
relationships and context as well as the abstract process description enriches the description 
of usage actions on data assets. This will allow a finer-grained definition of “fair usages”. 
To manage this point, we propose to expand the Collaborative Usage Control model 
proposed in [85] to integrate business context and process information to define 
contextualized “fair” usages. To his end, a usage ontology including a business taxonomy 
and generic usage actions will be set. 

By this way, a data-centered protection model is set. Data protection is defined 
consistently although data assets are replicated and used in various processes and context. 
Then, policy aggregation and matching process can be defined to control continuously the 
way an asset is protected. 

In this chapter, we introduce first the Information Description system model, 
describing the collaborative organization, data assets and processes using them. This 
system will provide a centralized description of data assets so that security requirements 
can be defined once and are “propagated” to the different copies of the data asset. As 
security threats and vulnerabilities can be due to the way data assets are used and process, 
we expand the traditional security and protection ontologies to manage usages. Thanks to 
the integration of business knowledge, fair usages can be defined precisely. By this way, 
Requirements of protection and Quality of Protection policies can be set, compared and 
combined with usage control function. 
 

3.1 Multi-layer information system description model 

To manage the current asset protection and allowed usages, we design an 
Information System (IS for short) description model to store the IS collaborative ecosystem 
description, identifying the different service providers and their relationships, the different 
data assets description, and the description of their replicated content. More precisely, this 
information system description model is organized in three main layers: 

- the organization layer gathers information on the different actors (human 
beings/enterprise / organizational unit) that own, store, or process logical assets (also 
called logical data assets) with meta-data description. Contracts, including security 
agreements, are associated with the relationships between actors. Actors are also 
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associated with different business areas / organizational units according to their 
competencies or to the Business Processes and business activities they have to manage. 
- the “logical” layer gathers descriptions of both data assets and the way they may 
be processed. Logical data assets are described thanks to meta-data and are associated 
with security requirements depending on their sensitivity level. These data assets can 
be combined to set more complex assets, aggregating atomic ones. Processes are 
defined thanks to abstract services, described thanks to activity patterns related to their 
business domain. Each of these abstract services is also characterized by its interface, 
described thanks to data objects (which can be seen as service interface objects) 
associated with logical assets.  
- the implementation layer stores the identification of the real physical instances 
associated with the data object. These physical copies of logical assets are called 
“containers”. These “containers” are consumed by “concrete services” associated with 
IT or manual application services. Each of these “concrete” services is provided by an 
actor and has its security policy which may be inherited from the data consumer’s 
generic security policy, enriched with the target usage of the data object. Paying 
attention to the cloud-based multi-tenant implementation, each concrete service 
deployment may use other support services (cloud or network services), using a 
“support” relationship. 

This multi-layer Information system description model is split according to two main 
“vertical” dimensions: 

- The first one is related to the static Information System organization to provide a 
unified reference description model so that data assets and the way they can be used 
and protected can be identified. This part of the Information system description model 
will later be called “static dimension”. It stores logical data description and the way 
they are used and processed, describing the services using them. Data assets and 
services are described semantically, using metadata and dedicated models integrating 
knowledge of the specific business domain. We extend this data semantic description 
by integrating information on the data source (internal, external, or mixed), the data 
origin (collected, created by the target business process or generated thanks to an 
analytical algorithm), and data representation form (multiple physical copies) to 
describe asset. Moreover, we define the service referring to the collaborative business 
process (including the business purpose and collaboration purpose), abstract usage with 
functional means (i.e., the target usage within its operated generic communication and 
processing application), and concrete execution call and physical infrastructure.    
- The second one is related to the dynamic information usage life-cycle, i.e. the 
implementation of information evolve. Besides multiple copies of an asset, we also 
need to protect the derivation of the asset resulted from potential usages. While the 
usage is associated with different services which can compose or decompose with 
purpose and implementation. At last, the data-centric information model will refer to 
internal or collaborative services and extend the consistent protection to various 
physical instances and logical asset groups.   
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Thanks to this data-centric information model data-centered protection policy can 
be managed and shared by multiple copies of a data asset so that consistent protection can 
be set to provide life-long protection on data assets. 
3.1.1 Static view of the Information System description  
3.1.1.1 Organizational layer 

This layer is used to describe the different actors involved in the information system 
and their relationships (see Figure 16). An actor can be a human being, a legal entity, or a 
part of a legal entity (i.e. an organization entity). Organization entities can be defined 
recursively and consequently may include sub-organization entities. Actors can be 
gathered into trust groups. 

Actors take part in different processes. These processes are defined thanks to 
Business Services that are interconnected to reflect the way the process is organized. Each 
Business Service refers to a business area. It is described functionally thanks to a set of 
meta-data associated with this business area. Business services can be defined recursively, 
i.e. a Business Service may include other Business Services. We call Elementary Task a 
Business Service that does not include other business services.  

The data required/produced by these business services are defined thanks to Logical 
Asset Patterns. A Logical Asset Pattern may be defined recursively (i.e. it can include sub-
logical asset patterns). Each Logical asset pattern is described using different 
characteristics associated to meta-data. Each of these characteristics is related to different 
types. Depending on the business area a data belongs to, several models defined thanks to 
logical asset patterns can be reused. For example, as far as personal data are concerned, 
some typical categories can refer to: 

- The personal aspect considers social viewpoints. In our use case, it includes traces 
of online activity, home address, photos, and identity information.   
- The financial aspect is related to transaction payments. In our use case, it will 
consider the bank account, payment password, and payment certification code, etc.   
- The management aspect refers to business process management considering 
organizational viewpoints. The use case includes product delivery address, product 
contact information, product order information.  Actors are linked thanks to contractual 
relationships. Each contract defines the common goal, what each actor provides and 
consumes. Contracts can refer to generic models such as partnership agreements, data 
processing consent, “Service agreements”, financial agreements…  More precisely a 
contract consists of a set of clauses, each of them dedicated to relating actors to 
particular elements of the information system. 

From our motivating example, we can identify different actors: “human actors” 
such as Alice, Bob, and Charly, legal entities such as Online Shopping, Company A and 
Company B or organizational entities such as Online Shopping Marketing department, 
accounting department, delivery department, after-sale department, ordering department… 
Contracts link Online Shopping with Company A and Company B, specifying a business 
purpose, financial, and quality of service clauses. Different trust groups are set: Online 
shopping trusts Company A, B, and My Analytics, Alice trusts Bob but not Charly… 
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Figure 16 UML class diagram of the organization description -model 

Focusing on Online Shopping IS Description model, it includes different Logical 
asset Patterns, such as Delivery contact information, Billing contact information, Bill 
information, Product description… and business services such as online ordering 
associated with the Online Ordering Workflow which includes the ordering control 
business service, the billing business service, the production, and delivery business 
service… We can note that this production and delivery business service is split into 
different elementary tasks (one to schedule the production, another to customize the 
product) and sub-workflows shared with partners (“print and deliver” business service). 
This last Business Service refers to agreements between Online Shopping and Company A 
and B. 
3.1.1.2 Logical layer: describing the Information System  

In this layer, we describe the Information System “IT Twin” -model, paying 
attention to data and process descriptions. These descriptions are used to identify assets to 
define requirements of protection depending on each asset value/sensitivity. This IS 
Description model includes a data description -model, a data usage -model, and a security 
-model. 

The data description -model (see Figure 17) is used to describe logical data assets, 
called Logical Assets. A logical asset is a pivotal element used to describe precisely an 
information asset. The logical asset is defined as a set of other logical assets or atomic 
assets. Each logical asset is defined semantically thanks to a set of meta-data defined as 
characteristics in our model. Each of these characteristics, is associated with a 
characteristic type. The Logical Asset also refers to the Logical Asset Pattern to capture 
the knowledge related to the IS organization. Logical Asset patterns can also be described 
recursively (i.e. a logical asset pattern may include other logical asset patterns) 

From our use case, focusing on Alice's Personal Information System description, 
Alice manages a Logical Asset Pattern called Contact Information split into sub-patterns 
as name, address, phone number, and email. She uses this pattern to organize her own 
contact information, the contact information related to her brother Bob and her other 
friends such as Charly. Consequently, different logical assets are defined as My Contact 
Information, Bob’s contact information, and Charly’s contact information sharing the same 
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description. Similarly, Online shopping manages different Logical asset patterns such as 
delivery contact information and billing contact information sharing this contact 
information pattern. 

 
Figure 17 UML class diagram of the data description model 

The data usage description model (Figure 18) describes IT processes (such as Email 
Service) using the data. This process description consists of a set of logical services defined 
thanks to their functionality. These logical services represent the IT twins of Elementary 
tasks, providing the implementation description of the associated support services. These 
logical services can be defined recursively as a service may include a composition of 
logical sub-services. We call atomic service a logical service that does not embed any other 
services. 

When Alice interacts with Online Shopping to buy a gift for Bob, she will have to 
integrate the “online ordering” service in her information system. Focusing on the Online 
shopping side, different services are defined to implement this “online ordering” workflow: 
The Logical order management service supports the interactive task with the customer to 
get its requirements, the billing logical service is in charge of the payment… 

Logical services may transform input data into output data by using internal 
information. To support this description, we introduce a data object concept that represents 
a logical service interface description. A data object refers to a data description, using a 
logical asset pattern. Data objects are used to set the relationship defining the different 
operations a logical service may have on a particular type of data. In this way, usages on a 
given type of data asset can be defined precisely. For example, an Email Service requires 
a password as the Logical Asset Pattern and String type when it wants to authenticate the 
Login user and requires an email as Logical Asset Pattern and word doctype when it wants 
to send.   
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Figure 18 UML class diagram of the usage description model 

From our motivating example, Figure 19 presents the dump of the Data Base 
records of the Logical asset pattern used by elementary tasks. 

 
Figure 19 Example of Business Services provided by OLS and the assets they 

require 
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3.1.1.3 Implementation layer 
The implementation layer considers the physical representations of the data and the 

real “concrete services” describing application means (see Figure 20) Data may be 
associated with different physical copies, stored separately. We call “container” the 
physical representation of a logical asset. A container can be associated with an IT format 
such as files, pixmaps, memory regions or network packets, etc., or to a non-IT format (a 
paper copy…). Each container may be transmitted, used by operations, stored… by 
different concrete services. Concrete services providing IT applications such as Data Base, 
OperatingSystem, etc. can compose, process, and transform containers to generate new 
ones.  

Container ConcreteService
IT application

Logical Service

(1,…*)
Implement

(1,…*)

(1,…*)Use(1,…*)

Asset consumption

(0,…*)Compose(0,…*)

Data object (1,…*)Uses/generates(1,…*)

Realize a

(1,…*)
Uses
(1)Operate a

 

Figure 20 Class diagram of the concrete service and data implementation model 

The connection between the implementation layer and the logical layer is achieved 
by adding relationships between concrete services to logical services and by linking 
containers to data objects and logical assets. 

From our example, Online shopping has to manage physical copies that are 
associated with the information provided by Alice. Her contact information is processed 
locally by Online Shopping whereas the delivery contact information is associated with 
two containers: the first one is processed locally by Online shopping to integrate the 
delivery information on the bill. The second one is sent to the sub-contractor who is in 
charge of the final delivery of the product (Company B) (see Figure 21).  

 
Figure 21 Dump of the data base of the Logical asset related to Alice’s contact 

information and its two contents stored in OLS own Information System description 

To define the way the system is deployed and implemented, concrete services are 
described as a composition of different implementation services, following the cloud multi-
layer model (see Figure 22).   
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Figure 22 Multi-layer cloud-based deployment 

3.1.1.4 Conclusion 
This Information System description enriches the Business Process model with 

organizational and data resource knowledge. Processes are defined thanks to Business 
Processes (the Business Service) and Business Activities (Elementary tasks). Focusing on 
the Processes implementation, IT tasks are described as logical services and concrete 
services. This allow integrating both applications and other support services in the process 
description. Compared with traditional Business Process models, our Information System 
model also integrates both global information class description (the logical asset pattern) 
and information instances abstract data resources (the logical assets). This will allow 
defining a tuned and fine-grained security policy for each instance. Focusing on the process 
description, the recursive description of business services, allows defining different 
descriptions, more or less precise, for the processes. This will protect the process 
confidentiality while creating a shared collaborative business process as sub-processes and 
tasks can remain private. Lastly, asset consumption linking containers and concrete 
services allow defining precisely usage actions on assets. 

3.1.2  Integration of security requirements and protection means in the  IS description model 
After describing the IS organization and implementation, particular attention must 

be paid to the way security is managed. As seen in the state-of-the-art chapter, protecting 
an information system involves identifying and mitigating organization-based and 
technological-based vulnerabilities and threats. Providing consistent protection to data and 
services that process them involves defining security requirements and deploying security 
countermeasures among the different layers of the IS description model.  
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3.1.2.1 Organizational layer security -model 
As said previously, this layer is used to describe the different actors involved in the 

information system and their relationships as well as the business services they offer. This 
layer addresses organization-based security, paying attention to established relationships 
between parties, Business Process organization, and trust management. This organization-
based security model allows defining undue processes as potential threats and capturing 
organizational vulnerabilities. More precisely, integrating security requirements and 
counter-measures in this layer relies on: 

- Particular clauses in the contract are related to defining the data asset sensitivity, 
providing the key characteristics to set requirements of protection, and evaluate the 
quality of protection policies accordingly to define how data ought to be / will be 
protected 
- Trust information is associated with each actor: this information is used to define if 
the associated actor usually respect (or not) the security clauses 
- Using a precise connection between actors and services allow defining precisely 
who will be in charge of the different part of the process / who can accede to a particular 
data/service 
- Relationships between actors define who will be involved in the information system 
deployment regarding a particular business service. 
- The logical asset pattern sensitivity level is used to set the security requirements 
regarding the three security services (confidentiality, integrity, and availability). 

Deploying this organizational security model requires capturing the way partners 
collaborate, focusing on business services execution, and paying attention to the real assets 
exchanged and processed along with the workflows. 

From our use-case, the contract linking Online shopping with company B integrates 
dedicated clauses to define that delivery contact information can be used and shared only 
for delivery purposes. It also integrates security clauses to identify secured communication 
channels between Online Shopping and Company B. 

3.1.2.2  Logical layer security -model 
patterns. Thanks to the sensitivity level associated with the logical asset patterns, 

security requirements, and security protection levels can be defined for logical assets: they 
will be “at least” protected as requested in the Logical Asset pattern they belong to. 

These sensitivity levels are used to derive security Requirements of Protection (RoP) 
associated with data assets (namely Logical Assets and Logical Asset Patterns). Focusing 
on the way assets are processed by logical services, the security policy attached to the 
logical service description allows identifying the Quality of Protection (QoP) associated 
with a logical service. Both Requirements of Protection Policy and Quality of Protection 
policy are defined using a policy model. A policy consists of a set of assertions, each of 
them addressing particular vulnerabilities or threats to mitigate/reduce the associated risk. 
As in a traditional information system, we can use the asset semantic description to evaluate 
its sensitivity level. To guide this analysis, existing security engineering methods identify 
some vulnerabilities, value assessment patterns depending on the data type or on the service 
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functional description, leading to “standard” pattern-based requirements of protection. As 
security countermeasures are defined to face threats against the basic security services 
(confidentiality, integrity, availability), we extend usage description with the associated 
threats it can represent and we add extra security-related information to the logical data 
description with identifier/sensitivity attributes. Attributes can be non-sensitive or sensitive, 
i.e., allowing identifying a particular asset of the system: 

- Explicit_Identifier is an attribute that explicitly identifies a data and/or its owner. 
For example, a bank account number is an explicit identifier. 
- Quasi_Identifier is a set of attributes that allow a less precise identification. It 
includes 

o  (1) Implicit_Identifier which are a set of attributes that are necessary to 
characterize the data / its owner (for example the name of the bank 
account owner, its birth date, and the bank owning the bank account can 
be used to retrieve a bank account identification) 

o  (2) Deduction_Identifier which identifies or represents the attributes 
that can be used in an analytics process to identify a data / a data owner 

Figure 23 and Figure 24 present the secured data description model and the 
secured usage description model. 
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Figure 23 Class diagram of the secured data description model 
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Figure 24 Class diagram of the secured usage description model 

From our use-case, Online Shopping can define precisely the Quality of Protection 
means provided by its different logical services whereas specific requirements of protection 
are associated with the different “contact information” instances depending on the ToS 
concluded with the different parties. For example, Alice’s Billing contact logical asset and 
Alice’s delivery contact logical asset is highly sensitive whereas Charly’s billing and 
delivery contact logical assets exhibit a low sensitivity level (as Charly accepts everything 
and has already published them on social media). Figure 25 presents a dump of the data 
base of the requirement of protection associated to Charly’s contact information. 

 
Figure 25 Example of Protection level associated to Charly’s contact information  

3.1.2.3 Capturing security in the implementation layer 
Similar to the logical layer, security policies are attached to the different concrete 

services and containers. Security Policies associated with containers are used to identify 
the security process that has to be executed before generating/acceding to the content 
associated with the container. For example, such assertions may be related to encryption 
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algorithms, to obfuscation algorithms to manage the container confidentiality pre-
protection whereas hash algorithms may be used to generate “signed contents” to manage 
integrity pre-protection. Focusing on the security policy associated with Concrete Services, 
assertions are associated with concrete security countermeasures implemented by the 
concrete service to mitigate threats and vulnerabilities. Paying particular attention to the 
usage-based security assertions defined at the logical layer to manage a “fair and due usage” 
on logical assets, usage-based access control assertions must be used to support access 
authorization to the data stored in containers. In this way, consistent protection can be 
derived while deploying the concrete services and their related infrastructure services. 

From our usage case, Online Shopping will manage different access authorizations 
for the containers associated with Alice’s billing contact information which can be 
processed by Online Shopping, and its anonymized copy that will be processed by 
MyAnalytics. 

3.1.3 Integration of the IS usage: a transaction-based model 
After providing the static organization of the Information System and its security 

policies, we integrate different types of transactions to describe the way it is used. The 
dynamic view of the IS description addresses the way logical assets are used and processed. 
To this end, we integrate transactions in the IS Description model. 

A transaction is defined by two parties, exchanging data to achieve a given service. 
A secured transaction is defined as a transaction constrained by a security policy associated 
with the exchanged data. This security policy is used to control the protection means and 
the allowed/denied usages for these exchanged data. 

This leads us to define: 
- Business transaction: this transaction is set between a service provider and a service 
consumer. It describes an execution instance of a Business Service to fulfill a service 
consumer need. It relates the business service provider and the business service 
consumer to a Business Service. This Business Transaction is associated with a logical 
asset and a logical asset pattern. And the transaction is used to define precisely the 
exchanged asset, provided by the service consumer and consumed by the Business 
Service to achieve a given goal. This model allows capturing the data asset provenance 
and the potential usage associated with this asset. As a Business Service may embed 
sub-business services organized in different service chains, an asset may be shared and 
transferred among different partners. To manage this flow, we define an asset’s 
delegation relationship to manage the way assets’ ownership is shared or transferred 
from one actor to another for a more precise business purpose to achieve the common 
goal. In this way, usage authorization and security requirements can be propagated to 
intermediate Business Services and their related actors. 
- Usage transaction: this transaction is set between a service provider and a service 
consumer. It is generated from a Business transaction and is focused on a P2P 
transaction to precise the IT operations that will be managed by the logical services 
supporting the Business Services involved in the business transaction. This transaction 
links to the data object, defining the logical service interface to select the convenient 
logical assets involved in this transaction. Precise usage operations and the security 
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policy associated with this logical service are used to define the specific security policy 
associated with this transaction.  
- Physical transaction: this transaction is associated with the real concrete service 
and the container associated with the logical asset. Precise operations and protection 
assertions defined for the concrete service are used to define and deploy the adapted 
security countermeasures. 

To this end, we integrate transactions linking parties, services, and real assets to 
manage the information flows between data providers and data consumers and between 
services. This dynamic view allows defining events to manage the way a data asset is 
processed and evolves. Moreover, by adding specific security policies, the global asset 
protection can be tuned depending on the trust level associated with the parties involved in 
the transaction.  

From our use case, Alice initiates a Business transaction with Online Shopping 
when she starts the online ordering workflow. To this end, Online shopping proposes a 
parametric Terms of Usage to Alice so that she can tune exactly the rights associated with 
the different assets that will be shared with Online Shopping and its sub-contractors. As 
Alice accepts to share her billing contact information for online ordering and marketing 
purposes, different usages will be generated for both workflows. Regarding the delivery 
contact information, usages will be restricted to the necessary services related to the 
delivery purpose, whether these services are hosted by Online Shopping or Company B. 

3.1.4 Conclusion 
Our Information System Description model has been designed to provide a unified 

view of data assets and the way they are used. Thanks to our multi-layer organization, 
organizational relationships can be captured as well as trusted relationships among 
different partners. The logical layer provides a unified view of the Logical Assets so that 
consistent protection can be defined on the different copies of these assets. Security policies 
are used to define both requirements of protection and the quality of protection provided 
by the different services so that the current asset protection level can be evaluated. By 
integrating transactions, usages can be captured as well as events allowing to manage the 
asset life-cycle. Nevertheless, providing consistent protection, including the way an asset 
is used, requires defining a consistent usage-based protection model. 
3.2 Usage-based Protection model  

As shown in the State of the Art, SMAC-IT requires integrating potential usages on 
assets as potential threats or vulnerabilities. While our multi-layer Information System 
Description model provides a unified vision on data assets and on their protection, Usage-
based protection must be defined more precisely. We, therefore, identify, in our multi-
layered organization, different types of uses. Focusing first on the “organizational layer”, 
contracts are used to describe the relationships between actors, defining precisely the 
parties (human being/enterprise / organizational unit) that own, store, or process data assets. 
Actors are also associated with different business areas / organizational units according to 
their competencies or to the Business Processes and business activities they have to manage. 
According to this vision, usages are defined according to particular business areas/business 
processes. Actors involved in these processes may delegate their usage rights to “sub-
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contractors”; refine the authorization to fit sub-business process requirements… 
Consequently, usages defined for this layer are mostly related to the business motivation 
and scope. 

Second, the “logical layer” provides a finer-grained description of the usages and 
the processes using them. In this layer, processes are defined thanks to logical services, 
described with activity patterns related to their functional domain. Each of these logical 
services is also characterized by its interface, described thanks to data objects associated 
with logical assets. This leads to set a “logical usage” protection policy for logical assets, 
defining which “macroscopic” operations may be authorized for given logical assets to 
achieve the business goal specified by the organizational usages. 

Third, the “implementation layer” defines precisely the containers (i.e., the physical 
copy of a logical asset) which are processed by concrete services. Each of these “concrete” 
services is provided by an actor and has its security policy which may be inherited from 
the data consumer’s generic security policy, enriched with the target usage of the data 
object. Considering the cloud-based multi-tenant implementation, each concrete service 
deployment may use other support services (cloud service), using a “support” relationship. 
Focusing on this “concrete usage” protection, particular attention must be paid to data 
leakage or data loss risks. This requires defining precisely access operations on the 
containers, fitting the logical usages. This usage-based protection policy must integrate 
also threats and vulnerabilities from the system infrastructure, paying particular attention 
to protection countermeasures. 

While traditional security ontologies can be used to define generic security 
requirements/countermeasures, they do not encompass usage-related requirements. To 
overcome this limit, we propose a multi-dimension ontology to capture both organizational, 
usage, and security knowledge to define usage-based security policies. 

3.2.1 Multi-dimension protection ontology 
The protection model is proposed to support a consistent protection and usage 

control on the multiple copies of a data asset according to its sensitivity and value. Each 
asset protection is defined in a Requirement of Protection (RoP) policy which is used by 
the data provider to specify who can access the asset. Protection policies are specifications 
that constrain the behaviors on the assets and describe the capabilities on security, Quality 
of service, etc. to ensure the protection of assets while releasing them to data consumers. 
To this end, we design a protection goal ontology (see Figure 26), gathering system 
protection goals, specific data protection goals, and protection means integrated into the 
policy. These data protection goals expand the traditional security services with privacy 
management. They also extends the traditional security countermeasures such as those 
defined in th NRL-SO ontology [109] in order to include dedicated countermeasures 
adapted to the SMACIT context [110]. 
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Figure 26 Mind map of the Protection goal ontology 

As security breaches may also be due to the way assets are processed and shared, 
we assume that usages must be defined, setting specific assertions to specify the way assets 
are used and protected. The UCONABC model [18] relies on a usage ontology to define rights 
that are associated with basic usage operations (i.e., Create, Read, Update, Delete), subjects 
who will get a usage right, objects which define the asset on which the usage right is granted, 
obligations associated to protection means and restrictions associated to time or 
environment constraints. We expand this ontology (see Figure 27) to  

- Integrate more complex data-related operations, to define more precisely the way 
data are processed, exchanged, replicated, and stored 

- Integrate organizational knowledge to define the subject (a user, a group, or an 
organizational entity) 

- Integrate business knowledge to define more precisely the usage context, specifying 
a process motivation, process purpose, and business scope related to business areas. 

 

 
Figure 27 Mind map of the Usage ontology 

Following our multi-layer system, usages may refer to one or several layers. 
Analyzing the threats and vulnerabilities in the business service collaboration is mostly 
related to the way data are shared by the different actors related to the different business 
areas (see Figure 28). These “shared usages” are rights associated with data-related 
operations. These operations lead to generic usage consequences including data exchange, 
disclosure or replication, etc. Sensitive and value of logical assets having “share” usages 
result in the threats and vulnerabilities associated with the privacy violation due to these 
collaboration processes or the actors involved. Integrating these threats and vulnerabilities 
context implies taking an interest in collaboration purpose which encompass the business 
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scope (characterized as a business area) and process motivation, including particular 
motivation associated with analytics or social media related processes. Lastly, particular 
attention must be paid to usage delegation as such an operation may transfer the data 
ownership to other parties. 

 
Figure 28 Mind map of the Business area ontology 

Then, the business service-IT service-specific usage is operated in the logical layer. 
These logical usages define more precisely the way data are processed to achieve a given 
data related operation. For example, data disclosure can be specified into show, track, read 
and spread. Usage delegation constraints from the inherited business service and readable 
form of containers having specific processing usages result prevent data leakage or loss 
from threats and vulnerabilities because of application context and support state of IT 
service. Integrating the deployment context involves paying attention to infrastructure 
services such as those provided by cloud computing and mobile support. Protection 
countermeasures can be defined to manage the different security services that may be 
affected by these usage operations. 

At last, the concrete service-IT-application implementation describes the internal 
infrastructure executions, leading to specify “physical usage”, i.e., atomic usage operation 
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supporting a logical usage. Physical usage consists of a copy, write, move operations on 
the data physical instances (containers). Dedicated countermeasures can be set to mitigate 
software, hardware, and data delivery channel vulnerabilities and threats. 

More precise definitions of the process motivation can be found in Table 7, process 
purposes are set in  Table 8, and asset consumption operations are provided in Table 9. 

Process 
motivation  

Definition  

Data discovery  Find and collect raw data (internal data of an organization or external 
data received/bought from partners or other actors) to support the 
analytics process  

Data visualization  Model and visualize data to present valuable insights to various 
participants in an understandable form.    

Data processing  Transform and execute data. It helps to use data operation and data 
cleaning to generate data sets/stacks or a needed format for a specific 
process.   

Data exploitation  Analyze and mine data. It helps to get valuable or useful insights from 
the data by performing specific algorithms.  

Table 7 Process motivation 

Process 
control 
purpose 

Definition  

Preparation Define a logical service to indicate the development scope of its inherited 
elementary task.  It will inquire about containers before the elementary task 
which can link different elementary tasks for a business service.  

Execution  Define a logical service to indicate the development scope of its inherited 
elementary task.  It will operate containers during the elementary task.   

Governance Define a logical service to indicate the development scope of its inherited 
elementary task.  It will manage the output containers after the elementary 
task.  

Table 8 Process control purpose 
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Asset 
Consumption 

Definition 

Sell Delegate the ownership of a logical asset to the external actors (for 
money) 

Share  Delegate a given right on a logical asset to the external actors (being paid 
or not) 

Refine  Delegate a given right on a logical asset to local actors  

Revoke  Revoke the delegated right on a logical asset from external actors or local 
roles  

Transfer  Exchange the content associated to a logical asset (send a container)  

Withdraw  Remove the exchanged logical asset and all its associated containers  

Modify Change the value of a logical asset  

Update  Change/Derive the new value of the content of a logical asset  

Store Register the logical asset and its content  

Spread  Publish (without access control) the value of the logical asset  

Show&Track make available the value of a logical asset to the authorized actors and 
send an alert when the value of the asset is changed  

Read Provide the value of the logical asset to the authorized actors 

Generate  Use a logical asset to create a new one thanks to a dedicated process 
including analytics processes  

Analyze Use existing assets to extract “hidden value” thanks to analytics and 
mining processes which may be irrelevant to the logical asset   

Extract Split the logical asset into multiple sub logical assets  

Aggregate Compose sub logical assets into a global logical asset 

Copy Generate a new physical copy of the content associated with a logical 
asset   

Write  Define/update the content of a physical copy (container) of a logical asset  

Move A container is created and attached to a new logical asset by copying and 
deleting a previous one.  

Delete Delete a container   

Execute  Transform a container  

Table 9 Asset consumption operation 

As security breaches may also be due to the way assets are processed and shared, 
we assume that Terms of Usage must be defined, providing a consistent consensus mixing 
Requirements of Protections of the data provider and the Quality of Protection / Terms of 
Services promised by the data consumer. QoP policies are used to express a data 
consumer’s predefined promises about the protection it offers to the assets it requires. ToS 
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assertions are also provided by the data consumer, declaring the way data assets may be / 
will be used under different conditions and legal environments. This requires defining a 
Usage-based assertions model to manage consistently usage and their related protection 
means. 

3.2.2 Usage-based policy model 
Our usage ontology and protection goal ontology offer a vocabulary and knowledge 

set to describe the objects and properties in the real world that should be regulated in 
policies. To provide assets consistent protection, our RoP/QoP/ToS model is built using 
our multi-layer IS Description model, allowing us to mix business and technical knowledge 
to set convenient security protection. Coupling these business and technical dimensions to 
define policy assertions allows investigating threats and vulnerabilities conditioned by 
business service collaboration, business service-IT service-specific usage, and IT service 
application implementation. Protection consistency is continuously checked by comparing 
the data owner's Requirement of Protection (RoP) and the data consumer Quality of 
Protection (QoP) / Terms of Service (ToS). 

Our policy model (see Figure 29) consists of a set of assertions. Each assertion is 
designed to protect an asset, either a logical data object or a container, fitting its sensitivity 
level. The usage refers to the way the asset will be processed, including the allowed actions. 
The data object and container will enrich the usage with specified purposes and the 
environmental conditions. Last but not least, the subject identifies the actors that will be 
allowed to achieve the processing actions depending on the context (i.e. the actor under the 
responsibility of whom the actions will be executed). 
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Figure 29 Class diagram of the policy model 

Based on this model, RoP or QoP/ToS are defined as a set of multiple assertions. 
Each protection assertion is defined as a proposition-an expression of some property of the 
IS Description model whose usage protection can be measured by examining the asset state 
and checking that the enforcement of the countermeasures and the usage operations are 
consistent with each other. Taking advantage of our IS Description model and our 
protection ontology, RoP assertions include 
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- Data sensitivity level for each security service. These sensitivity levels are defined 
using a 4-level scale (No need/low/medium/high) 
- Usages defined according to Business Scope and data-related operations 

Focusing on the QoP and Usage policies, assertions are related to  
- Protection countermeasures related to the different security services. Similarly to 
the RoP, we integrate a 3-level scale to assess the protection efficiency of the 
countermeasure (low/medium/high). We enrich our protection goal ontology with 
countermeasures efficiency. Figure 30 focuses on the protection in the organizational 
layer. Figure 31 focuses on the protection in the Logical layer. At last, Figure 32 
concentrates on protecting the implementation layer.   
- Usages are defined according to Business Scope, usage operations, and the 
contextual protection they propose. 

 
Figure 30 Mind map diagram of the privacy protection goal and associated 

countermeasure efficiency 

 
Figure 31 Mind map diagram of the security services protection goals and 

countermeasure efficiency  
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Figure 32 Mind map of the Physical infrastructure protection and countermeasure 

efficiency  

Terms of Usage policies are used to gather usage-based assertions. These ToU can 
be seen as a contract linking a data provider and a data consumer defining the approved 
usages by the data provider, defined as consent.  

A usage model is defined as a t-uple (S, O, U) describing the subject(S) that will 
consume an object (O) in a usage (U) way. We take advantage of our multi-layer IS model 
to identify and manage different usage operations. Focusing on the organizational layer, 
the usage model defines business services collaboration. An actor (S) consumes a logical 
asset (O) operating a business service operation(U). The business service operation 
includes its purpose (business area and process motivation), an operation method (asset 
consumption operation (business usage type)), and the operation context (data-related 
operations). Focusing on the way the Business Service implementation, Logical Services 
operating for a Business Service Interface Object (the Subject) consume Data Objects (the 
object O) according to the logical service operation (U). In this logical layer, the logical 
services operation includes their scope according to the business service (process control 
purpose), operation method (asset consumption operation (logical usage type)), and 
operation context (IT/manual functional service description). This allows deriving asset 
consumption operations from the data-related operations according to dependencies 
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identified from our protection ontology. Similarly, logical services operation context 
requires infrastructure support from concrete services. Concrete Services operating for 
Logical Service Interface objects (S) consume containers (O) according to the concrete 
service operation (U). The concrete services operation includes operation method (asset 
consumption operation (physical usage type)) and operation context (infrastructure 
environment). In this way, logical usages are defined as a composed usage that is 
implemented by physical usages. This generic usage-based model, providing usage-based 
authorization, is also enriched with security countermeasures/protection means. 

This Terms of usage consent, signed by two parties, gathers a description of both 
data assets, their potential usages with consensual protection level requirements, and 
protection countermeasures provision. This model leads to a Usage Control Assertions 
(UCA) doubled approved by the data provider (who will provide the asset) and by the data 
consumer (who will use the asset). As usage can be defined globally, an assertion 
development process is set to allow the data consumer to generate more precise usage 
assertions from an original consent. Each of these assertions is defined as a t-uple (Equ.  2): 

(Equ.  2) UCA = (AS, AO, S, O, U, PO, OSP, CSP) 
- AS defines the assertion status, i.e., if the assertion is originated from the original 
consent or has been inferred from another assertion 
- AO defines the asset owner related to the rule. This owner is specified as a set of 
two attributes: 

o Assignee attribute defines the organizational entity or simple user 
owning the asset 

o Assignee status defines if it is the original owner or a delegate 
representing the owner 

- S is the subject, i.e., the party that will get the right on the asset. This subject can 
be an organizational entity, a simple user, or an IT business service in charge of a part 
of a business process. Similar to the asset’s owner description, it includes 2 attributes: 

o Assignee attribute defines the organizational entity or simple user that 
may use the asset 

o Assignee status defines if it is the original owner or a delegate 
representing the initial asset consumer 

- O is the object, i.e., the exchanged asset having Logical asset pattern attribute 
relating to logical asset, data object and container whose usage is regulated by the 
assertion. This exchanged asset is associated with a unique identifier shared by both 
parties and related to the corresponding logical assets stored in each party information 
system 
- U is the usage purpose regulated by the assertion. It is specified as a set of attributes: 

o BuP denotes the business purpose. It can refer either to a business area 
or to a more precise business activity 

o PrP denotes the process purpose (including the process motivation and 
the process control purpose) 

o ACP denotes the asset consumption purpose, it can refer to a physical 
usage type (such as copy, write…) or to logical usage type defined as 
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transfer, modify, store, show... or to business usage type (such as share, 
revoke…and relating to the data related operation (data fusion, data 
exchange, data replication…) 

- PC is the Protection Context. It is defined by a set of attributes: 
o PG denotes the protection goal, i.e. the security service (confidentiality, 

availability, integrity, non-repudiation) or the quality of service that 
must be provided by the subject 

o CCtX denotes the countermeasures context, i.e. the set of 
countermeasures that must be deployed to provide consistent protection. 

- OSP defines the Asset Owner Signing Party. It is specified thanks to 2 attributes 
o OSC is the signing owner authentication certification. When an 

assertion is inferred from a global one, this attribute refers to the “parent 
assertion”  

o OSK is the owner's signature parameters.  
- CSP defines the Asset Consumer Signing Party. It is specified thanks to 2 attributes 

o CSC is the signing consumer authentication certification. When an 
assertion is inferred from a global one, this attribute refers to the “parent 
assertion”  

o CSK is the consumer signature parameter.  
From our motivating example, when Alice consents to share contact information 

with online shopping (OLS for short) while ordering a product as a gift to be delivered to 
her brother Bob, two usage assertions are originally defined: 

-  One is defined for Alice’s contact information that will be used by the ordering and 
billing processes (Equ.  3) 
- The other is defined for Bob’s contact information that will be used by the delivery 
process. This assertion accepts that this last asset can be shared with other parties 
involved in the delivery process (Equ.  4).  

(Equ.  3) UCA1=(AS=Original, AO=Alice, S=OLS, O=Alice’s contact information Id, U-
BuP=Order, U-ACP=Read, PC-PG=Confidentiality+integrity, OSP-OSC=Direct, 

OSP-OSK=Alice key, CSP-CSC=direct, CSP-CSK=OLS key) 

(Equ.  4) UCA2=(AS=Original, AO=Alice, S=OLS, O=Bob’s contact information Id, U-
BuP=Deliver, U-ACP=share, U-ACP=show&track, PC-

PG=Confidentiality+integrity, OSP-OSC=Inferred, OSP-OSK=Bob’s consent 
assertion key, CSP-CSC=direct, CSP-CSK=OLS key) 

Online Shopping infers these assertions to generate sub-consent assertions 
associated with more precise activities and sub-contractors. For example, online shopping 
will extract the Deliver Business Usage Purpose from UCA2 to select the corresponding 
Business Process and its related sub-processes from its information system Description 
model. This extracted Delivery Business Process consists of two sub-processes: the order 
delivery preparation process managed by OnLine Shopping and the Client Final Delivery 
process managed by Company B. As UCA 2 includes a “delegate” right, a new usage 
assertion formalizing the inferred consent between OnLine shopping and Company B can 
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be created. This assertion will allow Company B to process Bob’s contact information, 
paying attention to Confidentiality and Integrity requirements. This last consent will be 
signed according to UCA2 and by company B (Equ.  5). 

(Equ.  5) UCA3=(AS=Inferred, AO=OLS, S=CompanyB, O=Bob’s contact information Id, 
U-BuP=Deliver, U-ACP=show&track, PC-PG=Confidentiality+integrity, OSP-

OSC=Inferred, OSP-OSK=UCA2-key, CSP-CSC=direct, CSP-CSK=CompagnyB key) 
3.2.3 Data-centric protection management 

Managing consistent and life-long protection for data assets involves controlling 
the way copies of these data assets are protected and consumed. To this end, we define a 
usage protection governance including pre-protection and post-evaluation. Pre-protection 
refers to the Terms of Usage management and post-evaluation relies on usage governance. 
Each time a Business Transaction is initiated, the service provider must define the global 
protection level and potential usages for these different assets. Similarly, the data provider 
has to define the global RoP associated with the required set of assets. It must be defined 
by aggregating the sensitivity level and particular protection requirements of each asset. 
To this end, we define different policy aggregation mechanisms to identify consistent 
Requirements of Protection and the current Quality of Protection of a given asset. We take 
advantage of our 4-level protection sensitivity and 3-level protection efficiency to manage 
this aggregation process. As far as usages are concerned, our business ontology is used to 
manage the inclusion of different business areas/business scopes whereas relationships 
among data-related operations / logical operations and physical operations (see Figure 33) 
is used to evaluate “usage inclusion”. 
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Figure 33 Mind map of the  usage operation inclusion relationships  

Formally, aggregating two policies i and j involves aggregating each assertion of 
the policies. To this end, assertions are classified according to the subject and the purpose. 
To build the resulting policy P, we use a 2-steps algorithm, adding the first policy's 
assertions after aggregating them with the similar assertion of the second policy, and then 
adding the remaining assertions from the second policy (see Algorithm 1). Regarding the 
assertion aggregation strategy, we define two strategy: 

- Negative aggregation keeps the most restrictive value picked from both assertions 
(this is a deny by default strategy). It consists in keeping the most precise or the highest 
sensitivity / protection efficiency level 
- Positive aggregation keeps the laxest value picked from both assertions (authorize 
by default). It consists of keeping the less precise usage or the lowest 
sensitivity/protection efficiency level. 

Algorithm 1 Policy aggregation algorithm 

Input: Policy Pi to be aggregated in policy Pj, aggregation strategy (lax or strict) 
Output: Aggregated policy P  
1 Function Aggregate (Pi, Pj, aggregation strategy) /* Pi and Pj are the two policies to aggregate 

*/ 
2 Policy P=null 
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3 For each assertion n belonging to Pi (noted A i n) 
4  Subject <- Ain.subject 
5  Purpose<- Ain.purpose 
6  Select Assertion from Policyj where Assertion.subject=subject and Assertion.purpose 

=   Purpose 
7  If no assertion is found,  
8   Create a new assertion A  
9   A <- A i,n 
10   Add assertion A to the policy P 
11  Else 
12   Create a new assertion A  
13   A <- Assertion-aggregation (A i n, A j k, aggregation strategy) 
14   A jk status <- Processed 
15   Add assertion A to the policy P 
16  End if 
17 End for 
18 For each assertion k belonging to Pj(noted as A j k) 
19  If A j k status <> processed 
20   Create a new assertion A  
21   A <- A j, k 
22   Add assertion A to the policy P 
23 End For 
24 Return(P) 
25 End Function 

As said previously, Requirements of Protection are associated with logical assets. 
Taking advantage of the inclusion relationship linking logical assets, RoP can be 
propagated according to a 2-steps process: a forward process selects all the logical assets 
to propagate the global RoP. Once adjusted, RoP is identified for each atomic data asset, a 
backward process is launched to propagate this RoP to the “embedding” logical assets. At 
each step, security is enforced by selecting the negative aggregation strategy. Algorithm 2 
presents the way a RoP policy is generated for an asset i. 

Algorithm 2 Requirement of protection generation algorithm 

Input: Logical asset for which the requirement of protection policy must be defined 
Output: RoP policy P  
1 Function CreateRoPPolicy (LogicalAsset)  
2 Select LogicalAssetPattern LAPfrom LogicalAsset.type 
3 Select RoPPolicy from LAP 
4 Create RoP policy 
5 RoP <- RoPPolicy 
6 If LogicalAsset is not an Atomic asset 
7  Select all logical assets j included LogicalAsset 
8  For each LogicalAssetj involved in LogicalAsset 
9   Select LogicalAssetj RoP Policy ROPj 
10   If  no RoPj is found 
11    RoPj <-CreateRoPpolicy (LogicalAssetj) 
12   End If 
13   RoP <- Aggregate(RoP, RoP j, negative aggregation)  
14  End For 
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15 End If 
16 End Function  

 Focusing on the current protection level associated with a logical asset, the 
protection level is proposed by the business service which consumes the logical asset 
according to its requested logical asset pattern. Furthermore, logical services will support 
the business service. To the end, the protection level of the logical asset in a business 
service depends on authentication to protect the ownership of shared data. Then the data 
object which characterizes a logical service interface connecting the logical asset pattern 
with the required container. We use the “logical asset to container” relationship to select 
all data objects related to the copies of the logical asset for which the current Quality of 
Protection has to be evaluated and a resulting global QoP is computed by aggregating 
assertions of this different QoP, selecting the positive aggregation strategy (seeAlgorithm 
3), using the policy assertion aggregation algorithm defined in Algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 3 Evaluation of the current Quality of Protection of a data 

Input: Logical Asset LA 
Output: QoP Policy 

1 Function Evaluate-QoP(Logical Asset LA) 
2 Select QoP Policy QoP related to Logical Asset LA 
3 If  no QoP policy found 
4  QoP<-CreateQoP Policy 
5 End if 
6 Select all Data Object k related to logical asset LA 
7 For each Data Object k DOk 
8  Select QoP Policy QoPDO related to DOk 
9  If  no QoP policy found 
10   Select Container C related to DOk 
11   Select QoP policy QoPC related to C 
12   QoPDO<- CreateQoP Policy 
13   QoPDO<-QoPC 
14   Associate QoPDO to DOk 
15  End If 
16  QoP <- Aggregate (QoP, QoPDOk, positive aggregation) 
17 End for  
18 Select all Logical Assets Laj involved in LA 
19 P<-Create Policy 
20 For each Logical asset LAj involved in LA 
21  P<- Evaluate-QoP (LAj) 
22  QoP<- Aggregate(QoP, P, positive aggregation) 
23 End for  
24 Return(QoP) 
25 End Function 

A Requirement/protection policy matching function (see Algorithm 4) is also added 
to determine if a service associating the QoP of a logical asset fits the RoP of this logical 
asset or to check the global consistency of the current protection for a data compared to the 
requirements of protection).  

 Algorithm 4 RoP and QoP matching process 
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Input: RoP and QoP policy to compare 
Output: Success or Failed 
1 Function RoPandQoPMatching (RoP, QoP) 
2 Select all Policy Assertion A i from QoP 
3 For each assertion A i from QoP  
4  Subject<-A i .Subject 
5  Purpose <- A i .Purpose 
6  Select Assertion Ak from RoP where A k.Subject = Subject and A k . Purpose 

= ¨Purpose 
7  If  aggregate (A k, A i, restrictive) <> A i then 
8    return(failed) 
9  End If 
10 End for 
11 Return(success) 
12 End Function 

From our motivating example proof of concept, we present the logical asset 
aggregation Figure 34, ROP evaluation Figure 35 and policy matching Figure 36 code 
fragments. 

 
Figure 34 Logical asset composition code fragment 

 
Figure 35 RoP evaluation code fragment 
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Figure 36 Policy matching code fragment 

As said previously, post-protection refers to usage governance, affecting both the 
asset life-cycle (i.e. the way an asset is generated, replicated, and consumed) and its 
security status (secured/compromised / out of control). Considering the data-centered 
protection concept, two types of events are required for providing security protection policy: 

- Information life-cycle events: these events are used to represent the life-cycle of a 
logical asset by describing how a logical asset is generated, modified, and deleted. 
According to these events, security protection policy can acquire each initial and target 
state of a container during the life-cycle transformation while controlling the physical 
execution with IT protection by managing the concrete service with system protection 
- Usage events: these events are associated with the way the asset is consumed. The 
usage event describes which actor uses which logical asset, for which purpose and with 
which logical service will be used to manage the business process with usage protection. 
Usage events may affect the asset ownership (when rights are delegated to other parties) 
or the security status of the asset (when “unfair usages” occur) 
- Security events: these events are associated either with security failure notification 
or unfair usage detection. 

Consequently, a life-cycle state, an ownership state, and a security state are attached 
to each asset. 

The logical asset life-cycle state is associated with different values: 
- Created: means that the asset is registered logically 
- Instantiated means that a first container is attached to the logical asset 
- Replicated means that multiple containers are attached to the logical asset 
- Deleted means that all containers attached to the logical asset are deleted 
- Unusable means that none of the containers can be read anymore or the asset is 
expired. 

Containers life-cycle are associated with the following states: 
- Copied means that content is copied to a new container 
- Prepared means that content is written/executed to generate this container 
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- Secured means that protection countermeasures (such as obfuscation, encryption…) 
have been deployed on this content 
- Transferred means that the container has been moved to the data consumer 
- Deleted means that the data consumer has deleted the content associated with this 
container 
- Updated means that the content of the container has been executed/written by the 
data consumer 
- Unusable means that the container cannot be read anymore. 

Ownership state refers to two sub-states: 
- Ownership origin: defines the original owner of the asset. It can take the different 
values: 

o Originated means that the party storing this logical asset has created or 
generated it 

o Lent means that this logical asset has been provided for a given purpose 
(i.e., Business Service). It means that the party in charge of this Business 
Service can share it with other parties involved in the workflow 
associated with this business service for this given purpose. 

o Partly delegated means that this logical asset has been provided by the 
owner for different business purposes.  

o Fully delegated means that this logical asset has been provided by the 
owner without restrictions on usages. 

- Usage-related ownership status: 
o Private means that the actor is the data owner of the asset and do not 

share this ownership 
o Shared means that the owner has shared the ownership of this asset with 

another party 
o Public means that the owner has widely distributed copies of this asset 

without any control 
o Conditioned means that this asset has been provided by another party 

and that the current asset owner has limited rights to it 
Lastly, a security state is used to define whereas the asset is protected or not. It 
includes 

- Secured means that the asset is totally under control and that all the necessary 
protection means are deployed 
- Controlled means that the asset protection is under control and that protection 
means will be deployed when it may be necessary 
- Partly under control means that at least one container associated with this asset is 
not fully secured 
- Out of control means that the asset has been spread and that the security level of its 
containers cannot be managed 
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- Compromised means that a security event has affected one of the security services 
associated with this asset which includes damaged, tampered, leaked, vanished, 
interrupted conditions 

These different states are updated according to the data transfer operation, to the 
granted authorization provided to data consumers, or any security event issued from 
processes using data. 

When Alice interacts with OLS for the product delivery service, she will be 
requested to “share” her assets such as account information, delivery address information, 
and browsing history to OLS. While the OLS provides the protection contract to describe 
the detailed implementation (which is ToS) and associated quality of protection policy 
(QoP). Alice will protect the requested logical assets to evaluate the sensitive level from 
its logical asset pattern and identify an extra protection policy of logical assets referring to 
its data source. Then she can generate the Requirement of protection policy (RoP) of each 
logical asset. For example, Alice will generate RoP of delivery address information by 
aggregating the basic protection policy of delivery address information, basic protection 
policy of sub-logical asset pattern (such as email address). Meanwhile, if the delivery 
address information provided by Alice is received from other actors, the RoP of delivery 
address information will also add the extra protection policy of delivery address 
information requested by its data provider. Finally, Alice will match the protection contract 
with her RoP of each asset, and negotiate with OLS to determine the final Terms of usage 
consent (ToU) to protect each asset used in this product delivery service. The negotiated 
terms of usage consent will enforce ToS and QoP operating by OLS. When OLS interacts 
with companyA and other third parties by sharing Alice’s asset, OLS also defines its RoP 
of the asset while aggregating the RoP from Alice to enforce the operations in companyA, 
etc.    

Comparing our data-driven and usage-based protection control strategy to the 
protection challenges and requirements from the motivating example, it will promise the 
consistent protection of each asset used in different business services because of the RoP 
of the logical asset. Then the RoP of logical asset and QoP of the logical asset in a business 
service will detail the protection from the business usage of logical asset and physical usage 
of multiple containers to make logical consistent protection and physical consistent 
protection. It will support protecting the asset considering its logical asset pattern’s 
information inheritance during a business transaction in the organizational layer and logical 
asset’s multiple containers during a physical transaction in the implementation. At last, 
Alice can control and retrieve each usage on her asset during usage transactions in the 
logical layer.      
3.3 Conclusion   

As inconsistent protection is one of the major security breaches against data 
protection, we have proposed a data-centric and usage-based protection model. This model 
is designed to manage consistently protection requirements on data assets in opened 
environments. To this end, we have proposed a multi-layer Information System Description 
model gathering logical assets, their different copies, and the way they are processed. This 
model allows defining once data asset protection requirements and “propagating” these 
requirements of protection to the different replicated contents so that the asset can be 
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protected consistently. This turns the traditional “process-driven” security risk engineering 
approach into a data driven strategy, based on the data asset intrinsic value. To ease this 
data centered protection requirements definition, we have proposed to set these 
requirements for each basic security services (namely confidentiality, Integrity and 
Availability) according to a discrete scale. This answers question 1: What should be the 
security strategy to set consistent protection?  

Besides this data-driven protection strategy, “internal” security threats and 
vulnerabilities must be considered in opened organization. In fact the way a data asset is 
used may also be a major security breach. This has lead us to integrate “fair usages” in the 
data asset security policy. To this end, we have expanded the Collaborative Usage Control 
model, integrating business knowledge and defining different kinds of operation in our 
protection ontology so that fine-grained usages can be defined including the way an asset 
can be used to face particular SMACIT risks. A fine-grained usage model is built to derive 
data usage authorization from generic consents. By setting a process that generates fine-
grained usage assertions from a global consent, users can have a more comprehensive view 
of the rights they grant while protecting efficiently their assets. These Terms of Usage 
assertions are stored locally by each party (data owner and data consumer) in their own 
Information System description model. This fine-grained contextual usage model answers 
question 2: How to define fair usages in a protection policy? 

Fitting the GDPR requirements and providing consistent life-long protection needs 
to expend this model to set a Distributed Usage governance and tracking system allowing 
both data provider and data consumer to “prove” that data are used and protected according 
to consents approved by the data provider and the data consumer.  
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4 Data-driven protection architecture 

4.1 Introduction 

Thanks to the definition of the Information System Description model, our data-
centered protection model defined in the previous chapter provides a data-asset-centered 
vision on requirements of protection and on the way these data assets are used and 
replicated. By extending the traditional security and usage ontologies to capture business 
knowledge, specific threats and vulnerabilities related to SMACIT due to (potential) unfair 
usages can be integrated into the protection policy specification. Providing life-long 
protection on data assets requires defining a Data-driven Usage-based Protection 
architecture to provide usage-based protection governance for both data providers and data 
consumers. 

Whereas GDPR empowers data providers to control the way their data are used and 
protected, data providers have to manage consistently their asset protection and the 
authorization they grant to different services. Focusing on the data provider, we identify 
two main requirements: 

- Managing consistent Requirements of Protection: characterizing the value 
associated with each data asset is a key point to identify the main requirements 
associated with the different security services (namely confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability). These requirements of protection must be fulfilled whether the protected 
data is included in a group of the asset or managed individually. The consistency of the 
requirements of protection must be checked each time a Term of Service is approved 
to verify that the “new authorizations” will not lead to inconsistent protection 
- Usage control and governance features aim at providing the data provider trusted 
information on the authorized operations for a given asset. Integrating these operations 
in the usage governance loop will allow the data provider to check whether the 
operations fit the global consent he has provided or not. This will also make the data 
provider properly know the status of its logical assets and containers, supporting the 
life-long protection governance. 

Focusing on the data consumers, the main requirements are derived from the GDPR 
and are related to: 

-  the negotiation and generation of adapted Terms of Services, integrating the 
Quality of Protection and potential fair usages necessary to support a Business Process. 
This requires deriving the initial consent to manage “fair usages” and the involved 
parties associated with the different services supporting the Business Process execution. 
- the usage control and governance: a trusted usage-based authorization process must 
be set and tracked to support the burden of proof requirement. In this way, data 
consumers can report on the exact usage they made of a given asset. By integrating 
security events monitoring, this usage governance feature will also report 
security/protection failures to the data owner, as requested by the GDPR. 

To manage these requirements and achieve these goals to answer question 3: “How 
to manage the usage proofs to support usage and protection governance?” we propose 
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a Data-driven and Usage-based Protection architecture which unifies the Information 
System description and protection requirements and policies. In this chapter, we present 
this architecture and its main components before detailing the way these components 
interact to support the Terms of Usage negotiation, necessary to manage the protection 
consistency, Usage derivation to control usages, and Usage governance to manage the life-
long protection of assets. 

4.2 Data-driven and Usage-Based Protection architecture 

To manage both data owners and data providers requirements, we design a Data-
driven and Usage based protection service (DUP for short) service. This service is used by 
both data providers and data consumers to manage consent and usage proofs (see Figure 
37). Our Data-driven and Usage-based Protection service is loosely coupled to each party's 
information system. This service is designed using a 3-tiers architecture: 

-  the information system interface provides the entry-point to the DUP to integrate 
data assets, processes and manage consents and usage operations requests 
- The Data-driven and Usage based protection is built on our Information System 
description model. It provides two main features: on one hand it manages asset 
requirements of protection and consents and on the other hand it manages usage proofs 
- The consent and usage operation persistency tier is implemented in a blockchain. A 
smart Contract factory is added in the DUP core to manage the interface with the 
Blockchain. 

 

 
Figure 37 DUP organization 

Focusing on the consent management, each time a data owner initiates a Business 
Process with a service provider, a Terms of Usage (ToU) associated to the data owner’s 
consent is set. To this end, the service provider invokes the ToU generation from the DUP 
service. This Terms of Usage integrates the different operations and protection means that 
will be involved in the Business Process. Once established, the ToU is signed by the service 
provider and sent to the data owner. Our DUP service assists the data owner in the ToU 
negotiation by evaluating the requirements of protection of the required assets. If the data 
owner accepts the ToU, he also signs it and invokes its smart contract factory to deploy 
this initial ToU in the Blockchain. Once the Service provider gets the double approved 
ToU he launches the transaction derivation process before invoking the smart contract 
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factory to store all sub-consents derived from the initial ToU. A wallet manager component 
is added to manage the different keys of the signing parties. Figure 38 presents the global 
use-case diagram associated to this consent negotiation part. 

 
Figure 38 Consent negotiation use case diagram 

When a Business Process is executed, the DUP service is used to manage usage 
approval and register usage operation proofs. When a service operation requests an asset, 
the usage tracker is launched to provide the associated ToU. To this end, the Usage Tracker 
interacts with the smart contract factory to get the ToU token and register the operation’s 
proof. By this way, the ToU token can be provided to the data owner while requesting a 
data asset. Focusing on the data owner side, the data owner can invoke the Usage 
Monitoring to check a ToU token validity, retrieve operation proofs… so that he can follow 
the way its assets are used. Figure 43 presents Usage management use-case diagram. 
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Figure 39 Usage management use-case diagram 

This architecture gathers different components providing different functions to data 
consumers and data providers [111]. We present first its different components before 
detailing the way this DUP can be deployed and used. 

 
Figure 40 Data-Driven Protection Architecture 

4.2.1 Description of the main components 
As shown in Figure 40, we use a multi-tier organization for our DUP architecture: 

the key functions associated with the data provider and data consumer requirements are 
split into different core components: The Protection Management, Terms of Usage 
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Management, and usage governance management components. We add an Information 
System Interface component to plug this DUP on the information system for which assets 
are protected and the Interaction Interface component to manage the Exchange Interface 
component which is used for “off-chain” communication and the Smart Contract factory 
component which is used to provide a single interface to the blockchain component for 
“on-chain” communication.  

The Information system Interface is used to manage the interaction with the 
information system. It is used by both Data providers and Data Consumers to manage the 
relationship between their Information System description, stored in a dedicated instance 
of our IS Description model, and their own Information System. This component integrates 
three sub-components to interact with the real information system:  

- (Data) Asset interface: it is in charge of capturing the requested data semantic 
description associated with a data object and defining the associated selection operation 
to get the proper data from the information system. By this way, it can connect the 
logical data asset to data elements of the information system. Once invoked, it returns 
the requested value to the container 
- Business interface: This component is used to retrieve the services fitting the 
business requirements/business purpose. It can interact with different information 
systems depending on the collaboration agreements. To this end, allowed-business 
purposes are associated with the different partners' information systems so that services 
can be searched and retrieved from different systems. 
- Operation interface: This component is in charge of the interaction with concrete 
services and operations tracking. To this end, it includes log-files management and 
information extraction features.  

The Protection Management component is in charge of the consistent protection 
policy initialization. It is devoted to aggregating assets Requirement of Protection, and 
service Usage Management Protection based on consolidation feature. It manages the way 
assets and services are combined to identify precisely which asset is used by which 
processing element and requires which countermeasure protections. This component 
provides different functions: 

- Process confidentiality protection: this function is used by data consumers from the 
service manager and the operation manager to define which trusted groups can get a 
precise description of a process, i.e. can be allowed to get the precise identification of 
the business services and their precise usages. This function can also be used to set 
dedicated usages and QoP policies for a given service. This function which includes a 
usage consolidation feature is designed to gather Terms of service (ToS for short) 
especially data related operations belonging to “hidden services” and the Quality of 
Protection (QoP for short) consolidation feature to define the laxest protection level 
provided by the process for the different Logical Asset Patterns it uses. 
- Requirement of Protection management: this function is used by the data providers 
from the asset manager to tune their Requirements of Protection (RoP for short) for 
different assets. This function provides a Requirement of Protection consolidation 
feature which consolidates the RoP of sub-assets to manage the global RoP.  
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- An “RoP consistency checking” function is also provided to identify the current 
protection level of an asset according to the granted usages 

The Terms of Usage management component is in charge of managing protection 
consistency. The component is devoted to generating the convenient Terms of Usage, 
adjusting assets Requirements of Protection and requested services Usage Management 
Protection. It provides different functions: 

- Evaluation of the Term of Usage managed by security manager: this function is 
associated with a particular Business Service that will be used by a given Data Provider.  
this function interacts with the Protection Management to collect the assets 
Requirement of Protection and service Usage Management Protection of a given 
service. While, the service Usage Management Protection will be considered as the 
draft Terms of Usage, paying attention to the trusted group to which the Data provider 
belongs. While this function is used to generate ToU by matching assets Requirement 
of Protection and service Usage Management Protection.  
- Consent approval managed by security manager: this function is used by data 
providers and data consumers to adjust, sign the ToU, and register the double approved 
ToU consent. Once a draft ToU is generated by a data consumer, this consent approval 
function is launched by the data consumer to sign this. Once the data provider also 
approves the ToU, its signature is added and this function launches the Smart contract 
factory component to register this consent in the Blockchain before storing this consent 
registration in each party IS Description model description. 
- Consent checking managed by security manager: this function is used by the data 
provider and data consumer to get useful information related to a registered consent 
(identified by a Blockchain Smart Contract token which can be a usage-authorization 
token, usage-operation-authorization token, or access-control-authorization token). 
This function interacts with the Smart Contract factory to extract the approved ToU 
associated with this token from the Blockchain. 
- Usage delegation managed by usage manager: this function is used by Data 
Consumers as delegators to interact with the Smart Contract factory to generate the 
different smart contracts related to the usages associated with a given ToU identified 
by its registered tokens.  
- Usage authorization managed by usage manager: this function is used by Data 
Consumers as delegatees trying to get a registered token for given usage operations. 
This function defines the required logical asset patterns, usage operations and 
associated usage management protection assertions with its authentication signature 
and interacts with the Smart Contract factory to get the token associated with a given 
Smart Contract for the usage operations. 

The Usage governance component is in charge of tracking and evaluating the 
enforcement of business usage and concrete service according to the terms of usage policy. 
It provides different functions: 

- Usage checking by the usage monitoring: this function is used by data providers to 
check if a usage associated with a registered token is compliant with the approved ToU. 
This function interacts with the Smart Factory component to check the delegation 
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certification chain linking a usage-authorization token granted to a logical service to 
the initial consent. 
- Data Transfer certification by the usage monitoring: this function is used by the 
data provider to register that a container is sent according to a data consumer request 
with a usage-operation-authorization token.  
- Usage tracking by the tracking manager: this function is used by data consumers to 
register the access-control-authorization token used by the concrete services while 
“consuming” a given container. 
- The security monitoring function by the tracking manager: is used to register 
security events sent by the infrastructure and captured by the tracking agents.  

The key manager is in charge of authenticating and managing the keys associated 
with the different users of our DUP system. This component is implemented in a distributed 
way: 

-  The User Certification component is deployed on the DUP user side. It manages 
the user private keys 
- The Portfolio Manager is deployed on the DUP service. It manages the DUP user 
public keys.  

These two components are connected via a secure VPN-based channel. The key manager 
provides three main functions: 

- Public Key identification: this function provides the data provider or data consumer 
public keys used to control the certification or to encrypt the authorization provided to 
this user 
- Usage certification: this function can be used by the data provider or the data 
consumer. It provides a signature encrypted by the user private key so that the user can 
be authenticated and the proposed usage can be certified 
- Authorization collector: this function is used by both the data provider and the data 
consumer. It uses a private key to decrypt the token 

All these functions rely on asymmetric encryption: the user and the DUP component 
manage pairs of keys: 

-  Authentication keys: the user publishes its public key and uses its private key to 
encrypt a message to be authenticated. Its public key is used to decrypt this message so 
that the user can be authenticated. 
- Authorization keys: the user publishes its public key that is used by the sender to 
encrypt the authorization token and it uses the private key to decrypt it so that only the 
user owning the private key can decrypt it and use it. 

The Smart Contract Factory is used to manage the interactions with the 
blockchain. Based on the Terms of Usage policy, different smart contracts are used to 
control the way data assets are exchanged, protected, and processed. The smart contract 
factory is in charge of generating these smart contracts. Different patterns have been 
identified and Terms of Usage assertions are used to identify the requested parameters of 
these patterns. The smart contract factory provides different functions 
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- Smart Contract publication: this function is used by the DUP service on behalf of 
a data consumer when it represents as a delegator. It interacts with the Usage delegation 
function from the Usage manager. It consists of generating the exchange, usage, or 
physical smart contract according to a set of parameters identifying the owner and 
subject public keys, logical asset patterns definition, usage assertions, and the 
authorization tokens from the Usage delegation belonging to the initial ToU consent.  
- Usage delegation: this function is used by the DUP service on behalf of a data 
consumer when it represents as a delegator. It interacts with the Usage authorization 
function from the Usage manager to get the assertions of the given usage operations 
provided by a delegatee. The identity of delegatee has been authenticated thanks to the 
authentication signatures that Usage authorization function provides. Then, the 
delegation is evaluated according to the usages defined in the target smart contract 
(identified by its token). While, it provides an authorization token for the delegatee 
with the given usage right.  
- Usage certification: this function is used by the DUP service on behalf of the data 
provider. It interacts with the Usage checking function from the Usage monitoring. It 
consists of getting the usage description associated with a token. This function uses the 
data provider’s public key to encode the certified usage so that only the data provider 
identified in the ToU consent can check this usage. 

4.2.2 DUP organization 
The DUP architecture is deployed as a Service that can be used by different data 

providers and data consumers. Each of them has to manage its own Information System 
and their interactions. The DUP service captures these interactions to manage the consent 
and usage certification, usage authorizations… and uses the functions provided by its 
different components to manage the data asset protection and the usage governance.  

As the data-centered protection and the usage control rely on Peer-to-Peer 
transactions between data providers and data consumers, our DUP service has to be 
deployed by both data providers and data consumers to manage and certify these 
transactions. To allow deploying it in an asymmetric context, i.e., when a data provider or 
a data consumer does not use this DUP service, “shadow users” associated with data 
providers or data consumers who are not registered as DUP users are created. The 
Information System description of a shadow user is created “on the fly”, i.e. it gathers the 
descriptions of the assets and processes in the transactions it captures.  

More precisely, when a data provider interacts with an untrusted data consumer, a 
“shadow data consumer” is created. A dedicated User Certification and a User portfolio 
manager are created on our DUP. A key generation process is launched to create a pair of 
keys to authenticate this new data consumer. Based on the Terms of Service proposed by 
the Data Consumer, a basic IS description is set. In this way, DUP will manage locally this 
“shadow” data consumer until the data consumer deploys DUP and the Terms of Service 
is used to launch the DUP delegation process. Of course, the reduced vision on the 
information system of the data consumer does not allow generating business and usage 
transactions from the original consent. It means that these transactions are created “on the 
fly” each time the Data Provider has to provide a Logical Asset to a concrete service. These 
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transactions are approved by the data provider and the “Terms of Service” which act as a 
delegate of the data consumer. 

In a symmetric way, when a data consumer using DUP interacts with a new data 
provider, a shadow data provider is created. A dedicated User Certification and a User 
portfolio manager are also created on our DUP. A key generation process is launched to 
create a pair of keys to authenticate this new data provider. This shadow user will “sign” 
the ToU and stores the different tokens without checking them. 

4.3 Using DUP 

4.3.1 Terms of Usage negotiation 
Our Usage-based protection model relies on the constant evaluation of the Quality 

of Protection and potential usages provided by services to check if this protection fits the 
protection level required by a given asset according to its sensitivity level. From our IS 
Description model, logical assets are associated with sensitivity levels. Their requirements 
of protection are evaluated according to a discrete scale associated with the different 
security services. Focusing on the process part, services are associated with the Quality of 
Protection (QoP for short) they promise. This QoP policy is formalized as a set of assertions 
describing the usages and protection countermeasures. The QoP efficiency regarding the 
different security services can be evaluated by aggregating the different countermeasures 
protection efficiency. The Terms of Usage management component (ToU manager for 
short) is designed to negotiate the protection and control contracts between the data owner 
and the data consumer (see Figure 41). 
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Figure 41 Sequence diagram of the negotiation interaction process sequence 

diagram 

The ToU management component is launched each time when a Business Service 
requests data. It first checks if a ToU has already been generated for this data owner to 
support this transaction or not, searching the IS Description model to retrieve transactions 
linking the requested service and to the data owner. If no transactions are found, the Terms 
of the Usage negotiation process is launched. The ToU is evaluated according to both Data 
Owner RoP and Data Consumer Usage Management Policy (UMP for short), including the 
description of usages and protection.  To this end, the Security Manager starts on the data 
consumer side, by identifying the required assets description (i.e. the associated meta-data) 
and the associated Terms of Service (ToS for short). This process is managed thanks to 
three steps: 

- First, the Protection management component collects the necessary assets and 
identifies the way they will be used. To this end, the protection management 
component uses Service Manager to identify the Logical Asset Patterns 
associated with the required service as well as the data-related operations 
requested by the service on this logical asset pattern. It browses recursively the 
Logical Asset Pattern composition to extract the different meta-data describing 
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this logical asset pattern (see the code fragment Figure 42). The algorithm 
providing the draft Terms of Service describing the usages of the required assets 
(see Algorithm 5) aggregates the ToS assertions of the different assets 
associated to this pattern, using a lax aggregation strategy (see Algorithm 6).  

- Second, the Protection management component checks if a Quality of 
Protection is associated with the required service or not (see Figure 43). If the 
service has not yet a defined QoP, the security manager interacts with the 
operation manager to get recursively all sub-services used to support the 
required service, requesting the QoP policy / implemented protection means. It 
takes advantage of our ontology and the evaluation of the protection efficiency 
associated with the different security means to identify the associated protection 
level (see Algorithm 7). 

- Third, the final Usage Management Policy is generated by the Protection 
management component (see Algorithm 8). The service QoP and the draft ToS 
protection are evaluated thanks to the policy aggregation algorithm defined 
using a lax aggregation rule (i.e., keeping the less protecting level for each 
protection assertion). 

Figure 46 presents the ToS assertions generated for our motivating example. The 
full process ToS generation process associated to this experiment is presented section 4.4.1. 

 
Figure 42 Extraction of Logical Asset Patterns thanks to the asset composition 

relationship 

Algorithm 5 Algorithm describing the evaluation of the draft ToS associated to a 
service 

Input: Business Service BS 
Output: ToS policy 
1 Function Evaluate-ServiceDraftToS(BS) 
2 Select Terms of  Service policy ToS associated to Business Service BS 
3 If the ToS policy does not exist  
4  TOS<-Create Terms of  Service policy 
5  P<-Create Terms of  Service Policy 
6  Select all Logical Asset Pattern LAP j consumed by BS 
7  For all Logical Asset Pattern LAP j consumed by BS 
8   P - Evaluate-DataToS(LAP j, BS) 
9   ToS Aggregate (ToS, P, negative aggregation) 
10  End for  
11 End if 
12 Return(ToS) 
13 End Function 
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Algorithm 6 Evaluation of the current ToS assertions for a Logical Asset Pattern 

for a service 

Input: Logical Asset Pattern Data, Business Service Service 
Output : 
1 Function Evaluate-DataToS(Data, Service) 
2 Select Terms of  Service Policy ToS associated to Data and Service 
3 If  ToS does not exist 
4  ToS<-Create Terms of  Service policy 
5  Associate ToS to Data 
6  Associate ToS to Service 
7  P<-Create Terms of  Service policy 
8  Select all Logical Asset Pattern LAP j ,included in Data 

9  For all Logical Asset Pattern LAP j, included in Data  
10   P Evaluate-DataToS(LAP j, Service) 
11   ToS Aggregate (ToS, P, negative aggregation) 
12  End for 
13  Select all Business Service Service i included in Service consuming Data 
14  For all Business Service Service j included in Service 
15   P Evaluate-DataToS(LAP j, Service j) 
16   ToS Aggregate (ToS, P, negative aggregation) 
17  End For 
18  Select all Data related operation DRO n related to Data and Service j 
19  For each Data related operation DRO n 
20   Reinitiazlize P 
21   A  Create usage assertion 
22   A.DataRelatedOperation<- DROn  
23   A.LogicalAssetPattern<- Data 
24   A.Service <- Service 
25   ToS Aggregate (ToS, P, negative aggregation) 
26  End for 
27  Return(ToS) 
28 Else Return (ToS) 
29 End if 
30 End Function 
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Figure 43 Global Quality of Protection evaluation flow chart 

Algorithm 7 Evaluation of the current Quality of Protection of a service 

Input: Business Service BS 
Output: QoP Policy QoP 
1. Function Evaluate-ServiceQoP(Service) 
2. Select QoP policy QoP associated to Service 
3. If QoP does not exist  
4.  QoP<- Create QoP Policy 
5.  Associate QoP to Business Service BS 
6.  Create QoP Policy P 
7.  Select all Business Services  Service j included in BS 
8.  For all Business Service Service j included in BS 
9.   P<-Evaluate-ServiceQoP(servicej) 
10.   QoP<-Aggregate (QoP, P, positive aggregation) 
11.  End for  
12. End if 
13. Return(QoP) 
14. End Function 

 
Algorithm 8 Evaluation of the current ToS for a service 

Input: Business Service BS 
Output: ToS Policy 

1. Function Evaluate-ToS(BS) 
2. ToS<-Create Terms of  Service Policy 
3. Associate ToS to BS 
4. DraftToS-<-Create ToS Policy 
5. DraftQoP<-Create QoP Policy 
6. DraftToS  Evaluate-ServiceDraftToS(BS) 
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7. DraftQoP   Evaluate-ServiceQoP(BS) 
8. ToS Aggregate (DraftToS, DraftQoP, negative aggregation) 
9. Return(ToS) 
10. End Function 

 

 
Figure 44 Code fragment related to the integration of ToS from sub-services 

 
Figure 45 Code fragment related to the final aggregation to set the ToS 
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Figure 46 Partial dump of the data base showing the final Tos assertions 

generated from the motivating example 

Once this Usage Management Policy (which is the current ToS for a service) is 
generated, the protection management component sends it to evaluate this proposal as 
potential Terms of Usage via the Exchange interface. On the data owner side, the process 
starts by identifying the Requirements of protection associated with the required assets. 
Similar to the ToS evaluation on the data consumer side, this process consolidates the 
Requirements of Protection of the sub-assets (see Figure 47): 

- First, the Protection management component extracts the Logical Asset Pattern 
description from the ToS and sends it to the Asset manager to identify the 
“candidate assets” fitting this description. The asset manager selects the Logical 
Asset Patterns using a similar description (thanks to the meta-data). Based on 
this selection, it provides a list of candidate logical assets. Interactions with the 
user or the IS system interface can be set to select the convenient logical assets 
that will be associated with this transaction. 

- The second step is managed by the Protection management component. For 
each selected asset, it checks the ownership status and extracts the associated 
Requirements of protection.  

- The third step consists of aggregating the different ToS and RoP associated with 
the required group of assets to set the consolidated RoP. To this end, the 
Protection management component aggregates the requested assets RoP, using 
a strict aggregation rule (i.e., the more protecting and more reduced usage 
authorization strategy) (see Figure 48) to provide a consolidated RoP.  

Figure 49 presents the results of the RoP consolidation stored in Alice’s own 
Information System Description data base. The full process associated to this experiment 
is presented section 4.4.1 
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Figure 47Requirement of protection evaluation flow chart 

 
Figure 48 RoP aggregation code fragment 

 
Figure 49 Partial dump of the database showing the consolidated RoP stored in 

Alice’s Information System description 

This consolidated RoP is then compared to the proposed Usage management 
protection policy (UMP policy for short), using the policy matching algorithm (see Figure 
50). This matching process generates a ToU restricting the initial protection to RoP 
conditions is set. Of course, if the proposed protection does not fit the aggregated RoP, the 
Data Owner can be notified and may decide to modify the RoP accordingly. Then the Data 
Owner signs this ToU and sends it for approval to the Data Consumer Usage manager who 
will sign it to set its approval. 
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Figure 50 Matching process 

Once the ToU is doubled approved, a Business Transaction is created in the data 
provider IS Description model to store this contractual agreement. Focusing on the data 
provider side, the exchanged asset is used to encapsulate the Logical asset linking to the 
Logical Asset Pattern that will be exchanged according to the approved ToU assertions 
specifying the set of authorized Data related operations and the identification of the 
Business Service (this service can be created as a local artifact if necessary). The “Usage 
Protection” relationship is used to link the exchanged asset to the related ToU assertion. 
On the data consumer side, Logical assets associated with the Logical asset pattern and the 
data provider are created if necessary. Then these logical assets are associated with the 
Logical Asset Pattern and the Business Service will process them thanks to the Exchanged 
Asset. The “Usage Protection relationship” is used to link the Logical Asset with the ToU 
assertion. By this way, each party updates its IS Description model to integrate this new 
contractual relationship (see Figure 51). This Business Transaction is associated with the 
signed initial Consent. 
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Figure 51 Description of the Business Transaction class diagram 

4.3.2 Usage derivation 
Once the Terms of Service has been approved, the usage derivation process is 

launched by the protection management component to create the different business, usage, 
and physical transactions. This process is managed by the data consumer, fitting its 
Business Process organization. It takes advantage of our usage model defined in section 
3.2.2, sees (Equ.  2) which allows linking transactions thanks to the usage “approval 
delegation”. This usage derivation is managed using three steps: 

- Refinement of the Business Service workflow to create all Business 
Transactions related to sub-business services 

- Usage transaction derivation to create the precise usage transaction related to 
the logical service supporting an elementary task, i.e. a Business Service which 
does not include any sub-business service. 

- Physical transaction derivation is used to generate the physical transactions 
authorizing the concrete service implementing the logical service to use the 
physical operation to achieve an authorized usage. 

4.3.2.1 Business Transaction refinement 
 From our IS Description model, generic usages are defined for each business 

service thanks to Logical Operation, linking the Business service, Logical Asset patterns, 
and Data related operations, process motivation, asset consumption purpose (which is 
defined as Business usage type for the organizational layer) that will be used by this 
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Business Service to “consume” this particular Logical Asset Pattern. The Business 
Transaction establishes a link between two parties, the data provider and the data consumer 
who agree that a Business Service (which may include sub-business services) will 
“consume” a set of logical assets according to precise usages on these assets (namely 
process motivations, data related operations, and asset consumption purposes). As a 
Business Service can be defined recursively, the initial transaction defined thanks to the 
ToU must be “refined” to identify precisely usages on a given asset achieved by a given 
sub-business service. To this end, we propose a refinement process that first invokes the 
Terms of Usage Management Component to get the ToU policy. Then this refinement 
process (see Algorithm 9) invokes the Service Manager to identify the Business Service 
involved in a given transaction and all its sub-business services. The recursive Business 
Transaction generation process (see Algorithm 10is launched for each sub-business service. 
This generation process creates the Business Transaction associated with this Business 
Service, selects its embedded business services, and generates recursively the sub-business 
transactions. Following our model, the generated Business Transaction is associated with 
their “father transaction” on behalf of which they are created.  

Algorithm 9 Business Transaction refinement algorithm 

Input: Business Transaction BT 
Output: Success/Failed 
1. RefineBT(BT) 
2. Select Business Service BS involved in Business Transaction BT 
3. Get Business Authorization Policy P involved in this Business Transaction BT 
4. Select all Business Service Service i included in BS 
5. For each Business Service Servicei 
6.  GenerateBusinessTransaction(P, Service i, BT) 
7. End For 
8. Return(Success) 
9. End Function 

Algorithm 10 Business Transaction generation process 

Input: ToS policy P, Business Service BS, “Delegating Business” Transaction 
DBT 

Output: Created Business Transaction BT 
1. Function GenerateBusinessTransaction(Policy P, Business Service BS, Business Transaction 

DBT) 
2. BT<- Create Business Transaction 
3. Associate BT to Business Service BS 
4. Associate BT to DBT thanks to the “On behalf  “relationship 
5. Associate BT to the policy P 
6. Select all Logical Operation LO j used by BS 
7. For each Logical Operation LOj 
8.  Select the Logical Asset Pattern LAP involved in this Logical Operation LOj 
9.  Select the Data Related Operation DRO involved in this Logical Operation LOj 
10.  Select the Process Motivation PM involved in this Logical Operation LOj 
11.  Select the Business Usage Type involved in this Logical Operation LOj  
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12.  Select Exchanged Asset EA referring to Business Transaction BT and to Logical Asset 
   Pattern LAP 

13.  If EA does not exist 
14.   Create Exchanged Asset EA 
15.   Associate EA to Business Transaction BT 
16.   Associate EA to Logical Asset Pattern LAP 
17.  End If 
18.  Select all Policy assertions Ak from policy P referring to Logical Asset Pattern LAP  

 and Data Related Operation DRO and Process Motivation PM 
19.  For each policy assertion Ak 
20.   Select the Logical Asset LA protected by Policy Assertion Ak 
21.   If  EA is not associated to LA 
22.    Associate EA to LA 
23.   End if 
24.  End For 
25.  Associate EA to DRO and Policy P 
26. End for 
27. Return(BT) 
28. End Function 

4.3.2.2 Usage Transaction generation process 
Once the Business Transactions are generated, the Protection management 

component launches the usage transaction derivation process. This process takes advantage 
of the Usage Transaction model picked from the Information System Description model 
(see Figure 52). This process retrieves all Business Transactions associated with a ToU 
policy before launching the usage transaction generation process for each of these retrieved 
Business Transactions. The usage transaction generation process checks if the Business 
Service involved in the Business Transaction is defined as a workflow or as an elementary 
task. For each elementary task, the corresponding logical service is selected and the 
associated usage operations are retrieved. The usage operation links Data object, Logical 
service, asset consumption purpose (which is described as Logical usage type for the 
Logical layer), and process control purpose to the business transaction. The usage 
transaction generation process uses both the IS Description model knowledge to extract the 
data object to which the asset consumption purpose operates and the Business Transaction 
description to identify the exchanged asset associated with this data object via Logical 
Asset Pattern for this transaction. Once all information is fixed, the usage transaction is 
created. Once all information is fixed, the usage transaction is created and related to these 
different elements (see Algorithm 11and Algorithm 12). 
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Figure 52 Usage Transaction class diagram 

Algorithm 11 Usage Transaction derivation process 

Input: ToS policy P  
Output: 
1. Function Usage Derivation(Policy P) 
2. Select all Business Transactions BTi associated to approved policy P 
3. For each Business Transaction BTi 
4.  GenerateUsageTransaction(P, BTi) 
5.  End For 
6. Return() 
7. End Function 

 
Algorithm 12 Usage Transaction generation  

Input: ToS Policy P, Business Transaction BT 
Output:  
1. Function GenerateUsageTransaction(Policy P, Business Transaction BT) 
2. Select the Business Service BS associated to BT 
3. If BS is an Elementary task 
4.  Select Logical Service LS supporting BS 
5.  Select all Usage Operations UO(s) used by Logical service LS 
6.  For each Usage Operation UOj 
7.   Select Data object DO associated to Logical Asset Pattern LAP and to Usage 

    Operation UOj 
8.   Select Logical Usage Type LUP associated to Usage Operation UO j 
9.   Select Data Related Operation DRO associated to LUP implementation 
10.   Select Policy assertion A from Policy P authorizing DRO for LAP 
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11.   Select Exchange Asset EA associated to Logical Asset Pattern LAP and to  
   Business Transaction BT 

12.   Select Logical Asset LA associated to EA 
13.   Select Logical Operation Policy LOP associated to LA and UO j 
14.   UT<-Create Usage Transaction 
15.   Associate UT to BT according to “on behalf ” relationship 
16.   Associate UT to DO 
17.   Associate UT to LUP 
18.   Associate UT to LS 
19.   Associate UT to LOP  
20.   Associate UT to Policy assertion A  
21.   Associate DO to LA 
22.  End for 
23. End if 
24. Return () 
25. End Function 

4.3.2.3 The physical Transaction generation process 
Once the Usage Transactions are generated, the Protection management component 

launches the physical transaction derivation process. This process retrieves all Usage 
Transaction associated with a ToU policy before launching the physical transaction 
generation process for each of these retrieved Usage Transactions. For each usage 
transaction, the corresponding logical service is selected and the associated concrete 
services are retrieved. Then physical operations used by these concrete services are also 
retrieved. The physical operation also links concrete service, container, asset consumption 
purpose (defined as physical usage type for implementation layer) and data object to the 
Usage transaction. This physical transaction generation process uses both the IS 
Description model knowledge (see the physical transaction class diagram Figure 53) to 
extract the data object to which the asset consumption purpose operates and the Usage 
Transaction description to identify the Exchanged asset with the associated Data object, 
and with the container for this transaction. Once all this information is fixed, the physical 
transaction is created and related to these different elements (see Algorithm 13). 
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Figure 53 Physical transaction class diagram 
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Algorithm 13 Physical Transaction generation 

Input: Usage Transaction UT, Policy P 
Output 
1. GeneratePhysicalTransaction(Usage Transaction UT, policy P) 
2. Select Logical Service LS involved in UT 
3. Select all concrete services CS i implementing LS 
4. For each Concrete Service CS i 
5.  Select all Physical Operation PO j associated to Concrete service CSi 
6.  For each Physical Operation POj 
7.   Select Data Object DO associated to Physical Operation POj 
8.   Select Physical Usage Type PUT associated to Physical Operation POi  
9.   Select Logical Asset LA associated Data Object DO 
10.   PIP<-Create Physical implementation policy 
11.   PIP<-Select Physical Implementation Assertions from Policy P associated to 

LA 
12.   Select Container C associated to DO and to UT 
13.   if Container C does not exist 
14.    Create Container C 
15.    Associate C to UT 
16.    Associate C to LA 
17.   End if 
18.   PT<-Create Physical Transaction 
19.   Associate PT to UT according to “on behalf ” relationship 
20.   Associate PT to DO 
21.   Associate PT to PUT 
22.   Associate PT to CS 
23.   Associate PT to C 
24.   Associate PT to PIP 
25.   Associate PT to ToU policy P 
26.  End for 
27. End for 
28. Return() 
29. End Function 

4.3.3 Managing trusted transactions 
Once defined, transactions are turned into Smart Contracts thanks to the Smart 

Contract Factory. This component is designed as the generic interface coupling our system 
to the blockchain which provides the immutable proof of consents and authorizations used 
by data consumers. This component is invoked by  

- the Terms of Usage management component to generate smart contracts associated 
with the different transactions 
- the Protection management component to get the pre-authorization token for a 
given service 
- the Usage governance component to describe the target usage associated with a 
given authorization token. 
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To achieve these requirements, the Smart Contract factory interacts with the Key 
manager to get the Blockchain Account Id of the party involved in a given transaction and 
manage and store the description of the smart contract associated with the transactions. The 
Smart Contract Factory provides two main components to interact with the Blockchain:  

- The SmartContractGenerator interacting with Smart Contract publication function 
is in charge of extracting the usage information associated with a given transaction to 
generate the convenient assertion that will be deployed in a smart contract. 
- The UsageTracker is in charge of (1) interacting with Usage certification function 
providing the usage-operation-authorization token (which has been updated by the data 
transfer certification function to register the container) associated with a Physical 
Transaction and (2) interacting with Usage delegation function to certify that an 
authorization token has been given by the convenient smart contract.  

This component uses an internal smart contract register (see Figure 54) to keep a 
local description of the smart contracts, who has created them, and which transaction they 
prove. 

Smart Contract
Id

Type
LogicalAssetPattern

DataRelatedOperation

Proof

(1)
Certified by

(1)

(0,1)
Generated by

Data Provider’s consent(1,...n)Belongs to(0,1)

Account Actor
Id

Description

(1,...n)Owns(1)

Physical Transaction

(0,1)
Implemented using

(1,…*)

Usage TransactionBusiness Transaction

(0,1)
Implemented using

(1,…*)

(0,1)
Implemented using

(1,…*)

 
Figure 54 Class diagram of the Smart Factory’s smart contract register 

organization 

4.3.3.1 Smart contract generator 
This component is launched by the Terms of Usage Management, providing the 

“original” Business Transaction and the ToU consent signed by the data provider. The 
smart contract generator is associated with a recursive process that explores the Business 
Transaction hierarchy to generate the associated smart contracts (see Algorithm 14). 

Our Smart Contract model is designed to “push” an approved usage assertion 
(defining the target asset and the usage parameter) from a data consumer(called by the 
delegator) to a given data consumer (called later the delegatee) following the initial ToU 
policy which generates tokens signed by a data provider. The usage assertion is approved 
“off-chain” by the delegator which delegates the usages to the delegatee. To this end, our 
smart contract pattern consists of different parts: 
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- The approved policy: define the asset and the allowed usage operation certified by 
this smart contract. A signature checking is used to verify the authenticity of this 
assertion. We define different types of assertions depending on the smart contract type: 

o Business Authorization assertion: it consists of a structure gathering the 
business purpose, requested data, and authorization status of the usage 
description based on our ontology to set the process motivation, the 
data-related operation, and asset consumption operations(which 
includes business usage type and logical usage type).   

o Logical operation assertion: it consists of a structure gathering 
operational conditions provided by a logical service, requested data, and 
protection countermeasure setting of asset consumption 
operations(which is logical usage type).   

o Physical implementation assertion: it consists of a structure gathering 
operational conditions provided by a concrete service, requested data, 
and protection countermeasure setting of asset consumption 
operations(which is physical usage type and is an atomic operation). 

- The ExchangedAsset function is invoked by the delegator account to define the 
description of the asset and the previous delegator identity.  
- The UpdateBusinesspolicy function is invoked by the delegator account to define 
the associated with the usage-authorization tokens of an exchanged asset from the 
initial ToU consent.  
- The UpDateToS function is invoked by the delegator account to describe the 
description of the Terms of service operations belonging to the delegatee account  
- The Business Usage function is invoked by the delegator account to define the 
delegatee account and to provide the exchanged asset to this account via the business 
usage type.  
- The DelegationMatch function is invoked by the delegator to evaluate the 
delegation of exchanged assets to the Terms of service operations.  
These functions provide the generic smart contract template of the exchange smart 
contract. We define precise implementations associated with the exchange smart 
contract and to the usage smart contract as these smart contracts do not use the same 
types of usages. The solidity code associated with this Exchange Smart Contract 
template is provided in the annex (see section 7.1). Similarly, the Usage Smart Contract 
template is defined in section 7.2. 

 The Smart Contract generation process consists of extracting the different 
Exchanged Assets associated with a Business Transaction, identifying their potential 
usages to provide this necessary information to the Blockchain Actor account in charge of 
deploying the Smart Contract. The Smart Contract is in charge of generating the certified 
pre-authorization assertion for the operation implementing the given usage. This 
certification is managed according to a signed global ToU assertion stored in the Smart 
Contract. This signed ToU assertion is either the consent assertion signed by the data 
provider for the “root transaction” or a “delegated authorization” provided by another smart 
contract associated with the “father transaction” identified thanks to the « on behalf » 
relationship. This involves that the smart contract creation process has first to identify the 
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delegator account to pre-manage the authorization delegation before deploying the smart 
contract. Once the exchange smart contract associated with the Business Transaction is 
created, Usage smart contracts and physical smart contracts are created. The last step of 
the process consists of identifying all the “sub-business transactions”, i.e. the transactions 
that are generated “on behalf” of the current transaction to create the smart contracts 
associated with these sub-transactions (see Algorithm 14). 

Algorithm 14 Smart Contract generation process 

Input: Business Transaction BT 
Output: Success or Failed 
1. SmartContractGeneration(BT) 
2. Select Original Transaction OT from “On behalf  relationship” from BT 
3. If no Original Transaction is found 
4.  Original  true 
5.  Delegator<- BT.DataProvider 
6.  Select Terms of  Usage Consent associated to BT 
7. Else  
8.  DelegatorSC  Select Smart Contract Id SC associated to Business Transaction OT 
9.  Original  False 
10.  Consent <-OT.Consent 
11. End if 
12. Select Business Service BS associated to BT  
13. Select Terms of  Service ToS associated to BS 
14. Purpose<-BS.Process purpose 
15. Delegatee  Select Actor Account associated to BS from portfolio 
16. Select all Exchanged Asset EAi involved in BT 
17. For each Exchanged Asset EAi 
18.  Get UsageAuthorizationTokens as Token associated to EAi 
19.  If  Original == False 
20.   Token   AskforDelegation(DelegatorSC, EAi,ToS,Token,Delegatee)  
21.   If  no Token generated 
22.    Return(failed) 
23.   End If 
24.   Certificator=DelegatorSC 
25.  Else 
26.   Token  Sign(Delegator, EAi, ToS, Consent) 
27.   Certificator=Data-Provider 
28.  End if 
29.  SmartContract-ID  CreateExchangeSC(ExchangedAsset EA, Delegatee, ToS, 

Token,   ToU-Id) 
30.  Register (SmartContract-ID, SmartContract-Type=Exchange, Actor Account= 

Delegatee,  Asset=ExchangedAsset, usage=ToS, proof=Token, Certified by 
Certificator) 

31.  EAi.SC   SmartContract-ID 
32.  If  BS.type == Elementary Task 
33.   Select Usage Transaction UT associated to BS using “On behalf ” 

relationship 
34.   Select Logical Service LS associated to UT 
35.   Select Data Object DO associated to UT 
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36.   Usage-operation-authorization token<-DO.Token 
37.   Select Logical Usage Type LUP associated to UT 
38.   ServiceDelegate  LS actor account 
39.   Token  AskforUsageDelegation(Delegator, EAi.SC, Consent, LUP,  

   ServiceDelegate) 
40.   If  no Token generated 
41.    Return(failed) 
42.   End if 
43.   SmartContractId CreateUsageSC(DataObject DO, Delegator, LUP,  

   UsageOperationToken, UsageAuthorizationToken, ServiceDelegate) 
44.   Register (SmartContractID, SmartContract-Type=Usage, Actor Account=  

  ServiceDelegate, Asset=LA, usage=LUO proof=Token, Certified by  
  SmartContract-ID) 

45.   PhysicalSmarContractGeneration(UT, Consent) 
46.  End if 
47. End for 
48. Return(Success) 
49. End Function 

- The AskForDelegation function provides the delegator’s account the necessary 
information to invoke its smart contract to delegate authorization tokens and exchange 
assets to the delegatee account. It consists of  

o invoking the BusinessUsage function to declare the usage for which the 
pre-authorization must be generated and declare it will exchange the 
asset to the delegatee account.  

o invoking the DelegationMatch function to certify the delegation, 
providing the exact Terms of Service and the Delegated account which 
will get this token that is provided back to the Smart Contract generator 
process. 

- The CreateExchangeSC function provides the Consumer account the necessary 
information to deploy the exchange smart contract on the Blockchain. To generate the 
smart contract, the actor uses the Smart Contract Pattern provided as a solidity code 
and merges it with the authorization token to the smart contract code description (see 
7.1) so that the smart contract can be deployed. The actor invokes the ExchangedAsset 
function and the UpDateBusinesspolicy function to configure the asset description and 
the allowed operations on this asset.  
- The Sign function extracts the corresponding assertion from the consent signed by 
the delegator. 

Similarly, the UsageSmartContractGeneration function captures the knowledge 
stored in the Usage transaction. The AskForUsageDelegation function provides the 
necessary information to allow the actor in charge of the Business service to invoke the 
associated smart contract to extract the usage-authorization and provide the usage-
operation-authorization for the Logical operation assertion. The CreateUsageSC function 
provides the Consumer account the necessary information to deploy the usage smart 
contract on the Blockchain. Similar to the exchange smart contract generation, the actor 
merges the solidity code associated with the Usage Smart Contract Pattern with the Usage 
authorization token to generate and deploy the usage smart contract. 
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The actor account in charge of the Usage smart contract is used as a gateway to 
connect the public blockchain with the private blockchain, which stores the consent and 
the pre-authorized operations to the private blockchain which is used to control the real 
access operations for the concrete services. 

Focusing on the Physical Smart Contract generation, the process (seeAlgorithm 15) 
is managed for each Usage Transaction. First, the list of associated Physical Transactions 
is extracted, each physical transaction is defined to authorize a physical operation on a 
container provided that the concrete service provides the necessary countermeasures. The 
assertion on behalf of which the concrete operation will be granted is certified by the Usage 
Smart Contract associated with the Usage Transaction. 

Algorithm 15Physical Smart Contract Generation Process 

Input: Usage Transaction UT, Approved Consent CO 
Output: Success or failed 
1. Function PhysicalSmartContractGeneration(UT, CO)  
2. Get Usage Actor Account UsageActor associated to UT 
3. Get UsageSC ID from UT  
4. Select all Physical Transaction PTi associated to UT 
5. For each Physical Transaction PTi 
6.  Select Concrete Service CS associated to PTi  
7.  Select Container C associated to PT 
8.  Select  Data Object DO associate to Container C  
9.  Usage Operation Authorization Token<-DO.Token 
10.  Select Physical Usage Type PUT associated to PTi 
11.  Delegatee<-Select CS Actor Account from the portfolio 
12.  AccessControlAuthorizationToken<-AskforPhysicalDelegation (UsageSC, DO,  

 C, PO, Delegatee, CO) 
13.  If  no AccessControlAuthorizationToken 
14.   Return(failed) 
15.  Else  
16.   SmartContract-ID<-CreatePhysicalSC(Container C, Delegatee, PUT, 

   AccessControlAuthorizationToken, UsageActor,   
   UsageOperationAuthorizationToken) 

17.  End If 
18. End for 
19. Return(Success) 
20. End Function 

 
The AskForPhysicalDelegation function selects the Usage Smart Contract and its 

associated actor from the Smart Contract Factory register. It provides this actor’s account 
the necessary information to invoke the smart contract to delegate 
AccessControlAuthorization token and container to the delegatee implementing the 
Concrete Service. It consists of invoking the GrantPhysicalUsage function to declare the 
usage for which the pre-authorization must be generated and declare that it will grant the 
container to the delegated account(delegatee).  
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The CreatePhysicalSC function provides the UsageActor account the necessary 
information to deploy the Physical smart contract on the Blockchain. The Physical Smart 
Contract Pattern (provided as a solidity code see section 7.3) is merged with the Usage 
Operation authorization token to get the physical smart contract code that will be deployed 
by the actor account associated with the Logical Service implementing the Usage 
Transaction. 

At runtime, the actor associated with the Concrete Service will get the approved 
AccessControlAuthorization Token to certify that the asset will be processed according to 
what has been accepted from the Comparison function with the evaluation of the physical 
operation description.  

4.3.3.2 Usage Tracker 
This component is used to provide and check the token associated with a given 

transaction. It provides two main functions interacting with the blockchain: 
- GrantPhysicalUsage function (see Algorithm 16) managing (1) is used to send the 
usage-operation-authorization token to provide a container to the actor account 
associated with a concrete service when the requested operation matches the usage 
assertion stored in the physical smart contract. To this end, it first retrieves the Physical 
Transaction and then invokes the Comparison function (Algorithm 17) 
- CertifyConsent function managing (2) is used to provide the list of the certification 
approval linking a granted usage to the original consent assertion (Algorithm 18). 

Algorithm 16 GrantPhysicalUsage function 

Input:  Concrete service CS, Business Transaction BT 
Output: Usage Token UT 
1. GrantPhysicalUsage(ConcreteService CS, Business Transaction BT)  
2. PT  RetrievePhysicalTransaction(CS, BT) 
3. Select CS-Actor Account associated to CS 
4. Select Physical Smart Contract SC-ID associated to PT 
5. Select Physical Usage Type PUT associated to CS 
6. Select Container Cassociated to CS 
7. Get UsageOperationAuthorizationToken associated to Container 
8. UsageToken UT   PhysicaldelegationMatch(PhysicalSC, LAP,C, PO, CS-Actor) 
9. If  UT<>Null 
10.  Register UsageToken associated to PT 
11. End if 
12. Return(UT) 
13. End Function 

Algorithm 17Process used to identify the physical transaction 

Input : Concrete service CS, Business Transaction BT 
Output: Physical Transaction PT 
1 Function RetrievePhysicalTansaction(ConcreteService CS, Business Transaction BT)  
2 PT  NULL 
3 Select Business Service BS associated to BT 
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4 If BS.Type=Elementary task 
5  Select all usage transaction UTi associated to BT 
6  Found  False 
7  While (not(Found) or UTi list not empty) 
8   Select all Physical transaction PT associated to each UT(UTi) 
9   While (not(Found) or PTj list not empty) 
10    Select Concrete Service S associated PTj 
11    If S == CS then  
12     Found  True 
13     Return(PTj) 
14    Endif 
15    PTj<- Next Physical Transaction from the list 
16   End While 
17   UTi<-Next Usage Transaction from the list 
18  End While 
19 Else 
20  Select each business transaction BTi included in BT 
21  Do 
22   PT<-RetrievePhyscalTransaction(CS, BTi) 
23  Until PT!=NULL or all BTi are explored  
24 End If 
25 Return(PT)  
26 End function 

 
The CertifyConsent Function uses the Smart Contract register to manage the 

certification chain. At each step, it interacts with the smart contracts to get the verification 
token. The process starts from the proof provided by the smart contract. Then the consent 
certification function identifies the smart contract which has delivered this proof and 
manages the origin of this proof recursively. The GetCertification function sends the token 
to be verified to the actor owning the smart contract. This actor will return the Verification 
token associated with the SC. 

Algorithm 18 Recursive retrieval of the Initial token 

Input: Proof Token P 
Output: Consent 

1. RetrieveOriginalConsent(ProofToken)  
2. Select SmartContract SC from Smart Contract Factory register where 

Proofcertification==Prooftoken 
3. If SC.ProofCertifiedbyDataProvider==True 
4.  Select Business Transaction BT associated to SmartContract SC 
5.  Return(BT.signed consent) 
6. Else 
7.  GetCertification(SC, SC.Actor, ProofToken) 
8.  Select SmartContract Father-SC associated to SC thanks to Generated by  

  relationship 
9.  New-Token  Father-SC.Token 
10.  Return(RetrieveOriginalConsent(New-Token)) 
11. End If 
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12. End Function 

4.3.4 Usage Governance 
The Usage Governance component is designed to manage the different life-cycle 

events, usage events, and security events associated with the different assets. It interacts 
with the Protection management component to capture assets and related operations to 
manage the life-long protection. 

For the container operation governance in a Logical service and concrete services, 
the data provider can evaluate the current quality of protection of a logical asset by 
integrating the way the different containers are protected. This is based on the asset QoP 
evaluation algorithm developed in Algorithm 3. Each time, a concrete service is launched 
and wants to accede to a container to support the business service. the Information System 
interface component captures this service invocation and invokes the Usage Tracking 
function provided by the tracking manager to get the credentials associated with the 
requested operation on this container. This Usage Tracking function extracts the Usage and 
Physical transactions associated with this container and its data object and invokes the 
Smart Contract Factory to get the credential associated with the requested operations and 
countermeasure efficiency. The Smart Contract Factory selects the Smart Contract Id and 
the Actor account associated with the Physical Transaction. The Tracking Manager 
registers this token and sends it back to the protection management component as proof for 
the data provider. This authorization token is associated with the container so that all 
accesses on the container can be reported. Paying attention to the life-long asset protection, 
the tracking implementation process includes different sub-processes called tracking 
agents (global tracking agent, complex tracking agent, and elementary tracking agent) in 
charge of managing the state of Containers (Figure 55) 

 
Figure 55 Tracking implementation process sequence diagram 

For the exchanged asset authorization governance from business services, few 
functions can be used to monitor the way assets are used. In this way, the data consumer 
can prove that the operations it uses on a given exchanged asset are compliant with the 
initial consent. Each time, an exchanged asset is exchanged, the protection management 
component gets the token associated with the authorization provided by the data consumer 
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(Figure 56). The protection management component invokes the usage checking function 
provided by usage monitoring to check this authorization token and monitor this new 
authorization. To this end, the Usage Monitoring has first to interact with the Smart 
Contract factory to check the token and identify the business transaction associated with 
the declared usages. It launches the security monitoring certification function to start the 
(Business service monitoring) Global tracking agent, (Logical service monitoring) 
Complex tracking agent, and (concrete service monitoring) Elementary tracking agent to 
manage the creation of a new container associated with the exchanged asset and authorized 
usage. It provides the container Id and the related usages to the Protection management 
component so that pre-protection means can be deployed. Once the container is defined 
and instantiated, the Protection management component invokes the Data transfer 
certification function to register the transfer of this container. The Data transfer 
certification function interacts with the Smart Contract factory to generate a tracking smart 
contract (see section 7.4 providing the associated solidity code) which certifies the data 
transfer and notifies the data provider to have the container operation governance.  

 
Figure 56 Usage monitoring process sequence diagram 

4.4 Evaluation 

To evaluate our distributed data-driven protection architecture, we use a simple use 
case to compare our DUP architecture with other systems. To this end, we have developed 
key components to evaluate data asset protection terms of service… or to generate smart 
contracts. These components are loosely coupled as they have interconnected thanks to our 
Information System description model. 

In this section, we first introduce our experiment before comparing our results with 
those provided by other ontologies, consent management and protection systems presented 
in the state of the art section. 

4.4.1 Experiment  
The prototype we build to validate our Data-driven and Usage-based protection model 

integrates key functions of DUP. We use mysql Ver 14.14 Distrib 5.5.62, for Win64 
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(AMD64) to store the Information System Description and have developed the Consent 
Management, the Transacttion Generation, the Qmart Contract Factory and Usage Tracking 
function using Java: Intellij IDEA jdk 12.0.1, Maven, junit4.11 and mysql-connector-
java:8.0.22. The Blockchain is deployed using Ganache.  

 
Figure 57 Prototype Architecture 

The different parts of the prototype are loosely coupled thanks to the Information 
System Description Data Base (see the associated class diagram Figure 58). The code is 
provided in annex (see section 8). 

Information
System

Description

Consent management
ToS Generation
RoP evaluation
Policy matching

Transaction generation
Business Transaction Generation
Usage Transaction Generation
Physical Transaction Generation

Smart Contract Factory
Smart Contract generation
Blockchain interface

Blockchain

Smart Contracts

Usage Tracking
Basic Usage Proof function
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Figure 58 Global Class diagram of the Information System Description used in 

our prototype 

To evaluate our DUP architecture, we designed an experiment based on the 
motivating example introduced in Chapter 3. This evaluation example integrates 
collaborative business and end-users interactions. It relies on an online shopping platform 
(called later Online Shopping), shared by different companies. Online Shopping proposes 
“manufactured on demand” products and services, from different suppliers (such as 
Company A and Company B) to clients. The different partners may share and exchange 
product information or client personal information depending on the business process 
requirements. To reduce the carbon footprint, Company A uses the 3D printers hosted by 
company B to “manufacture” the product as close as possible to the client. Online Shopping 
also shares data with MyAnalytics company which uses the customer data to establish 
recommendations and provide marketing analysis to Online Shopping company. 
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Alice browses the Online Shopping platform. Online shopping platform collects 
Alice’s browsing history, connection information as well as other information related to 
the product she intends to buy. Consequently, Alice will have to “share” different personal 
information such as traces of her online activity, financial information, her address, and 
what she has bought with Online Shopping platform, MyAnalytics (which can also mix 
this information with other sources), and Company A and B (the product suppliers).  

Alice also interacts with other online platforms, Personal Information Management 
Systems (PIMSs), social networks, etc. using her own computer or smartphone. Protecting 
consistently her personal information is difficult for Alice as she interacts with different 
systems, providing their own Terms of Service (ToS for short). Moreover, she cannot get 
any information to check whereas her personal information is really protected and if it is 
used according to the ToS she accepted. 

The online Shopping platform is responsible for Alice’s personal information 
protection. According to the GDPR, Online Shopping may also have to prove that it uses 
and protects this information according to the exact ToS. While exchanging data with its 
partners (MyAnalytics, Company A or B), Online shopping must check the business 
purpose of the external service requesting information to verify if this is allowed according 
to Alice’s consent. Online Shopping has also to transfer this ToS to the service provider. 

Based on this simple example, different requirements are taken into account: first, 
Alice needs to define protection requirements associated with her data assets, including 
protection requirements for each logical asset. Alice must also identify assets’ replications, 
who store and use these different copies. Second, Alice and Online Shopping need to 
approve the exact ToS, specifying the business purpose for the operations occurring on 
Alice’s data. Third, Online Shopping gets Alice’s consent and has to manage operation 
authorization according to it. Fourth, Alice needs to track the containers she exchanges 
with Online Shopping. 

Focusing on the Terms of Usage negotiation, two transactions must be detailed: 
- OLS provides a ShoppingService to Alice which requires: 

 AccountInformation (including UserName and Password), 
 DeliveryInformation(including DeliveryReceiver, DeliveryAddress, 

DeliveryContact) and 
  OrderingInformation(includingProductOrderDescription, 

FinancialCertificate) 
- CompanyB provides a DeliveryService to OLS which requires: 

  DeliveryInformation (including DeliveryName, DeliveryAddress, 
DeliveryContact) and  

 ProductOrderDescription.  
Focusing on the data consumer side, OLS will collect different assets: account 

information, delivery information and ordering information.  Figure 59 presents the 
different usages declared by the different services. In brief, during the Workflow execution, 
OLS will 

 store OrderingInformation and DeliveryInformation 
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 extract OrderingInformation to have the ProductOrderDescription.  
 transfer DeliveryInformation and ProductOrderDescription.  

CompanyB will 
 aggregate DeliveryInformation with ProductOrderDescription to have the 

PrintInformation.  
 show&track PrintInformation.  

BusinessService1(ShoppingServ
ice)*ExchangedAsset 
(DeliveryInformation)

Alice-OLS
DataRelatedOperations:

Archival Keeping
Data Replication
Data Exchange
Data Disclosure

LogicalAsset(DeliveryInformation)
Alice issues her LogicalAsset as 

ExchangedAsset to OLS
DataRelatedOperations: associated 

to its extra ToU and RoP

Container(DeliveryInformation)
Alice issues

BusinessService4(DeliveryServi
ce)*LogicalAsset(DeliveryInfor

mation)
OLS-CompanyB
DataReplication
Data Disclosure

share

ElementaryTask1(ShoppingRec
oding:DataDiscovery)*Exchang
edAsset (DeliveryInformation)

OLS-OLS.dp
Archival Keeping

ElementaryTask2(DeliveryPrepa
ration:DataProcessing)*Exchang
edAsset (DeliveryInformation)

OLS-OLS.dp
Data Exchange

refine

refine

LogicalService1
DataObject(DeliveryInformation)

OLS.dp-ManagementService
ProcessControlPurpose: Governance

Store

LogicalService2
DataObject(DeliveryInformation)

OLS.dp-EmailService
ProcessControlPurpose: Preparation

Transfer

Acquire Container

share

ConcreteService1(DataBase.Create)
Write

DataBase. Executor

ConcreteService3(DataBase.Read)
Move

Email.DeliveryChannel(Https)

ConcreteService2(DataBase.Update)
Execute

DataBase. Executor

 
Figure 59 Object diagram describing the different usages associated to the 

services 

Alice and OLS negotiate to generate TermsOfUsage1(ToU1) and OLS and 
CompanyB negotiate to generate TermsOfUsage2(ToU2).  

We use our prototype to evaluate the Terms of Usage associated to the Order and 
delivery Business Service provided by OnLine Shopping. We assume that only the 
elementary task and external services are associated to business authorization assertions 
(see Figure 60 and Figure 61).  Figure 62 presents the ToS generation process report an the 
ToS generation result is presented Figure 63. 

 
Figure 60 Partial dump of the motivating example data base: Initial ToS evaluation 

 
 

 

Figure 61 Partial dump of the motivating example: Basic usages 
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Figure 62 Part of the ToS generation report from the motivating example 

 
Figure 63 Partial dump of the database showing the results of the ToS generation 

process 
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Figure 64Result of the QoP generation process 

 
Figure 65 Partial dump of the data base showing the final Tos assertions generated 

from the motivating example 

Then the Quality of Protection is evaluated. Figure 66 and Figure 67 present the 
initial QoP of services stored in OLS IS description Data Base whereas Figure 68 and 
Figure 69 present the QoP generation process report and result. 

 
Figure 66 Partial dump of the data base showing the initial Quality of Protection of 

Logical Services 

 
Figure 67 Partial dump of the data base showing the initial Quality of Protection of 

Physical concrete service 
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Figure 68 Part of the QoP generation report 

 
Figure 69 Partial dump of the data base showing the final Quality of Protection 

Evaluation  

Lastly, the ToS and QoP are aggregated (see execution report ) to set the Terms of 
Usage (see ). 
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Figure 70 Terms of Usage generation report 

 
Figure 71 Partial dump of the data base showing the final Terms of Usage Policy 

Before approving this Terms of Usage, Alice has to evaluate if it matches or not 
with her Requirements of Protection. Focusing on our motivating example, Alice has to 
manage different Requirements of protection (see Figure 72) regarding her own contact 
information used for the billing process and her brother Bob’s contact information used for 
the delivery process. Bob as allowed Alice using his data, provided that she follows his 
requirements of protection. After launching the process, the RoP  assertions are aggregated 
(see Figure 73) and the final RoP policy is generated (see Figure 74). 

1. The basic RoP policy defined by the Alice: 

 
2. The extra RoP policy defined by Bob 

 
Figure 72 Partial dump of the data base showing the part of Alice’s Information 

System description related to RoP policies 
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Figure 73RoP evaluation on our motivating example: Delivery contact 

information RoP management on Alice side 

 
Figure 74 Partial dump of the data base showing the consolidated RoP stored in 

Alice’s Information System description 

Then the matching process is launched to validate the ToU. 
Once Alice and OLS approved ToU1, the different Business transactions are 

refined (see Figure 75) and more precise Terms of usage are generated: 
- ToU11(AccountInformation in the ShoppingSerivce),  
- ToU12(DeliveryInformation in the ShoppingService) 
ToU13(OrderingInformation in the ShoppingService). 

Similarly, ToU2(DeliveryService) between OLS and CompanyB is refined and 
ToU21 and ToU22 are generated, providing more precise usage descriptions.  

Then Usage Transactions and Physical Transactions are generated (see Figure 76 
and Figure 77), delegating the initial consent formalized in the ToU to the different services 
using the data assets. 
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Figure 75Part of the Business Transaction refinement report Process 

 
Figure 76Usage Transaction Generation Process 
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Figure 77Physical Transaction Generation Process 

The Smart Contract Factory uses these transactions to generate the associated Smart 
Contract, extracting Smart Contract parameters from the Information System Data Base 
(see Figure 78). The Smart Contract Factory communicate with the REMIX and the 
blockchain environment using Web3 Provider and JSON. Then the smart contract is 
created in the Blockchain and parameters are set using the different configuration function 
invocation. In the example proposed Figure 79, Online-shopping provides Alice’s data to 
its shopping’s department. This figure shows the smart contract creation and its 
configuration thanks to the dedicated configuration function invocation, using three 
accounts: 

- Alice is the DataOwner and original DataProvider:  
(0xE3124464a94A73e78A35C79C0305ef4caF00D78d) 
- Online-shopping is the DataDelegator and the SmartContractGenerator: 
(0xeA5b5cf63828dFAE6B97Ed247B78A6fD6728B435) 
- Online-shopping department is the 
DataDelegatee:0x8BECB7769369B611626A43BB23685bA6E3470331 

 

 
Figure 78Smart Contract Factory Execution Report 
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1. Create ExchangeSmartContract 

 
2. Create ExchangedAsset of the AccountInformation  

 
3. Add metadata of the AccountInformation and ProductRecord(AccountInformation 

compose ProductRecord) 

 
4. Add the subBusinessService request (give the delegatee’s account): 

 
5. Add the businessAuthorization: 

 
6. Add the request  

 
7. Authorization 

 
Figure 79Smart Contract deployment 

Thanks to this Smart Contract generation, OLS can operate the ShoppingService 
based on the ToU1 consent. While OLS can share/refine the exchangedAssets which are 
AccountInformation, DeliveryInformation, and OrderingInformation from Alice and can 
require and use the container of exchangedAssets from Alice. While this workflow is 
launched, different smart contracts are generated from OLS to the CompanyB to prove 
their usages on the exchangedAssets (see the dependencies Figure 80): 

- Alice generates TrackingSmartContract1(issue of Container and Data Object) that 
Alice will certify to transfer the Container (AccountInformation) to OLS 
- OLS generates ExchangeSmartContract1 to declare the BusinessService1 with 
ExchangedAsset and authorized Usage from the ToU1 signed by Alice 
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- OLS invokes ExchangeSmartContract1 to declare its usages. OLS will select the 
BusinessService2 to send the ExchangedAsset and delegate its authorized usages to 
CompanyB.  
- OLS invokes ExchangeSmartContract1 to declare its usages. OLS will select the 
ElementaryTask1 to send the ExchangedAsset and delegate its authorized usages to 
OLS.dp.  
- OLS invokes ExchangeSmartContract1 to declare its usages. OLS will select the 
ElementaryTask2 to send the ExchangedAsset and delegate its authorized usages to 
OLS.dp.  
- OLS.dp generates ExchangeSmartContract2 to declare the ElementaryTask1 with 
ExchangedAsset and authorized Usage from the output of ExchangeSmartContract1 
- OLS.dp invokes ExchangeSmartContract2 to declare its usage. OLS.dp will select 
the LogicalService1 to send the ExchangedAsset and delegate its authorized usages to 
its employee who is in charge of ManagementService.  
- ManagementService employee generates UsageSmartContract1 to declare the 
LogicalService with DataObject and authorized Usage from the output of 
ExchangedSmartContract2 and declare the required Countermeasure efficiencies.  
- ManagementService employee invokes UsageSmartContract1 to declare its usage. 
ManagementService employee will update the LogicalSerivce with provided 
Countermeasure efficiencies.  
- ManagementService employee invokes TrackingSmartContract to verify Alice’s 
business authorization assertion and logical operation assertion of exchangedAsset and 
acquire the container certification for the Data Object.   
- ManagementService employee will generate PhysicalSmartContract1 from the data 
object belonging to the UsageSmartContract1 in its private blockchain to declare its 
usage. ManagementService employee will select the concrete services to send container 
with required Countermeasure efficiencies. 
- ManagementService employee will invoke PhysicalSmartContract1 in its private 
blockchain to declare its usage. ManagementService employee will update with 
provided Countermeasure efficiencies.  
At last, concrete Service can get the authorization to access the container by the output 
of the PhysicalSmartContract1.  
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Figure 80 Sequence diagram showing the Smart-Contract dependencies 

Alice is associated to a single Actor Account and has a unique key (DataOwner) 
to govern the BusinessService. It manages the ToUNumber and 
ExchangedAssetNumber and ContainerNumber. Alice can issue the ExchangedAsset 
from the its LogicalAsset for BusinessSerivce1 thanks to ToU1. OLS can issue the 
ExchangedAsset for the BusinessService2 by ToU2. The ExchangedAsset is associated 
to a logical asset pattern, a logical asset, data object, and a container. States are 
associated to these different assets described in the section 3.2.3 with events description.   

Focusing on the Blockchain part, our Proof of Concept evaluation is focused on 
smart contract generation and deployment. Our solution, which includes several smart 
contract invocations from dedicated actors, provides a loosely coupled connection to the 
Blockchain. We use Ganache to support the Blockchain deployment and Remix to manage 
solidity code. As the blockchain deployment is based on a sandbox and not on a real highly 
distributed system, we do not provide any performance measures and only focus on the 
cost of the different smart contracts. To manage this experiment, we invoke several times 
functions and get the gas cost. From this experiment, gas cost remains stable. We first 
compare the total deployment cost for each SC (see Figure 81). It shows that the smart 
contract deployment cost is heavily related to its complexity (in terms of parametric 
functions it provides). Then we compare the deployment cost with the different function 
invocation cost for each type of smart contract. It shows that the invocation of the 
parametric function can be neglected compared to the deployment cost, mostly (see Figure 
82, Figure 83, Figure 84, and Figure 85).  
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Figure 81 Different Smart Contract deployment costs 

 

Figure 82 Comparison of the exchange smart contract deployment and invocation 
function costs  
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Figure 83 Comparison of the usage smart contract deployment and invocation 

function costs  

 
Figure 84 Comparison of the physical smart contract deployment and invocation 

function costs  
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Figure 85 Comparison of the tracking smart contract deployment and invocation 

function costs  

4.4.2 Evaluation of DUP 
After this simple experiment, we evaluate our DUP proposal compared to other 

related works. 
Based on this experiment, we first evaluate our Terms of Usage ontology by 

comparing it with others. To this end, we identify 3 main comparison criteria:  
- subject attribute defines the attributes of the party requiring the access,  
- control objective defines the attributes which are used to describe ‘Rights’, 
‘Obligation’ and ‘Condition’.  
- countermeasure scope includes infrastructure security, communication security, 
data storage and access control. 

As far as the subject attribute is concerned, [72], [79], [78] and [82] define generic 
roles allowing to capture part of organizational knowledge. Nevertheless, they do not 
integrate usage-related role (such as data owner, data consumer). This makes harder the 
definition of subject associated to sharing usages, mostly when collaborative B2B 
processes are concerned. Focusing on organizational and social knowledge, although [74] 
extends roles definition by integrating reputation and [80] integrates social relationships, 
these works only allow managing (trusted) links between actors. Our extended ToU 
ontology extends the subject description to manage both individual and organizational 
entities. It also couples with usage-related roles and real subject identity. By this way, it 
can be used to identify exactly the actors involved in a particular usage. Moreover, it 
provides a delegation mechanism and a hierarchy of organizational entity allowing defining 
more or less precisely groups of allowed subjects. 

Focusing on the control objective, [73], [78] and [82] consider either the service or 
the trust level associated to the stakeholder or the asset while [81],  [12] and [109]propose 
rules associated to  the semantic value of the asset. These ontologies do not support a 
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synthetic definition of the business context, making harder to restrict data usage according 
to business purpose (in our motivating example, Bob’s address can be used only for 
delivery process). Our ToU ontology designed according to our multi-layer model extends 
the control object to define precisely contextual usage information associated to logical 
data and physical copies, including archival keeping, data portability, data sharing, CRUD 
operations…. This allows propagating the usage conditions even when the usage right is 
delegated. For example; the “restricted to delivery purpose” usage condition on Bob’s 
address can be propagated to the copy shared with with company A.  

Focusing on countermeasure scope, [72] and [80]focus on access control whereas 
[109] even integrates infrastructure condition with access control, allowing integrating the 
secured exchange channel constraint. Our ToU ontology integrates infrastructure, 
communication, data-protection and access control means by extending access control and 
operational service to “business purpose”, i.e. generic operations fitting a business goal and 
“collaboration operations”. By this way, the deletion constraints can be taken into account 
as other protection means (storing encrypted payment token, exchanging data through SSL-
based channels…). Compared to other ontologies, our ToU integrates all the necessary 
elements to describe usage and protection features, including data sharing and usage 
delegation. By this way, constraints on life-long usage control and protection features can 
be described using a single ontology. Moreover, the usage-related roles allow integrating 
the collaborative context (i.e. the relationships between stakeholders) in the fine-grained 
policy rules. 

Our usage-based protection enriches  the UCON ABC model [15] and the Collaborative 
Usage Control model [85] by integrating business context and protection countermeasures 
in the usage condition. Thanks to the organizationl knowledge, it also allows couplin 
CUCON with RBAC access control [13] strategies. This will ease the adaptation of already 
deployed access control features. 

Then, as our usage model extends the Collaborative Usage Control and ToSDR12 
based policies used in the PICS project described in [112], we integrate our ontology in 
this prototype and extract Requirements of Protection and Quality of Protection policies 
from the Information System description data base to build XML policy files stored in .rop 
and .qop files. This prototype uses JENA API and Jena-arq API to model policy files to 
model and query these .rop and .qop files. This prototype is deployed on top of a HP 
machine, 2.7 GHz with 8 GB memory, running Windows 10. The application allows to 
generate .rop files, to aggregate two .qop files of the same service using the negative 
aggregation, to aggregate two .qop files of already used services, and to match user’s 
requirements with targeted service’s quality of protection. SPARQL queries are generated 
and launched on the .rop and .qop files in order to recover descriptions of services and 
user’s requirements in the form of java objects. illustrates the execution time of the whole 
process including. RoP generation, QoPaggregation, and .RoP and QoP matching, varying 
the complexity of the aggregation of sharing data descriptions. To do that, we exploit the 
running scenario as follows: (1) data sharing assertion is set in only the ToS part, (2) data 
sharing appears in both RoP and ToS for the same context, (3) data sharing appears in both 

                                                 
12 Terms of Service Didn’t Read see https://tosdr.org/ 
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RoP and QoP in a different context and (4) includes the previous cases. We observe a small 
increase in aggregation time as the complexity of the latter increases. Matching time 
remains stable. These results are similar to those evaluated for the PICS project and are 
presented in Figure 86

 
Figure 86 RoP, QoP and matching function execution time based on the PICS 

prototype 

 
Then, we evaluate our Data-driven and Usage-based Protection architecture with other 

works integrating GDPR requirements, such as consent management, usage scope 
definition, operation tracking and life-long protection. 

First, we identify that only [90] integrates the usage scope, i.e. business purpose. 
[104] and [108] refer to traditional consent management which doesn’t consider usage 
scope and is only managed by the subject. [105] retrieves the consent “signature” from a 
blockchain. [106] and [107] do not integrate data origin to manage consent forwarding. 
Our system not only manages stand-alone consents, it also integrates consents provided in 
a collaborative context (i.e. when information is shared by different parties). Our Usage 
Governance architecture, allows monitoring and evaluating the real operations on the 
containers, paying attention to the business purpose. Based on the different assertions, our 
system stores the approved ToU in a Blockchain, data sharing consent can be managed and 
tracked. Moreover, the exchange smart contract allows certifying the data origin on the 
data consumer side.  

Focusing on tracking abilities, [104] controls data encryption keys to track data 
access and usage whereas [106] tracks data forwarding and [107] tracks right transfer. 
Thanks to our governance architecture, our system tracks real operations on containers (i.e. 
copies of the logical data). As our system manages the rights delegation, the monitoring 
feature is also extended to other stakeholders getting a copy of a data. By this way, our 
system controls data usage operation achieved in collaborative and opened context. By this 
way, the life-long usage-based protection can be tracked and each party can prove that it 
has fulfilled its obligations. 

To sum up this comparison, we identify the same 4 criteria (Table 10): 
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- Usage scope: identifies if the business purpose is considered or not 
- Consent management: defines if the consent is stored or propagated 
- Tracking: defines if operations and/or data provenance can be tracked 
- Data life-long protection means that the data usage limitations and reporting can be 
achieved even after the data has been transmitted to another party 

Ref. Usage 
scope 

Consent 
management 

Tracking Life-long 
protection 

[107] No Yes Partly for the right transfer Partly: shared 
policy 

[104] No Managed by the subject Key exchange No 

[105] No Picked from the 
Blockchain 

No No 

[106] No Yes Data forwarding operations No 

[108] No Managed by the subject Data operation No 

Our 
DUP 

Yes Yes Data exchange and some 
operations 

Yes 

Table 10 Comparison of our system with other Blockchain-based systems 

4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter we have defined our Data-centered and Usage-based Protection 
architecture. Our DUP is built on the Information System Description model, storing each 
party own Information System Organization, including the protection strategies. 
Transactions are associated to Business Processes execution, defining precisely the data 
assets and the way they are used. Our Terms of Usage generation process integrates the 
different operations used by the services and the deployed protection means. By this way, 
the data owner can evaluate precisely the risks and compares it with the Data Requirements 
of Protection so that the protection consistency can be checked. 

Once the Terms of Usage are approved, this consent is derived in more specific 
usage authorization thanks to Transaction refinement processes. Our system takes 
advantage of the Blockchain immutability to store both the initial consent and these 
delegated consents At runtime, the data consumer can invoke these precise delegated 
consent to register the usage operations. By this way, consent proofs and operations proofs 
can be provided. 

Thanks to the integration of Business knowledge in this Usage Control process, 
usage governance and tracking means are set and allow both data provider and data 
consumer “proving” that assets are used and protected according to what has been approved, 
answering question 3: How to manage the usage proofs to support usage and 
protection governance? 
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5 Conclusion 

Globalized market trends and fast-changing business conditions involved in the 
Social networks, Mobile computing environment, Big Data Analytics, Cloud, and Internet 
of Things technologies call for a new information-driven cyber-security management 
strategy. Traditional security engineering methods and cyber-security environments are 
built to protect well-perimetrized Information Systems. As they are mostly designed in a 
control-driven way, data may have different protections depending on the processes in 
which it is involved in. Moreover, they are designed to manage cyber-risks on the 
Information System but they do not integrate risks involved by the way data are processed. 
Lastly, they do not allow user consent management and govern security deployment 
according to the context. Focusing on SMACIT, risk engineering must be adapted to face 
opened and evolving environment, and particular attention must be paid to personal 
information protection. Moreover, SMACIT processes may also be considered as threats 
or unfair practices. For example, Big Data analytics relies on “cross processes” among 
several (Personal) Information sources leading to unpredictable privacy breaches. As such, 
securing consistently (Personal) Information in such opened context is a key challenge for 
both service providers and service consumers as information protection impacts trust levels 
between parties. 

To fit this challenge, we have identified three main research questions: 
- Question 1: Which security strategy can provide a consistent protection 
- Question 2: How “fair usages” can be defined and integrated into protection policy 
- Question 3: How usages proofs can be managed to support usage governance 

To solve question one, we have chosen to promote a data-driven security strategy. 
To support this data-centric protection strategy, we proposed a multi-layer Information 
System Description model to capture business knowledge as well as the data and processes 
organization. In this way, data assets are defined logically and associated with a single 
requirement of protection policy that can be propagated to the different physical copies of 
this logical asset (called containers). Security policies describing both Requirements of 
Protection for the data asset and the quality of protection provided by services using these 
assets are integrated in this Information System Description model. To provide a simple 
definition of the requirements of protection, we have proposed a simple discrete scale 
rating the basic security services (confidentiality, integrity and availability).  

As “unfair” usages can be seen as security breaches or threats, we have integrated 
the fair and due usages in our protection model, regulating  the way data assets are 
consumed and used in different processes. To this end, we have proposed a multi-
dimension protection ontology, coupling business knowledge to security ontologies and 
usage so that business context and security countermeasures can be gathered to define fine-
grained usage rights. To fit the opened Information System constraint involved by the 
Collaborative Networked Organization and the SMACIT context, we have enriched the 
Collaborative Usage CONtrol ontology with dedicated operations, including data 
delegation.  
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By integrating the multi-layer information system description and the protection 
ontology, we have defined a contextual usage-based protection assertion to manage both 
security requirements and fair usages, answering question 2. 

To answer question 3, we take advantage of this formal usage model to set our data-
driven and usage-based protection architecture (DUP for short). This data-driven 
protection architecture addresses (i) data consumer’s control enforcement over assets by a 
different type of services defined in the multi-layer IS Description model (ii) protection 
requirements and obligation compliance management between parties in the collaboration 
and (iii) data owner’s usage governance analyzing and evaluating the enforcement. Built 
on ou Information System Description Model, DUP integrates a transaction model to 
capture the dynamic data asset exchange and usage. Dedicated Transaction generation 
processes are proposed to derive elementary usage control assertions from the original 
consent. We take advantage of the Blockchain's immutability to manage consent and usage 
proofs. To this end, we have proposed different algorithms to generate smart contracts 
associated to consent and usage authorizations. This Blockchain deployment provide data 
exchange and usage proofs to data owners and data consumer allowing them to govern the 
asset usage. A small experiment, mixing the B2B and B2C context has been used to test 
the global deployment of our DUP prototype. 

Our research does not claim to provide a perfect and indisputable answer to these 
thesis issues. There are still aspects that need to be further investigated: 

- Our Information System Description model has been used to derive “concrete” IT 
usage from more generic business operations. Focusing on the GDPR requirements, 
security events must be notified to the data provider as soon as they can be identified. 
Taking advantage of the “concrete service deployment” described in the physical layer, 
security events may be propagated to the business layers, allowing to alert data 
providers more efficiently in case of security failures.  
- Our ontology has been designed to capture business and IT usages. In this way, 
protection policies are generated focusing on the consequence of usages on the data. 
SMAC IT systems introduce that potential usages can be seen as threats. Although we 
have presented a table to introduce the usage impacts on the different representations 
of data, other usages may be defined. Text extraction techniques can be used to identify 
the impacts of these extra usage definitions and enrich our ontology.  
- The blockchain-based proof of usage we have introduced relies on multiple 
elementary usages and involves different actors. We identify two main points that need 
further improvements 

- First, this solution has a great cost due to the high resource consumption, 
high memory and storage capabilities, and processing time in the blockchain. It 
means that it will increase the data provider’s cost (gas cost in the blockchain) when 
the data provider wants to prove his operations with data consumers. To overcome 
this limit, more complex rights should be integrated into a single smart contract. 
This involves improving the smart contract generation process to allow these 
complex rights management in a single smart contract. 
- Second, our solution relies on different actors involved in the public 
blockchain, and more precisely functional actors ate associated with the internal 
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organization of the data consumer. Blockchain analysis can possibly reveal 
associated business and usage transactions for an account. Although blockchain 
technology has masqueraded the social identity of the data consumer, we intend to 
incorporate the machine learning technique in the transactions to define the 
characteristics of an account to support the evaluation of the authorization and 
ownership of the functional actor. 

- The last research focus is related to dynamic protection policy enforcement. 
Applying for data-driven protection in the SMAC IT environments is not 
straightforward due to several challenges including merging and analytics operations. 
Data consumers may generate new data assets according to various merging or 
analytics algorithms. The created data asset may include the intrinsic value of original 
data. To manage the data asset's consistent protection, these new data should be 
considered while evaluating the data asset protection. To allow capturing asset 
similarity, we intend to couple the knowledge graph with our multi-layer model to 
extend it with “value” relationships between assets and investigate the way these value 
relationships can be included in the global protection strategy.  
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7 Annex: Smart Contract Patterns 

7.1 Exchange Smart Contract pattern 

contract ExchangeSmartContract{ //define a businessService managed by a delegator  
    address public owner; //Data consumer who will link to the smart contract factroy to give the 
authorization  
    bool public isElementaryTask;  
     constructor(bool _isEmelemtaryTask)public{ 
       isElementaryTask=_isEmelemtaryTask; 
       owner=msg.sender;  
   } 
   mapping(uint=>ExchangedAsset) ExchangedAssetList;  
   mapping(string=>uint) ExchangedAssetFind;  
   uint public ExchangedAssetAccount;  
   struct ExchangedAsset{ 
       address creator; //the previous address ExchangeSmartContract or address DataProvider;  
       string LogicalAssetPattern; //the meaning of this LogicalAssetPattern; 
       string ExchangedAssetstatus; // it will have the gloabl(input) of the BusinessService or the internal 
ExchangedAsset;  
       string[] metaDataList; 
       uint ExpirationTime;  
       mapping(string=>uint) metaDataToExchangedAsset;  
   } 
   modifier Onlyowner(address _account){ 
       require(_account==owner); 
       _;  
   } 
// Define the ExchangedAssetPart 
   function CreateExchangedAsset(address _account, string memory _status, uint _Expiration, string 
memory _LogicalAssetPatternName)public Onlyowner(msg.sender)returns(uint){ //initial create the 
ExchangedAssets  
       ExchangedAssetAccount++;  
       ExchangedAsset storage currentAsset=ExchangedAssetList[ExchangedAssetAccount];  
       currentAsset.creator=_account; 
       currentAsset.ExchangedAssetstatus=_status; 
       currentAsset.ExpirationTime=now+ _Expiration * 1 seconds; 
       currentAsset.LogicalAssetPattern=_LogicalAssetPatternName;  
       ExchangedAssetFind[_LogicalAssetPatternName]=ExchangedAssetAccount;  
       return ExchangedAssetAccount;  
   } 
   function AddMetaData(uint _FatherExchangedAssetId, uint _ChildExchangedAssetId, string 
memory metaData)public Onlyowner(msg.sender)returns(bool){ //add the relationship of the 
ExchangedAssets 
       bool success=false; 
       
if(keccak256(bytes(ExchangedAssetList[_ChildExchangedAssetId].LogicalAssetPattern))==keccak25
6(bytes(metaData))){ 
             ExchangedAssetList[_FatherExchangedAssetId].metaDataList.push(metaData); 
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ExchangedAssetList[_FatherExchangedAssetId].metaDataToExchangedAsset[metaData]=_ChildEx
changedAssetId; 
             success=true;  
       } 
       return success;  
   } 
//Define the Authorization from the ToU Assertion 
  mapping(string=>mapping(string=>BusinessPolicy)) BusinessAuthorization;  
  struct BusinessAssertion{ 
    string processMotivation; 
    string DataRelatedOperation; 
    string UsageName;  
    bool permitted;  
  } 
  struct BusinessPolicy{ 
      mapping(uint=>BusinessAssertion) policy; //the detailed description of the assertion  
      uint size; //the number of the assertion  
  } 
  function UpdateBusinessAuthorization(string memory _processMotivation, string memory 
_DataRelatedOperation, string memory _UsageName, bool _permitted, string memory 
_LogicalAssetPattern, string memory _BusinessPurpose)public Onlyowner(msg.sender)returns(uint){ 
     require(VerifyExchangedAsset(_LogicalAssetPattern)==true);  
     BusinessPolicy storage 
currentPolicy=BusinessAuthorization[_LogicalAssetPattern][_BusinessPurpose];  
     currentPolicy.size++; 
     uint number=currentPolicy.size; 
     BusinessAssertion storage currentAssertion=currentPolicy.policy[currentPolicy.size];  
     currentAssertion.processMotivation=_processMotivation; 
     currentAssertion.DataRelatedOperation=_DataRelatedOperation; 
     currentAssertion.UsageName=_UsageName; 
     currentAssertion.permitted=_permitted; 
     return number;  
  } //The delegator will know the assertionId of each assertion;  
// define the ToS(QoP) of the DataConsumer(delegatee) 
 mapping(address=>Request) RequestGroup; //for different delegatee  
 struct Request{ 
    string LogicalAssetPattern; //the exchangedAsset  
    string BusinessUsage; //the operation between Delegator and delegatee  
    string BusinessPurpose; //Delegatee's business purpose  
    string processMotivation;  
    string DataRelatedOperation;  
    uint OwnedAssetTime;  
    mapping(string=>mapping(string=>RequiredToS)) RequiredDelegation; // 
metaData=>BusinessArea; (Delegatee as the Delagtor to the subservice) 
 } 
 struct RequiredToS{ 
     uint AssertionAmout;  
     mapping(uint=>ToS) Delegation; 
 } 
 struct ToS{ 
    string processMotivation; 
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    string DataRelatedOperation; 
    string UsageName;  
    bool permitted;  
    bool isMatched;  
 } 
 function VerifyExchangedAsset(string memory  _LogicalAssetPatternName)internal view 
returns(bool){ 
    if(ExchangedAssetFind[_LogicalAssetPatternName]>0){ 
        return true; 
    }else{ 
        return false;  
    } 
 } 
 function subBusinessServiceRequest(string memory _LogicalAssetPatternName, string memory 
_BusinessUsage, address _Delegatee, string memory _BusinessArea, string memory 
_processMotivation, string memory _DataRelatedOperation)public Onlyowner(msg.sender){ 
     require(VerifyExchangedAsset(_LogicalAssetPatternName)==true);  
     Request storage currentRequest=RequestGroup[_Delegatee]; 
     currentRequest.LogicalAssetPattern=_LogicalAssetPatternName; 
     currentRequest.BusinessUsage=_BusinessUsage; 
     currentRequest.BusinessPurpose=_BusinessArea;  
     currentRequest.processMotivation=_processMotivation; 
     currentRequest.DataRelatedOperation=_DataRelatedOperation;  
 } 
 function updateToS(string memory _processMotivation, string memory _DataRelatedOperation, 
string memory _UsageName, bool _permitted, string memory  _metaData, string memory 
_BusinessPurpose, address _Delegatee)public Onlyowner(msg.sender){ 
      Request storage currentRequest=RequestGroup[_Delegatee]; 
      RequiredToS storage 
currentTos=currentRequest.RequiredDelegation[_metaData][_BusinessPurpose];  
      currentTos.AssertionAmout++;  
      ToS storage usageToken=currentTos.Delegation[currentTos.AssertionAmout]; 
      usageToken.processMotivation=_processMotivation; 
      usageToken.DataRelatedOperation=_DataRelatedOperation; 
      usageToken.UsageName=_UsageName; 
      usageToken.permitted=_permitted;  
 } 
 event BusinessUsageEvent(string LogicalAssetPattern,string purpose, string BusinessUsage, uint 
Time, bool success, string OwnershipOrigin, string UsageRelatedOwnership);  
 function BusinessServiceOperation(address _delegatee,  uint TokenId,uint _Time, string memory 
OwnershipOrigin, string memory UsageRelatedOwnership )public Onlyowner(msg.sender){ //sign 
the assetTransfer prove (DECLARE to assertionId(CREDENTAIL) AND MANAGE THE 
TRANSFER) 
       bool success=false;  
       string memory usage= RequestGroup[_delegatee].BusinessUsage; 
       string memory purpose=RequestGroup[_delegatee].BusinessPurpose;  
       string memory asset=RequestGroup[_delegatee].LogicalAssetPattern; 
       string memory processMotivation=RequestGroup[_delegatee].processMotivation; 
       string memory DataRelatedOperation=RequestGroup[_delegatee].DataRelatedOperation; 
       
require(keccak256(bytes(BusinessAuthorization[asset][purpose].policy[TokenId].processMotivation))
==keccak256(bytes(processMotivation))); 
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require(keccak256(bytes(BusinessAuthorization[asset][purpose].policy[TokenId].DataRelatedOperati
on))==keccak256(bytes(DataRelatedOperation))); 
       
require(keccak256(bytes(BusinessAuthorization[asset][purpose].policy[TokenId].UsageName))==kec
cak256(bytes(usage))); 
       require(_Time<=ExchangedAssetList[ExchangedAssetFind[asset]].ExpirationTime); 
       if(BusinessAuthorization[asset][purpose].policy[TokenId].permitted==true){ 
           success=true;  
       } 
       emit BusinessUsageEvent(asset,purpose,usage,_Time,success, OwnershipOrigin, 
UsageRelatedOwnership); 
 } 
 function DelegationMatch(address _delegatee, uint AssertionId, uint ToSID, string memory 
_metaData, string memory _BusinessArea)public Onlyowner(msg.sender){ // sign the UsageToken 
prove  
      Request storage request=RequestGroup[_delegatee]; 
      
require(keccak256(bytes(BusinessAuthorization[_metaData][_BusinessArea].policy[AssertionId].proc
essMotivation))==keccak256(bytes(request.RequiredDelegation[_metaData][_BusinessArea].Delegati
on[ToSID].processMotivation))); 
      
require(keccak256(bytes(BusinessAuthorization[_metaData][_BusinessArea].policy[AssertionId].Data
RelatedOperation))==keccak256(bytes(request.RequiredDelegation[_metaData][_BusinessArea].Dele
gation[ToSID].DataRelatedOperation))); 
      
require(keccak256(bytes(BusinessAuthorization[_metaData][_BusinessArea].policy[AssertionId].Usag
eName))==keccak256(bytes(request.RequiredDelegation[_metaData][_BusinessArea].Delegation[To
SID].processMotivation))); 
      
if(BusinessAuthorization[_metaData][_BusinessArea].policy[AssertionId].permitted==request.Requir
edDelegation[_metaData][_BusinessArea].Delegation[ToSID].permitted){ 
          request.RequiredDelegation[_metaData][_BusinessArea].Delegation[ToSID].isMatched=true;  
      } 
 } 
// To generate the UsageSmartContract 
 function UsageSmartContractGeneration(uint AssertionId, string memory _metaData, string memory 
_BusinessPurpose)public Onlyowner(msg.sender)returns(UsageSmartContract usageAddress){  
    require(isElementaryTask==true); 
    
require(BusinessAuthorization[_metaData][_BusinessPurpose].policy[AssertionId].permitted==true);  
    string memory 
usageName=BusinessAuthorization[_metaData][_BusinessPurpose].policy[AssertionId].UsageName; 
    return new UsageSmartContract(usageName, _metaData);  
 } 
} 

7.2 Usage Smart Contract pattern 

contract UsageSmartContract{ 
    address creator; // the exchangeSmartContract that creates this UsageSC.  
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    address owner; //the external delegator that generate the UsageSC.  
    struct DataObject{ 
        string LogicalAssetPatternName; 
        mapping(string=>string) ContaineroPERATIONDescription; //The containerDescription oF 
THIS uSAGE.  
        string inputPattern; //the url/browser for logical service. It will send the container to the Logical 
service's concrete Services  
    } 
    struct UsageofLogicalService{ 
      string UsageName; 
      uint UsageDuration; 
      string ProcessControlPurpose;  
    } 
    UsageofLogicalService LogicalOperation;  
    DataObject dataObject;  
    mapping(uint=>LogicalOperationAssertion) CountermeasureProtectionRequirement;  
    uint AssertionNumber;  
    constructor(string memory Usage, string memory _metaData )public{ 
       creator=msg.sender; 
       owner=tx.origin;  
       dataObject.LogicalAssetPatternName=_metaData;  
       LogicalOperation.UsageName=Usage;  
   }  
   function addContainerDescripton(string memory _attribute, string memory _value)public 
Onlyowner(msg.sender){ //add the description of the Container or add the generated 
newLogicalAssetPATTERN 
       dataObject.ContaineroPERATIONDescription[_attribute]=_value;  
   } 
   event LogicalAssetLifeCycleEvent(string LogicalAssetPattern,string UsageName, string 
ProcessControlPurpose, string functionalDescription, uint UsageDuration, string LifeCycleState);  
   function LogicalServiceOperation(uint _Usageduration, string memory _ProcessControlPurpose, 
string memory LifeCycleState)public Onlyowner(msg.sender){ 
       LogicalOperation.UsageDuration=_Usageduration;  
       LogicalOperation.ProcessControlPurpose=_ProcessControlPurpose; 
       string memory Usage=LogicalOperation.UsageName;  
       string memory asset=dataObject.LogicalAssetPatternName;  
       emit LogicalAssetLifeCycleEvent(asset,Usage,LogicalOperation.ProcessControlPurpose, 
Service.functionalDescription, LogicalOperation.UsageDuration, LifeCycleState);  
   } 
   struct LogicalOperationAssertion{ 
       string LogicalServiceContextDescription; //such as ServiceType or some LogicalServiceContext 
       string CountermeasureStrategy; 
       string CountermeasureLevel; 
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   } 
   function updatePolicy(string memory _LogicalServiceContextDescription, string memory 
_CountermeasureStrategy, string memory _CountermeasureLevel)public 
Onlyowner(msg.sender)returns(uint){ 
       AssertionNumber++;  
       
CountermeasureProtectionRequirement[AssertionNumber].LogicalServiceContextDescription=_Log
icalServiceContextDescription; 
       
CountermeasureProtectionRequirement[AssertionNumber].CountermeasureStrategy=_Countermeas
ureStrategy; 
       
CountermeasureProtectionRequirement[AssertionNumber].CountermeasureLevel=_Countermeasure
Level; 
       return AssertionNumber;  
   } 
   modifier Onlyowner(address _account){ 
       require(_account==owner); 
       _;  
   } 
   struct LogicalServiceConsumer{ 
       address Gateway;  
       mapping(uint=>QoP) GroupAssertion;  
       uint size;  
       string url;  
       string functionalDescription; //equal to the businessArea 
   } 
   struct QoP{ 
       string LogicalServiceDescription;  
       string CountermeasureStrategy; 
       string CountermeasureLevel; 
       string CountermeasureMethd;  
   } 
   LogicalServiceConsumer Service; 
   function updateLogicalService(string memory  _url, address _ServiceDelegatee, string memory 
LogicalServiceAPI)public Onlyowner(msg.sender){ //LogicalService toinvoke for container  
       Service.Gateway=_ServiceDelegatee; 
       Service.url=_url;  
       Service.functionalDescription=LogicalServiceAPI;  
   } 
   mapping(uint=>bool) ComparetionConclusion;  
   function addAssertion(string memory _LogicalServiceContextDescription, string memory 
_CountermeasureLevel, string memory _CountermeasureStrategy, string memory 
_countermeasureMethod)public Onlyowner(msg.sender)returns(uint){ 
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       Service.size++; 
       
Service.GroupAssertion[Service.size].LogicalServiceDescription=_LogicalServiceContextDescription; 
       Service.GroupAssertion[Service.size].CountermeasureStrategy=_CountermeasureStrategy; 
       Service.GroupAssertion[Service.size].CountermeasureLevel=_CountermeasureLevel; 
       Service.GroupAssertion[Service.size].CountermeasureMethd=_countermeasureMethod; 
       ComparetionConclusion[Service.size]=false;  
       return Service.size; 
   } 
   
   function Comparation(uint ToSId, uint AssertionId)public Onlyowner(msg.sender){ 
       
require(keccak256(bytes(Service.GroupAssertion[ToSId].LogicalServiceDescription))==keccak256(b
ytes(CountermeasureProtectionRequirement[AssertionId].LogicalServiceContextDescription))); 
       
require(keccak256(bytes(Service.GroupAssertion[ToSId].CountermeasureStrategy))==keccak256(byt
es(CountermeasureProtectionRequirement[AssertionId].CountermeasureStrategy))); 
       
require(keccak256(bytes(Service.GroupAssertion[ToSId].CountermeasureLevel))==keccak256(bytes(
CountermeasureProtectionRequirement[AssertionId].CountermeasureLevel))); 
       ComparetionConclusion[ToSId]=true;  
   } 
} 

7.3 Physical Smart Contract pattern 

contract PhysicalSmartContract{ //managed by the LogicalService to prove its concrete 
service implementation  

    address owner; // The Logical Service Account GateWay 
    struct DataContainer{ 
        bytes32 ContainerHash; // the number of container 
        bytes32 DataObjectHash; //link to the UsageSmartContract 
    } 
    struct Operation{ 
        string UsageName; //the physical Usage 
        uint CopiesOfContainer; //the copies of number of generated container in this concrete 

service 
    } 
    struct ConcreteServiceConsumer{ 
       string functionalDescription;  
       address ConcreteService;  
       mapping(uint=>QoP) GroupAssertion;  
       uint size;  
    } 
    modifier Onlyowner(address _account){ 
       require(_account==owner); 
       _;  
   } 
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    mapping(uint=>PhysicalImplementationAssertion) 
CountermeasureProtectionRequirement;  

     struct QoP{ 
       string ConcreteServiceDescription;  
       string CountermeasureStrategy; 
       string CountermeasureLevel; 
       string CountermeasureMethd;  
   } 
     struct PhysicalImplementationAssertion{ 
       string ConcreteServiceContextDescription;  
       string CountermeasureStrategy; 
       string CountermeasureLevel; 
   } 
    DataContainer dataContainer; 
    Operation operation;  
    uint AssertionNumber;  
    constructor(bytes32 _ContainerHash, string memory Usage, bytes32 

_DataObjectHash )public{ 
       owner=msg.sender;  
       dataContainer.ContainerHash=_ContainerHash; 
       dataContainer.DataObjectHash=_DataObjectHash;  
       operation.UsageName=Usage;  
   }  
   function updatePolicy(string memory _ConcreteServiceContextDescription, string memory 

_CountermeasureStrategy, string memory _CountermeasureLevel)public 
Onlyowner(msg.sender)returns(uint){ 

       AssertionNumber++;  
       

CountermeasureProtectionRequirement[AssertionNumber].ConcreteServiceContextDescription=_C
oncreteServiceContextDescription; 

       
CountermeasureProtectionRequirement[AssertionNumber].CountermeasureStrategy=_Countermeas
ureStrategy; 

       
CountermeasureProtectionRequirement[AssertionNumber].CountermeasureLevel=_Countermeasure
Level; 

       return AssertionNumber;  
   } 
   event PhysicalLifeCycleEvent(bytes32 ContainerHash,string UsageName, uint Copies, 

string functionalDescription, string PhysicalLifeCycleState);  
   function ConcreteServiceOperation(uint _Copies, string memory 

PhysicalLifeCycleState)public Onlyowner(msg.sender){ 
       operation.CopiesOfContainer=_Copies;  
       emit 

PhysicalLifeCycleEvent(dataContainer.ContainerHash,operation.UsageName,operation.CopiesOfCo
ntainer,Service.functionalDescription,PhysicalLifeCycleState); 

   } 
    function updateConcreteService(address _ServiceDelegatee, string memory 

_ConcreteServiceDescription)public Onlyowner(msg.sender){ //LogicalService toinvoke for 
container  

       Service.ConcreteService=_ServiceDelegatee; 
       Service.functionalDescription=_ConcreteServiceDescription;  
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   } 
  ConcreteServiceConsumer Service; 
  mapping(uint=>bool) ComparetionConclusion;  
   function addAssertion(string memory _ConcreteServiceContextDescription, string memory 

_CountermeasureLevel, string memory _CountermeasureStrategy, string memory 
_countermeasureMethod)public Onlyowner(msg.sender)returns(uint){ 

       Service.size++; 
       

Service.GroupAssertion[Service.size].ConcreteServiceDescription=_ConcreteServiceContextDescript
ion; 

       
Service.GroupAssertion[Service.size].CountermeasureStrategy=_CountermeasureStrategy; 

       Service.GroupAssertion[Service.size].CountermeasureLevel=_CountermeasureLevel; 
       Service.GroupAssertion[Service.size].CountermeasureMethd=_countermeasureMethod; 
       ComparetionConclusion[Service.size]=false;  
       return Service.size; 
   } 
   
   function Comparation(uint ToSId, uint AssertionId)public Onlyowner(msg.sender){ 
       

require(keccak256(bytes(Service.GroupAssertion[ToSId].ConcreteServiceDescription))==keccak256(
bytes(CountermeasureProtectionRequirement[AssertionId].ConcreteServiceContextDescription))); 

       
require(keccak256(bytes(Service.GroupAssertion[ToSId].CountermeasureStrategy))==keccak256(byt
es(CountermeasureProtectionRequirement[AssertionId].CountermeasureStrategy))); 

       
require(keccak256(bytes(Service.GroupAssertion[ToSId].CountermeasureLevel))==keccak256(bytes(
CountermeasureProtectionRequirement[AssertionId].CountermeasureLevel))); 

       ComparetionConclusion[ToSId]=true;  
   } 
} 

7.4 Tracking Smart Contract pattern 

contract TrackingSmartContract{ //managed by the container transfer from the Data 
provider to the Logical Service: to prove 

    address owner;  
    bytes32 ContainerHash; //Description of the container  
    constructor(bytes32 _ContainerHash)public{ //Alice deploys the trackingSmatrContract 
        owner=msg.sender;  
        ContainerHash=_ContainerHash; 
    } 
    modifier Onlyowner(address _account){ 
       require(_account==owner); 
       _;  
   } 
    string Pk; //consumer's public key 
    // for the Dataprovider to check the operation of the delegator  
  function verifySignature(bytes32 hash, bytes memory signature) public view returns(bool) 

{ //verify the transaction's signature  
         bytes memory prefix = "\x19Ethereum Signed Message:\n32"; 
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         bytes32 prefixedHash = keccak256(abi.encodePacked(prefix, hash)); //messgae 
         if(recoverSigner(prefixedHash, signature) == owner){ 
             return true;  
         } 
   } 
   function recoverSigner(bytes32 message, bytes memory sig)internal pure returns (address){ 
        (uint8 v, bytes32 r, bytes32 s) = splitSignature(sig); 
 
        return ecrecover(message, v, r, s); 
    } 
    function splitSignature(bytes memory sig)internal pure returns (uint8 v, bytes32 r, bytes32 

s){ 
        require(sig.length == 65); 
        assembly { 
            // first 32 bytes, after the length prefix. 
            r := mload(add(sig, 32)) 
            // second 32 bytes. 
            s := mload(add(sig, 64)) 
            // final byte (first byte of the next 32 bytes). 
            v := byte(0, mload(add(sig, 96))) 
        } 
        return (v, r, s); 
    } 
    
    function ClaimsContainerTransfer(bytes32 hash, bytes memory RegistrationToken,string 

memory _Pk)public returns(bytes32){ //LogicalService invoke to get the Container  
        require(verifySignature(hash, RegistrationToken) ==true); 
        Pk=_Pk; 
        return ContainerHash;  
    } 
    function GetKey()public Onlyowner(msg.sender)returns(string memory){ 
        return Pk;  
    } 
} 
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8 Annex: Prototype key functions 

8.1 ToU generation process part 

8.1.1 ToS generation 
public class TermsOfService { // 
    private String UserName; 
    private String BusinessArea; 
    private String Role; 
    private int id; 
    private List<BusinessNode> businessNodes=new ArrayList<>(); 
    private BusinessNode Root; 
    private List<LogicalNode> logicalNodes=new ArrayList<>(); 
    private List<ConcreteNode> concreteNodes=new ArrayList<>(); 
    BusinessServiceDao businessServiceDao=new BusinessServiceDao(); 
    ConcreteServiceDao concreteServiceDao=new ConcreteServiceDao(); 
    LogicalServiceDao logicalServiceDao=new LogicalServiceDao(); 
    LogicalAssetPatternDaoConsumer logicalAssetPatternDao=new 

LogicalAssetPatternDaoConsumer(); 
    QoPAssertionDaoNew qoPDao=new QoPAssertionDaoNew(); 
    private final Map<BusinessNode, List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP>> ToSpolicy=new 

HashMap<>(); 
    private Map<Integer,LogicalNode> LogicalNodesList=new HashMap<>(); 
    private Map<Integer,ConcreteNode> ConcreteNodesList=new HashMap<>(); 
  //  private String policyStrategy="positive Strategy"; 
    public TermsOfService(String userName, String businessArea, String role) throws 

SQLException { //define for a business service 
        businessNodes=new ArrayList<>(); 
        this.BusinessArea=businessArea; 
        this.UserName=userName; 
        this.Role=role; 
        try { 
            id =businessServiceDao.findbyName(UserName,Role,BusinessArea); 
        } catch(SQLException throwables) { 
            throwables.printStackTrace(); 
        } 
        boolean atomicity=businessServiceDao.isAtomic(id); //determine whether the serivce is 

an elementary task 
       // System.out.println("start the root of the business service composition"); 
        Root=new BusinessNode(id,businessArea,userName,role,atomicity,null); 
       // System.out.println("build the business service composition"); 
        businessNodes=Businessrecursion(Root, businessNodes); // this has established the 

structure of business services 
       // System.out.println("start to build the Terms of Service"); 
        DataToS(Root);//start the service from the root 
        // build for the logical service 
        for(int i=0; i<businessNodes.size();i++){ 
            LogicalService logicalService=null; 
            BusinessNode node=businessNodes.get(i); 
            //System.out.println("find the logical service"); 
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            if(node.isIsleaf()==true){ 
              //  System.out.println("business service is elementary 

task"+node.getId()+node.getBusinessArea()); 
                int LogicalId=businessServiceDao.getLogicalServiceId(node.getId()); 
                logicalService=logicalServiceDao.findbyId(LogicalId); 
              //  System.out.println("LogicalService 

is"+logicalService.getFunctionalDescription()+logicalService.getId()); 
                LogicalNode logicalNode=new 

LogicalNode(logicalService.getId(),logicalService.getUserName(),logicalService.getRole(),logicalServic
e.getFunctionalDescription(),logicalService.getStatus(),node,logicalService.isAtomicity(),null); 

                node.setLogicalTwin(logicalNode); 
                LogicalNodesList.put(LogicalId,logicalNode); 
                logicalNodes.add(logicalNode); 
                businessNodes.set(i,node); 
            } 
        } //only set the businessServiceParent. 
        //System.out.println("Start to the logical service composition"); 
        logicalNodes=LogicalRecursive(LogicalNodesList,logicalNodes); 
        for (int i=0;i<logicalNodes.size();i++){ 
            LogicalNode node=logicalNodes.get(i); 
            List<Integer> ConcreteIds=logicalServiceDao.getConceteServiceId(node.getId()); 
          //  System.out.println("find the concrete service of the logical 

service"+node.getId()+node.getFunctionalDescription()); 
            for(Integer pid:ConcreteIds){ 
                ConcreteService concreteService=concreteServiceDao.findbyId(pid); 
                ConcreteNode concreteNode=new 

ConcreteNode(concreteService.getId(),concreteService.getGlobalDescription(),concreteService.isAto
micity(),node,null); 

              //  System.out.println("LogicalService 
is"+concreteService.getGlobalDescription()+concreteService.getId()); 

                concreteNodes.add(concreteNode); 
                ConcreteNodesList.put(pid,concreteNode); 
                node.setConcreteChildren(concreteNode); 
            } 
            logicalNodes.set(i,node); 
        } 
       // System.out.println("start the concrete service composition"); 
        concreteNodes=ConcreteRecursive(ConcreteNodesList,concreteNodes); 
    } 
    public List<BusinessNode> Businessrecursion(BusinessNode businessNode, 

List<BusinessNode> businessNodes) throws SQLException { 
       // System.out.println("recusive to build the business service 

composition"+businessNode.getId()+businessNode.getBusinessArea()); 
        businessNodes.add(businessNode); 
        BusinessService businessService=null; 
        if (businessNode.isIsleaf() == true) { 
            //System.out.println("The businessNode is 

Atomic"+businessNode.getBusinessArea()+businessNode.getId()); 
            return businessNodes; 
        } else { 
           // System.out.println("The businessNode isNot 

Atomic"+businessNode+getBusinessNodes()+businessNode.getId()); 
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            List<Integer> subBusinessServiceIds = 
businessServiceDao.findSubId(businessNode.getId()); 

            for (Integer bid : subBusinessServiceIds) { 
                businessService = businessServiceDao.findbyId(bid); 
               /* businessService.setId(businessService1.getId()); 
                businessService.setUserName(businessService1.getUserName()); 
                businessService.setAtomicity(businessService1.isAtomicity()); 
                businessService.setBusinessArea(businessService1.getBusinessArea()); 
                businessService.setRole(businessService1.getRole());*/ 
                BusinessNode childNode = new BusinessNode(businessService.getId(), 

businessService.getBusinessArea(), businessService.getUserName(), businessService.getRole(), 
businessService.isAtomicity(), businessNode); 

               // System.out.println("find 
SubBusinessService"+businessService.getId()+businessService.getBusinessArea()); 

                businessNode.setBusinesschildren(childNode); 
               // System.out.println("Start for the decendent of the business service"); 
                Businessrecursion(childNode, businessNodes); 
            } 
        } 
        return businessNodes; 
    } 
 
    public void DataToS(BusinessNode businessNode) throws SQLException { //the 

assertion of the root 
        List<LogicalAssetPattern> 

logicalAssetPatternList=businessServiceDao.getLogicalAssetPatternList(businessNode.getId()); // 
determine all logical asset patternList of the businessService(JointSQL) 

        businessNode.setMetaDataList(logicalAssetPatternList); 
        //System.out.println("the business 

service"+businessNode.getBusinessArea()+"consume"+ logicalAssetPatternList.size()+"logical 
assets"); 

        for(LogicalAssetPattern lap: logicalAssetPatternList){ 
            if(ToSpolicy.containsKey(businessNode)==true) { 
               // System.out.println("business service continue to add the businessAuthorization 

policy"); 
                ToSpolicy.get(businessNode).addAll(ServiceRecursive(lap, businessNode)); 
            }else { 
               // System.out.println("business service register to add the businessAuthorization 

policy"); 
                List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> 

newAssertion=ServiceRecursive(lap,businessNode); 
                ToSpolicy.put(businessNode,newAssertion); 
            }//insert the QoP policy for the businessNode 
        } 
        if(businessNode.isIsleaf()==false){ 
           // System.out.println("business service is not the elementary 

task"+businessNode.getBusinessArea()+businessNode.getId()); 
           // System.out.println("it 

has"+businessNode.getBusinesschildren().size()+"subBusinessService"); 
            for(BusinessNode childnode:businessNode.getBusinesschildren()){ 
               // System.out.println("Start to build the ToS of the subBusinessService"); 
                DataToS(childnode); 
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            } 
        } 
    } 
 
    public List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> ServiceRecursive(LogicalAssetPattern 

lap,BusinessNode businessNode) throws SQLException { 
        BusinessService bs= businessServiceDao.findbyId(businessNode.getId()); 
        List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> tosFinal = new ArrayList<>(); 
           // System.out.println("build the Tos of" + lap.getName() + "and" + 

businessNode.getBusinessArea()); 
            boolean flag = false; 
            if (qoPDao.isToSExist(lap, bs) == true) { 
              //  System.out.println("it already has the aggregated business Authorization 

assertion"); 
                flag = true; 
                tosFinal = (qoPDao.ToSfind(lap, bs)); 
            } else { 
                //using the aggregation algorithm of ToS 
              System.out.println("it doesn't has the business Authorization assertion"); 
              tosFinal=qoPDao.getBasicUsageAuthorization(lap,bs.getId()); 
              List<BusinessNode> child = businessNode.getBusinesschildren(); 
                for (BusinessNode sub : child) { 
                  //  System.out.println("it has" + child.size() + "sub business service"); 
                    BusinessService subservice = businessServiceDao.findbyId(sub.getId()); 
                    //select the subBS consuming logicalAssetPattern 
                    if (qoPDao.whetherConsumeLAP(lap, subservice) == true) { 
                       // System.out.println("subBusinessService" + subservice.getBusinessArea() + 

subservice.getId() + "consume metaData" + lap.getName()); 
                       // System.out.println("find the business assertion of the subService"); 
                        /* 
                        *  For the internal business service, it will have the basic authorization for the 

composed bs. 
                        * Such as business service(sub.getId()) will share the lap to its child bs. 
                        * */ 
 
                        List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> assertions = ServiceRecursive(lap, sub); 
                      System.out.println("aggregate the subservice assertion to the business service"); 
                        tosFinal = Aggregation(tosFinal, assertions, businessNode, lap); 
                        /**it need to aggregate the assertion with the existed assertion and insert to 

the database. 
                         * 1. it will aggregate: process motivation, usagename, data related operation, 

permission 
                         * 2. after the aggregation, it will change the logicalassetpattern and service 
                         * to generate a new businessauthorizationassertionQoP 
                         * and the new assertion will be inserted in the database. 
                         * **/ 
                    } 
                } 
                List<LogicalAssetPattern> subLogicalAssetList = 

logicalAssetPatternDao.findSubLogicalAsset(lap); 
                //System.out.println("logical asset pattern has" + subLogicalAssetList.size() + "sub 

LogicalAsset"); 
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                for (LogicalAssetPattern lp : subLogicalAssetList) { 
                  //  System.out.println("find the BusinessAssertion of" + lp.getName() + "and" + 

businessNode.getBusinessArea()); 
                    List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> assertions = ServiceRecursive(lp, 

businessNode); 
                   System.out.println("aggregate the subLogicalAssetPattern assertion to the 

business service"); 
                    tosFinal = Aggregation(tosFinal, assertions, businessNode, lap); 
                } 
            } 
        if(qoPDao.whetherConsumeLAP(lap, bs) == true) { 
            if (flag == false) { 
                for (int i = 0; i < tosFinal.size(); i++) { 
                    BusinessAuthorizationQoP assertion = tosFinal.get(i); 
                    if(qoPDao.isExistToSAssertion(assertion)!=true){ 
                    int assertionId = qoPDao.insertToSPolicy(assertion); 
                    assertion.setId(assertionId); 
                    tosFinal.set(i, assertion); 
                    }else{ 
                        tosFinal.remove(i); 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
        } 
        return tosFinal; 
    } 
 
    public List<BusinessNode> getBusinessNodes() { 
        return businessNodes; 
    } 
 
    public List<LogicalNode> getLogicalNodes() { 
        return logicalNodes; 
    } 
 
    public List<ConcreteNode> getConcreteNodes() { 
        return concreteNodes; 
    } 
    public BusinessNode getRoot(){ 
        return Root; 
    } 
 
    public List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP>Aggregation(List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> 

root,List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> sub,BusinessNode businessNode,LogicalAssetPattern lp) 
throws SQLException { 

     System.out.println("start to aggregate the assertions by the UsageName and UsageStatus 
and external QoP"); 

        for(int i=0;i<root.size();i++){ 
            BusinessAuthorizationQoP assertion1 = root.get(i); 
            String UsageName1 = assertion1.getUsageName(); 
            for(int j=0;j<sub.size();j++){ 
                BusinessAuthorizationQoP assertion2 = sub.get(j); 
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                String UsageName2=assertion2.getUsageName(); 
                if(UsageName1.equalsIgnoreCase(UsageName2)){ 
                    String 

usageStatusAggregated=Compare1(assertion1.getAuthorizedStatus(),assertion2.getAuthorizedStatus()
); 

                    BusinessAuthorizationQoP modifyedAssertion=new 
BusinessAuthorizationQoP(assertion1.getId(),assertion1.getBid(),assertion1.getAssetDescription(),ass
ertion1.getBusinessServiceDescription(),assertion1.getProcessMotivation(),assertion1.getDataRelated
Operation(),assertion1.getUsageName(),assertion1.getDecision(),assertion1.getCountermeasureConte
xt(),usageStatusAggregated); 

                    root.set(i,modifyedAssertion); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
        boolean external=false; 
        for(int i=0;i<sub.size();i++) { 
            BusinessAuthorizationQoP assertion1 = sub.get(i); 
            String UsageName = assertion1.getUsageName(); 
            String CountermeasureContext=assertion1.getCountermeasureContext(); 
            if(CountermeasureContext.equalsIgnoreCase("unknown")!=true){ 
                external=true; 
            } 
            boolean q = false; 
            for (int j = 0; j < root.size(); j++) { 
                BusinessAuthorizationQoP assertion2 = root.get(j); 
                String UsageName2 = assertion2.getUsageName(); 
                if (UsageName.equalsIgnoreCase(UsageName2)) { 
                    q = true; 
                } 
            } 
                if (q == false) { //the extra countermeasureContext that only owned by sub 

policutext(),id,assertion2.getStatus()); 
                    System.out.println("add the extra assertions"); 
                    BusinessAuthorizationQoP newAssertion = new 

BusinessAuthorizationQoP(root.size() + 1, businessNode.getId(), lp.getName(), 
businessNode.getBusinessArea(), assertion1.getProcessMotivation(), 
assertion1.getDataRelatedOperation(), assertion1.getUsageName(), assertion1.getDecision(), 
assertion1.getCountermeasureContext(), assertion1.getAuthorizedStatus()); 

                    root.add(newAssertion); 
            } 
           } 
        if(external!=false) { 
            root = ExtraAggregation(root, sub); 
        } 
        return root; 
    } 
    public List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> 

ExtraAggregation(List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> root, List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> sub){ 
        Map<String, String> qopLevel1=selfAggregate(root); 
        Map<String, String> qopLevel2=selfAggregate(sub); 
        Map<String, String> finalSecurity=new HashMap<>(); 
        List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> finalRoot=new ArrayList<>(); 
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        for(String countermeasureContext: qopLevel1.keySet()){ 
            if(countermeasureContext.equalsIgnoreCase("unknown")){break;} 
            else if(qopLevel2.containsKey(countermeasureContext)){ 
                String countermeasureLevel1=qopLevel1.get(countermeasureContext); 
                String countermeasureLevel2=qopLevel2.get(countermeasureContext); 
                String finalLevel=Compare(countermeasureLevel1,countermeasureLevel2); 
                finalSecurity.put(countermeasureContext,finalLevel); 
            } 
        } 
 
        for(String countermeasureContext:qopLevel2.keySet()){ 
            if(countermeasureContext.equalsIgnoreCase("unknown")){ 
                break; 
            }else if(finalSecurity.containsKey(countermeasureContext)!=true){ 
               finalSecurity.put(countermeasureContext,qopLevel2.get(countermeasureContext)); 
           } 
        } 
        for(String countermeasureContext:qopLevel1.keySet()){ 
            if(countermeasureContext.equalsIgnoreCase("unknown")){ 
                break; 
            }else if(finalSecurity.containsKey(countermeasureContext)!=true){ 
                finalSecurity.put(countermeasureContext,qopLevel1.get(countermeasureContext)); 
            } 
        } 
        for(BusinessAuthorizationQoP assertion:root){ 
            for(String counteremasureContext:finalSecurity.keySet()){ 
                

if(assertion.getCountermeasureContext().equalsIgnoreCase(counteremasureContext)){ 
                    assertion.statusSet(finalSecurity.get(counteremasureContext)); 
                    finalRoot.add(assertion); 
                }else{ 
                    BusinessAuthorizationQoP assertion1=new 

BusinessAuthorizationQoP(assertion.getId(),assertion.getBid(),assertion.getAssetDescription(),asserti
on.getBusinessServiceDescription(),assertion.getProcessMotivation(),assertion.getDataRelatedOperat
ion(),assertion.getUsageName(),finalSecurity.get(counteremasureContext),counteremasureContext,ass
ertion.getAuthorizedStatus()); 

                    finalRoot.add(assertion1); 
                } 
            } 
       } 
       return finalRoot; 
    } 
    public Map<String, String> selfAggregate(List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> policy){ 
        Map<String, String> countermeasure=new HashMap<>(); 
        for(BusinessAuthorizationQoP assertion: policy){ 
            String CountermeasureContext=assertion.getCountermeasureContext(); 
            String CountermeasureLevel=assertion.getDecision(); 
            countermeasure.put(CountermeasureContext,CountermeasureLevel); 
        } 
        return countermeasure; 
    } 
    public String Compare1(String v1, String v2){ 
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        int value1=transform1(v1); 
        int value2=transform1(v2); 
        if(value1>value2){ 
            return v1; 
        }else{ 
            return v2; 
        } 
    } 
    public int transform1(String value){ 
        if(value.equalsIgnoreCase("public")){ 
            return 4; 
        }else if(value.equalsIgnoreCase("shared")){ 
            return 3; 
        }else if(value.equalsIgnoreCase("conditioned")){ 
            return 2; 
        }else{ 
            return 1; 
        } 
    } 
    public String Compare(String v1, String v2){ 
        int value1=transform(v1); 
        int value2=transform(v2); 
        if(value1>value2){ 
            return v2; 
        }else{ 
            return v1; 
        } 
    } 
    public int transform(String value){ 
        if(value.equalsIgnoreCase("high")){ 
            return 2; 
        }else if(value.equalsIgnoreCase("medium")){ 
            return 1; 
        }else if(value.equalsIgnoreCase("low")){ 
            return 0; 
        }else{ 
            return 4; 
        } 
    } 
 
    //only consider the existed LogicalNodes 
    public List<LogicalNode> 

LogicalRecursive(Map<Integer,LogicalNode>nodeList,List<LogicalNode> original) throws 
SQLException { 

       // System.out.println("logicalServiceRecursive"); 
        for(int i=0; i<original.size();i++){ 
            LogicalNode node1=original.get(i); 
            List<Integer> subChildId=logicalServiceDao.getSubLogicalServiceId(node1.getId()); 
           // 

System.out.println("LogicalService"+node1.getFunctionalDescription()+node1.getId()+"has"+subC
hildId.size()+"subLogicalSERVICE"); 

            for(Integer id: subChildId){ 
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                if(nodeList.containsKey(id)) { 
                    node1.setLogicalChildren(nodeList.get(id)); 
                    nodeList.get(id).setLogicalParent(node1); 
                } 
            } 
            original.set(i,node1); 
        } 
        return original; 
    } 
 
    public Map<BusinessNode, List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP>> getToSpolicy() { 
        return ToSpolicy; 
    } 
 
    public List<ConcreteNode> ConcreteRecursive(Map<Integer,ConcreteNode> nodeList, 

List<ConcreteNode> original) throws SQLException { 
       // System.out.println("ConcreteServiceRecursive"); 
        for(int i=0; i<original.size();i++){ 
            ConcreteNode node1=original.get(i); 
            List<Integer> 

subChildId=concreteServiceDao.getSubConcreteServiceId(node1.getId()); 
          //  

System.out.println("ConcreteService"+node1.getId()+"has"+subChildId.size()+"subConcreteService
"); 

            for(Integer id: subChildId){ 
                if(nodeList.containsKey(id)){ 
                    node1.setConcreteChildren(nodeList.get(id)); 
                    nodeList.get(id).setPhysicalparent(node1); 
                } 
            } 
            original.set(i,node1); 
        } 
        return original; 
    } 
} 

 

8.1.2 QoP evaluation 
package control; 
 
import dao.*; 
import pojo.*; 
 
import java.sql.SQLException; 
import java.util.*; 
 
public class QoPAggregation2 { 
 //aggregate the LogicalOperation and PhysicalImplementation, Evaluate QoP 
        private String userName; 
        private String role; 
        private String businessArea; 
        private TermsOfService tos; 
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        QoPAssertionDaoNew qoPDao = new QoPAssertionDaoNew(); 
        private Map<BusinessNode, List<QoPAssertionNew>> QoPpolicy=new HashMap<>(); 
 
    public TermsOfService getTos() { 
        return tos; 
    } 
 
    BusinessServiceDao businessServiceDao = new BusinessServiceDao(); 
        LogicalAssetPatternDaoConsumer logicalAssetPatternDao=new 

LogicalAssetPatternDaoConsumer(); 
        private String policyStrategy="positive Strategy"; 
        //decendents of the businessNode and its related Qop 
        public QoPAggregation2(String userName, String role, String businessArea) throws 

SQLException { //determine the business service 
            this.userName = userName; 
            this.role = role; 
            this.businessArea = businessArea; 
            tos = new TermsOfService(userName, businessArea, role); 
            QoPbusinessService(tos.getRoot()); 
        } 
        public void QoPbusinessService(BusinessNode businessNode) throws SQLException { //this 

will be the recursive part of the business service 
            //1. determine whether it has QoP by the database 
            //2. For the service, it will have the subService until the service is atomic 
            //3. For each atomic service, it will have a logical service using QoPData 
          //  System.out.println("Start the QoP 

generation"+businessNode.getId()+businessNode.getBusinessArea()); 
            List<LogicalAssetPattern> 

logicalAssetPatternList=businessServiceDao.getLogicalAssetPatternList(businessNode.getId()); 
          //  System.out.println("it has"+logicalAssetPatternList.size()+"lOGICALaSSETPATTERN"); 
            for(LogicalAssetPattern lap:logicalAssetPatternList){ 
                if(QoPpolicy.containsKey(businessNode)==true) { 
                    QoPpolicy.get(businessNode).addAll(ServiceRecursive(lap, businessNode)); 
                }else{ 
                    List<QoPAssertionNew> newAssertion=ServiceRecursive(lap,businessNode); 
                    QoPpolicy.put(businessNode,newAssertion); 
                } 
 
            } 
            if(!businessNode.isIsleaf()){ 
            //    System.out.println("Start the QoP of child service"); 
                for(BusinessNode childnode:businessNode.getBusinesschildren()){ 
                    QoPbusinessService(childnode); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        public List<QoPAssertionNew> ServiceRecursive(LogicalAssetPattern lap, BusinessNode 

bsNode) throws SQLException { 
            BusinessService bs= businessServiceDao.findbyId(bsNode.getId()); 
            List<QoPAssertionNew> policy = new ArrayList<>(); 
            //    System.out.println("The qop generation of meta data="+lap.getName()+"and service 

="+bs.getBusinessArea()+bs.getId()); 
                boolean flag = false; 
                if (qoPDao.isQoPExist(lap, bs) == true) { //this is for the BusinessQoPAssertion 
               //     System.out.println("it has the QoP assertion"); 
                    flag = true; 
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                    policy = qoPDao.QoPfind(lap, bs); //find the BusinessQoPAssertion 
                } else { 
                //    System.out.println("it doesn't have QoP assertion"); 
                    if (bsNode.isIsleaf()) { 
                    //    System.out.println("service is an elementary task"); 
                        LogicalNode logicalNode = bsNode.getLogicalTwin(); 
                    //    System.out.println("it will generate the QoP from logical service and concrete 

service"); 
                        List<QoPAssertionNew> QoP = QoPData(logicalNode, lap, bsNode);//QoP policy 

of logical asset pattern and business service 
                        policy = QoP; 
                    } else { 
                        List<BusinessNode> child = bsNode.getBusinesschildren(); 
                        for (BusinessNode sub : child) { 
                            //select the subBS consuming logicalAssetPattern 
                            BusinessService subservice = businessServiceDao.findbyId(sub.getId()); 
                            if (qoPDao.whetherConsumeLAP(lap, subservice) == true) { 
                          //      System.out.println("aggregate the QoP of sub service="+ 

sub.getBusinessArea()+"and metaData="+lap.getName()); 
                                policy = AggregationQoP(policy, ServiceRecursive(lap, sub), bsNode, lap); 
                            } 
                        } 
                        List<LogicalAssetPattern> subLogicalAssetList = 

logicalAssetPatternDao.findSubLogicalAsset(lap); 
                        for (LogicalAssetPattern lp : subLogicalAssetList) { 
                          //  System.out.println("aggregate the QoP of sub 

LogicalAssetPattern="+lp.getName()+"and service="+bs.getBusinessArea()); 
                            policy = AggregationQoP(policy, ServiceRecursive(lp, bsNode), bsNode, lap); 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            if(qoPDao.whetherConsumeLAP(lap, bs) == true) { 
                if (flag == false) { 
                    for (int i = 0; i < policy.size(); i++) { 
                        QoPAssertionNew assertion = policy.get(i); 
                        int assertionId = qoPDao.InsertQoPAssertion(assertion); 
                        assertion.setId(assertionId); 
                        policy.set(i, assertion); 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            return policy; 
        } 
        public Map<BusinessNode,List<QoPAssertionNew>> getQoPpolicy(){ 
            return QoPpolicy; 
        } 
        public List<QoPAssertionNew> QoPData(LogicalNode logicalNode, LogicalAssetPattern lap, 

BusinessNode bs) throws SQLException { //this will be the dataObject to the Logical service and concrete 
service 

            List<QoPAssertionNew> policy=new ArrayList<>(); 
            // One logicalNode may consume multiple dataObject because One businessNode may 

consume multiple logicalAssetPattern 
            List<LogicalOperationQoP> 

logicalOperationQoPList=qoPDao.findLogicalOperationAssertion(logicalNode.getId(),lap); 
            for(int i=0;i<logicalOperationQoPList.size();i++){ 
                String FunctionalDescription=logicalOperationQoPList.get(i).getFunctionalDescription(); 
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                String 
CountermeasureContext=logicalOperationQoPList.get(i).getCountermeasureContext(); 

                //String 
CountermeasureStrategy=logicalOperationQoPList.get(i).getCountermeasureStrategy(); 

                //String UsageName=logicalOperationQoPList.get(i).getUsageName(); 
                String CountermeasureLevel=logicalOperationQoPList.get(i).getStatus(); 
                QoPAssertionNew newAssertion=new QoPAssertionNew(-

1,lap.getName(),bs.getBusinessArea(),CountermeasureContext,CountermeasureLevel,bs.getId()); 
               // int id=qoPDao.InsertQoPAssertion(newAssertion); 
               // newAssertion.setId(id); 
                policy.add(newAssertion); 
            } 
            for(ConcreteNode child:logicalNode.getConcreteChildren()){ 
                List<PhysicalImplementationQoP> 

physicalImplementationQoPList=qoPDao.findPhysicalImplementationAssertion(child.getId(),lap); 
                for(int i=0;i<physicalImplementationQoPList.size();i++){ 
                    String 

FunctionalDescription=physicalImplementationQoPList.get(i).getFunctionalDescription(); 
                    String 

CountermeasureContext=physicalImplementationQoPList.get(i).getCountermeasureContext(); 
                    //String 

CountermeasureStrategy=physicalImplementationQoPList.get(i).getCountermeasureStrategy(); 
                   // String UsageName=physicalImplementationQoPList.get(i).getUsageName(); 
                    String CountermeasureLevel=physicalImplementationQoPList.get(i).getStatus(); 
                    QoPAssertionNew newAssertion=new QoPAssertionNew(-

1,lap.getName(),bs.getBusinessArea(),CountermeasureContext,CountermeasureLevel,bs.getId()); 
                  //  int id=qoPDao.InsertQoPAssertion(newAssertion); 
                   // newAssertion.setId(id); 
                    policy.add(newAssertion); 
                } 
            } 
            policy=selfAggregate(policy); 
            return policy; 
        } 
        public List<QoPAssertionNew>AggregationQoP(List<QoPAssertionNew> 

root,List<QoPAssertionNew> sub, BusinessNode bs, LogicalAssetPattern lp) throws SQLException { 
          //  System.out.println("aggregate the qop with sub qop by CountermeasureContext"); 
            root=selfAggregate(root); 
            sub=selfAggregate(sub); 
            for (int i = 0; i < root.size(); i++) { 
                QoPAssertionNew assertion1 = root.get(i); 
                String CountermeasureContext1=assertion1.getCountermeasureContext(); 
                for (int j = 0; j < sub.size(); j++) { 
                    QoPAssertionNew assertion2 = sub.get(j); 
                    String CountermeasureContext2 = assertion2.getCountermeasureContext(); 
                    if(CountermeasureContext1.equalsIgnoreCase(CountermeasureContext2)){ 
                       // System.out.println("compare the countermeasureLevel in the positive strategy"); 
                        String countermeasureLevel = Compare(assertion2.getStatus(), assertion1.getStatus()); 
                        QoPAssertionNew newAssertion=new 

QoPAssertionNew(assertion1.getId(),lp.getName(),bs.getBusinessArea(),assertion1.getCountermeasureContext(
),countermeasureLevel,bs.getId()); 

                        root.set(i,newAssertion);//modify the assertion1 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            for(int i=0;i<sub.size();i++){ 
                QoPAssertionNew assertion1 = sub.get(i); 
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                String CountermeasureContext1 = assertion1.getCountermeasureContext(); 
                boolean q=false; 
                for(int j = 0; j < root.size(); j++){ 
                    QoPAssertionNew assertion2 = root.get(j); 
                    String CountermeasureContext2=assertion2.getCountermeasureContext(); 
                    if(CountermeasureContext1.equalsIgnoreCase(CountermeasureContext2)){ 
                        q=true; 
                    } 
                } 
                if(q==false){ //the extra countermeasureContext that only owned by sub policu 
                    System.out.println("add the extra QoP"); 
                    QoPAssertionNew newAssertion=new 

QoPAssertionNew(root.size()+1,lp.getName(),bs.getBusinessArea(),assertion1.getCountermeasureContext(),ass
ertion1.getStatus(),bs.getId()); 

                    root.add(newAssertion); 
                } 
            } 
            root=selfAggregate(root); 
            return root; 
        } 
    public List<QoPAssertionNew> selfAggregate(List<QoPAssertionNew> root){ 
           // System.out.println("aggregate the assertios to a uniifed countermeasureContext"); 
            List<QoPAssertionNew> finalROOT=new ArrayList<>(); 
            Map<String, QoPAssertionNew> flag = new HashMap<>(); 
        for (int i = 0; i < root.size(); i++) { 
            QoPAssertionNew assertion1 = root.get(i); 
            String CountermeasureContext = assertion1.getCountermeasureContext(); 
            if (flag.containsKey(CountermeasureContext)) { 
                String usageStatusAggregated=Compare(flag.get(CountermeasureContext).getStatus(), 

assertion1.getStatus()); 
                flag.get(CountermeasureContext).statusSet(usageStatusAggregated); 
            } else { 
                flag.put(CountermeasureContext, assertion1); 
            } 
        } 
        for (String key: flag.keySet()){ 
            finalROOT.add(flag.get(key)); 
        } 
        return finalROOT; 
    } 
        public String Compare(String v1, String v2){ 
            int value1=transform(v1); 
            int value2=transform(v2); 
            if(value1>value2){ 
                return v2; 
            }else{ 
                return v1; 
            } 
        } 
        public int transform(String value){ 
            if (value.equalsIgnoreCase("NOTYET")){ 
                return 3; 
            } 
            else if(value.equalsIgnoreCase("high")){ 
                return 2; 
            }else if(value.equalsIgnoreCase("medium")){ 
                return 1; 
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            }else{ 
                return 0; 
            } 
        } 
 
        /** It will have three steps: QoPservice=QoPbusinessService 
         * 1. determine whether it has the QoP(businessService). 
         * 2. The QoP service includes all the logical asset patterns that composes. 
         * (It means that it will create all QoPservices and insert to the database one by one) 
         * 
         * **/ 
 
    } 

8.1.3 RoP generation 
package control; 
 
import dao.LogicalAssetDao; 
import dao.LogicalAssetPatternDao; 
import dao.RoPAssertionDao; 
import pojo.LogicalAsset; 
import pojo.LogicalAssetPattern; 
import pojo.RoPAssertionNew2; 
import pojo.UsageManagementPolicy; 
 
import java.sql.SQLException; 
import java.util.*; 
 
public class RoPAggregation2 { 
    private String policyStrategy = "negative aggregation"; 
    RoPAssertionDao rOp = new RoPAssertionDao(); 
    LogicalAssetDao ldo = new LogicalAssetDao(); 
    LogicalAssetPatternDao ldpo=new LogicalAssetPatternDao(); 
    private Map<LogicalAsset, List<RoPAssertionNew2>> Globalpolicy=new 

HashMap<>(); 
    public RoPAggregation2(){} 
    public RoPAggregation2(TosQoPNew UMP, String UserName) throws SQLException { 
        Map<BusinessNode, List<UsageManagementPolicy>> DraftToU = 

UMP.getFinalToS(); 
        Set<BusinessNode> BusinessNodesList = DraftToU.keySet(); 
        for (BusinessNode node : BusinessNodesList) { 
            List<LogicalAssetPattern> logicalAssetPatternList = node.getMetaDataList(); 
            for (LogicalAssetPattern lap : logicalAssetPatternList) { 
                String metaData = lap.getName(); 
                LogicalAsset logicalAsset = ldo.findLogicalAsset(metaData, UserName); 
                if(logicalAsset !=null) 
                {  Globalpolicy.put(logicalAsset, Find(logicalAsset));} 
            } 
        } 
    } 
 
    public List<RoPAssertionNew2> Find(LogicalAsset lap) throws SQLException { 
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        System.out.println("Find whether the logical asset has the final 
RoP"+lap.getId()+lap.getMetaData()); 

        if (rOp.isRoPExist(lap) == true) { 
            System.out.println("check it has the final RoP"); 
            return rOp.RoPLogicalAssetfind(lap); //the aggregated RoP(final RoP policy) 
        } else { 
            System.out.println("No, Create its Logical final RoP"); 
            return Create(lap); 
        } 
    } 
 
    /* The final RoP policy will be considered in 3 parts: 
    1. initial LogicalAssetPattern's RoP 
    2. Extra LogicalAsset's RoP when the data provider is not the original data owner 
    3. the subLogicalAsset's RoP 
    In case, subLA1 is low, subLA2 is low but LA3 composing LA1 and LA2 is high protection 
    subLA1 is high, subLA2 is low but LA3 will be high. 
    Both of them will be considered in the aggregation part 
    **/ 
    public List<RoPAssertionNew2> Create(LogicalAsset La) throws SQLException { 
       System.out.println("Create RoP of logical Asset"+La.getMetaData()+La.getMetaData()); 
        List<RoPAssertionNew2> policy=new ArrayList<>(); 
        if (ldo.isAtomic(La) == true) { 
            System.out.println("Logical asset is Atomic"+ La.getMetaData()+La.getId()); 
            String metaData = La.getMetaData(); 
            LogicalAssetPattern logicalAssetPattern = ldpo.getPattern(metaData); 
            List<RoPAssertionNew2> Initialpolicy = 

rOp.RoPLogicalAssetPatternfind(logicalAssetPattern); 
            System.out.println("It has"+ Initialpolicy.size()+"basic protection assertions"); 
            List<RoPAssertionNew2> ExtraPolicy = rOp.RoPLogicalAssetfind(La); 
            System.out.println("It has"+ ExtraPolicy.size()+"extra protection assertions"); 
            System.out.println("Aggregate both to generate RoP assertion"); 
            policy.addAll(Aggregation(La,ExtraPolicy, Initialpolicy)); 
        } else { 
            System.out.println("Logical asset is not Atomic"+ La.getMetaData()+La.getId()); 
            List<LogicalAsset> subLogicalAssetList = ldo.findSubLogicalAssetbyId(La.getId()); 
            String metaData = La.getMetaData(); 
            LogicalAssetPattern logicalAssetPattern = ldpo.getPattern(metaData); 
            List<RoPAssertionNew2> Initialpolicy = 

rOp.RoPLogicalAssetPatternfind(logicalAssetPattern); 
            System.out.println("It has"+ Initialpolicy.size()+"basic protection assertions"); 
            List<RoPAssertionNew2> ExtraPolicy = rOp.RoPLogicalAssetfind(La); 
            System.out.println("It has"+ ExtraPolicy.size()+"extra protection assertions"); 
            System.out.println("Aggregate both to generate RoP assertion"); 
            policy=Aggregation(La,ExtraPolicy,Initialpolicy); 
            for (LogicalAsset sub : subLogicalAssetList) { 
                System.out.println("recursive to aggregate the subLogicalAsset's 

assertion"+sub.getMetaData()+sub.getId()+"to the composed logical 
asset"+La.getMetaData()+La.getId()); 

                policy=Aggregation(La,policy, Find(sub)); 
            } 
        } 
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        for(int i=0;i<policy.size();i++){ 
            RoPAssertionNew2 assertion=policy.get(i); 
            int assertionId=rOp.insertFinalPolicy(assertion); 
            assertion.setId(assertionId); 
            policy.set(i,assertion); 
            

System.out.println("metaData"+assertion.getMetaData()+"requires"+assertion.getCountermeasureC
ontext()+"has"+assertion.getStatus()); 

        } 
        return policy; 
 
    } 
 
    public List<RoPAssertionNew2> Aggregation(LogicalAsset 

asset,List<RoPAssertionNew2> root, List<RoPAssertionNew2> sub) { 
        System.out.println("aggregate the RoP"); 
        int id=asset.getId(); 
        for (int i = 0; i < root.size(); i++) { 
            RoPAssertionNew2 assertion1 = root.get(i); 
            String CountermeasureContext1=assertion1.getCountermeasureContext(); 
            for (int j = 0; j < sub.size(); j++) { 
                RoPAssertionNew2 assertion2 = sub.get(j); 
                String CountermeasureContext2 = assertion2.getCountermeasureContext(); 
                if(CountermeasureContext1.equalsIgnoreCase(CountermeasureContext2)){ 
                   // System.out.println(assertion1.getMetaData()); 
                   // System.out.println(CountermeasureContext1); 
                   // System.out.println(assertion1.getStatus()); 
                   // System.out.println(assertion2.getMetaData()); 
                   // System.out.println(assertion2.getStatus()); 
                    System.out.println("Compare the countermeasureLevel in the negative strategy"); 
                    String countermeasureLevel = Compare(assertion2.getStatus(), 

assertion1.getStatus()); 
                    System.out.println(countermeasureLevel); 
                    RoPAssertionNew2 newAssertion=new 

RoPAssertionNew2(assertion1.getId(),asset.getMetaData(),assertion1.getCountermeasureContext(),id
,countermeasureLevel); 

                    root.set(i,newAssertion);//modify the assertion1 
                } 
                } 
            } 
        for(int i=0;i<sub.size();i++){ 
            RoPAssertionNew2 assertion2 = sub.get(i); 
            String CountermeasureContext2 = assertion2.getCountermeasureContext(); 
            boolean q=false; 
            for(int j = 0; j < root.size(); j++){ 
                RoPAssertionNew2 assertion1 = root.get(j); 
                String CountermeasureContext1=assertion1.getCountermeasureContext(); 
                if(CountermeasureContext1.equalsIgnoreCase(CountermeasureContext2)){ 
                    q=true; 
                } 
            } 
            if(q==false){ //the extra countermeasureContext that only owned by sub policu 
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                System.out.println("It has extra protection policy"); 
                RoPAssertionNew2 newAssertion=new 

RoPAssertionNew2(root.size()+1,asset.getMetaData(),assertion2.getCountermeasureContext(),id,asse
rtion2.getStatus()); 

                root.add(newAssertion); 
            } 
        } 
        return root; 
    } 
    public String Compare(String v1, String v2){ 
        int value1=transform(v1); 
        int value2=transform(v2); 
        if(value1>value2){ 
            return v1; 
        }else{ 
            return v2; 
        } 
    } 
    public int transform(String value){ 
        if(value.equalsIgnoreCase("high")){ 
            return 2; 
        }else if(value.equalsIgnoreCase("medium")){ 
            return 1; 
        }else{ 
            return 0; 
        } 
    } 
 
    public Map<LogicalAsset, List<RoPAssertionNew2>> getGlobalpolicy() { 
        return Globalpolicy; 
    } 
} 

8.1.4 ToU evaluation 
package control; 
 
import dao.QoPAssertionDaoNew; 
import pojo.*; 
 
import java.sql.SQLException; 
import java.util.*; 
 
public class TosQoPNew { 
    private String userName; 
    private String BusinessArea; 
    private String Role; 
    private Map<BusinessNode, List<UsageManagementPolicy>> FinalToS=new 

HashMap<>(); 
    private QoPAssertionDaoNew qop1=new QoPAssertionDaoNew(); 
    private List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> tospolicy = new ArrayList<>(); 
    private List<QoPAssertionNew> qopPolicy=new ArrayList<>(); 
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    public TosQoPNew(String userName, String businessArea, String role) throws 
SQLException { 

        this.userName = userName; 
        BusinessArea = businessArea; 
        Role = role; 
        aggregation(userName, BusinessArea, Role); 
    } 
 
    public void aggregation(String userName, String businessArea, String role) throws 

SQLException { 
        System.out.println("get the QoP of Internal policy"); 
        QoPAggregation2 qop = new QoPAggregation2(userName, role, businessArea); 
        System.out.println("get the ToS and QoP OF extra policy"); 
        TermsOfService tos =qop.getTos(); 
        List<BusinessNode> businessNodeList = tos.getBusinessNodes(); 
        for (BusinessNode node : businessNodeList) { 
            tospolicy=tos.getToSpolicy().get(node); 
            qopPolicy= qop.getQoPpolicy().get(node); 
            if(qopPolicy.size()>0&&qopPolicy!=null) { 
                FinalToS.put(node, ExtraAggregation(tospolicy, qopPolicy)); 
            }else{ 
                List<UsageManagementPolicy> PP=new ArrayList<>(); 
                for(int i=0;i<tospolicy.size();i++){ //the external ToS 
                    BusinessAuthorizationQoP assertion1=tospolicy.get(i); 
                    UsageManagementPolicy assertion=new UsageManagementPolicy(-

1,assertion1.getBid(),assertion1.getAssetDescription(),assertion1.getBusinessServiceDescription(),asse
rtion1.getProcessMotivation(),assertion1.getDataRelatedOperation(),assertion1.getUsageName(),asser
tion1.getCountermeasureContext(),assertion1.getDecision()); 

                    if(qop1.isExistToUAssertion(assertion)!=true) { 
                        int id = qop1.InsertUMP(assertion); 
                        assertion.setId(id); 
                        PP.add(assertion); 
                    } 
                } 
                FinalToS.put(node,PP); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
 
    public List<UsageManagementPolicy> 

ExtraAggregation(List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> root, List<QoPAssertionNew> sub) throws 
SQLException { 

        System.out.println("Aggregate for each service"); 
        Map<String, String> qopLevel1=selfAggregate(root); 
        Map<String, String> qopLevel2=selfAggregateQop(sub); 
        Map<String, String> finalSecurity=new HashMap<>(); 
        List<UsageManagementPolicy> finalRoot=new ArrayList<>(); 
        for(String countermeasureContext: qopLevel1.keySet()){ 
            if(countermeasureContext.equalsIgnoreCase("unknown")){break;} 
            else if(qopLevel2.containsKey(countermeasureContext)){ 
                String countermeasureLevel1=qopLevel1.get(countermeasureContext); 
                String countermeasureLevel2=qopLevel2.get(countermeasureContext); 
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                String finalLevel=Compare(countermeasureLevel1,countermeasureLevel2); 
                finalSecurity.put(countermeasureContext,finalLevel); 
            } 
        } 
 
        for(String countermeasureContext:qopLevel2.keySet()){ 
            if(countermeasureContext.equalsIgnoreCase("unknown")){ 
                break; 
            }else if(finalSecurity.containsKey(countermeasureContext)!=true){ 
                finalSecurity.put(countermeasureContext,qopLevel2.get(countermeasureContext)); 
            } 
        } 
        for(String countermeasureContext:qopLevel1.keySet()){ 
            if(countermeasureContext.equalsIgnoreCase("unknown")){ 
                break; 
            }else if(finalSecurity.containsKey(countermeasureContext)!=true){ 
                finalSecurity.put(countermeasureContext,qopLevel1.get(countermeasureContext)); 
            } 
        } 
        //然后针对 root 的每一条，如果他有这个 CountermeasureContex，那么就改变

level，否则就是将其添加新的 CountermeasureContext 和 CountermeasureLevel 
        for(BusinessAuthorizationQoP assertion:root){ 
            for(String counteremasureContext:finalSecurity.keySet()){ 
                

if(assertion.getCountermeasureContext().equalsIgnoreCase(counteremasureContext)){ 
                    assertion.statusSet(finalSecurity.get(counteremasureContext)); 
                    UsageManagementPolicy assertionfinal = new UsageManagementPolicy(-1, 

assertion.getBid(), assertion.getAssetDescription(), assertion.getBusinessServiceDescription(), 
assertion.getProcessMotivation(), assertion.getDataRelatedOperation(), assertion.getUsageName(), 
assertion.getCountermeasureContext(), assertion.getDecision()); 

                    finalRoot.add(assertionfinal); 
                }else{ 
                    UsageManagementPolicy assertionfinal = new UsageManagementPolicy(-1, 

assertion.getBid(), assertion.getAssetDescription(), assertion.getBusinessServiceDescription(), 
assertion.getProcessMotivation(), assertion.getDataRelatedOperation(), assertion.getUsageName(), 
counteremasureContext, finalSecurity.get(counteremasureContext)); 

                    finalRoot.add(assertionfinal); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
        for(int i=0;i<finalRoot.size();i++){ 
            UsageManagementPolicy assertion=finalRoot.get(i); 
            if(qop1.isExistToUAssertion(assertion)!=true){ 
                int id=qop1.InsertUMP(assertion); 
                assertion.setId(id); 
                finalRoot.set(i,assertion);}else{ 
                finalRoot.remove(i); 
            } 
 
        } 
        return finalRoot; 
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    } 
    public Map<String, String> selfAggregate(List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> policy){ 
        Map<String, String> countermeasure=new HashMap<>(); 
        for(BusinessAuthorizationQoP assertion: policy){ 
            String CountermeasureContext=assertion.getCountermeasureContext(); 
            String CountermeasureLevel=assertion.getDecision(); 
            countermeasure.put(CountermeasureContext,CountermeasureLevel); 
        } 
        return countermeasure; 
    } 
    public Map<String, String> selfAggregateQop(List<QoPAssertionNew> policy){ 
        Map<String, String> countermeasure=new HashMap<>(); 
        for(QoPAssertionNew assertion: policy){ 
            String CountermeasureContext=assertion.getCountermeasureContext(); 
            String CountermeasureLevel=assertion.getStatus(); 
            countermeasure.put(CountermeasureContext,CountermeasureLevel); 
        } 
        return countermeasure; 
    } 
    public String Compare(String v1, String v2){ 
        int value1=transform(v1); 
        int value2=transform(v2); 
        if(value1>value2){ 
            return v2; 
        }else{ 
            return v1; 
        } 
    } 
    public int transform(String value){ 
        if(value.equalsIgnoreCase("notyet")){ 
            return 3; 
        }else if(value.equalsIgnoreCase("high")){ 
            return 2; 
        }else if(value.equalsIgnoreCase("medium")){ 
            return 1; 
        }else{ 
            return 0; 
        } 
    } 
 
    public Map<BusinessNode, List<UsageManagementPolicy>> getFinalToS() { 
        return FinalToS; 
    } 
} 

8.2 Transaction generation part 

8.2.1 Business Transaction 
package Transaction; 
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import control.BusinessNode; 
import dao.*; 
import pojo.*; 
 
import java.sql.SQLException; 
import java.util.*; 
 
public class BusinessTransaction { 
    private int id; 
   // private BusinessTransaction parent; 
    private int bid; 
    private BusinessTransaction parent; 
    private BusinessService businessSerivce; //BSi 
    private Map<String,ExchangedAsset> assets=new HashMap<>(); 
    private List<BusinessService> subBusinessService=new ArrayList<>(); 
    private List<LogicalOperation> LO=new ArrayList<>(); 
    Map<ExchangedAsset,String> AssetExpiration=new HashMap<>(); //the shared 

exchanged asset already asset expiration in this business service 
    Map<ExchangedAsset,List<LogicalAssetPattern>> subAssets=new HashMap<>(); 
    

Map<ExchangedAsset,List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP>>ownedAuthorizationPolicy=new 
HashMap<>(); 

    
Map<ExchangedAsset,List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP>>ownedAuthenticationPolicy=new 
HashMap<>(); 

    //each ExchangedAsset's ToU assertion includes the its subAssets and 
subBusinessService's ToU assertion. 

    List<UsageManagementPolicy> ownCertifiedPolicy=new ArrayList<>(); 
 
    public List<UsageManagementPolicy> getOwnCertifiedPolicy() { 
        return ownCertifiedPolicy; 
    } 
 
    public BusinessTransaction getParent() { 
        return parent; 
    } 
 
    public void setOwnCertifiedPolicy(List<UsageManagementPolicy> ownCertifiedPolicy) { 
        this.ownCertifiedPolicy = ownCertifiedPolicy; 
    } 
    private LogicalAssetPatternDaoConsumer lapo=new LogicalAssetPatternDaoConsumer(); 
 
    private OrganizationalEntity consumer; 
    private OrganizationalEntity provider; 
    OrganizationalEntityDao dao=new OrganizationalEntityDao(); 
    BusinessTransactionDao bto=new BusinessTransactionDao(); 
    public void setLogicalAssetPatternList(ExchangedAsset asset) throws SQLException { 
       LogicalAssetPattern metaData=asset.getMetaData(); 
       asset.setSubmetaDatList(sresusiveFind(metaData)); 
    } 
    public List<LogicalAssetPattern> sresusiveFind(LogicalAssetPattern metaData) throws 

SQLException { 
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        List<LogicalAssetPattern> ls=new ArrayList<>(); 
        if(lapo.isAtomicity(metaData.getName())!=true){ 
            List<LogicalAssetPattern> 

subLogicalAssetPatternList=lapo.findSubLogicalAsset(metaData); 
            for(LogicalAssetPattern each: subLogicalAssetPatternList){ 
                ls.addAll(sresusiveFind(each)); 
            } 
        } 
        return ls; 
    } 
    public int getId() { 
        return id; 
    } 
 
    public void setId(int id) { 
        this.id = id; 
    } 
 
    public boolean hasExchangedAsset(LogicalAssetPattern lap){ 
       if(assets.containsKey(lap.getName())){ 
           return true; 
       }else{ 
           return false; 
       } 
    } 
 
    public void setAssets(String metaData,ExchangedAsset asset) { 
        this.assets.put(metaData,asset); 
    } 
 
    public LogicalAsset getLogicalAsset(LogicalAssetPattern Lap) throws SQLException { 
        LogicalAsset logicalAsset=null; 
        if(hasExchangedAsset(Lap)==true){ //The parent and child comsume the same Lap or 

the exchanged asset has been established by a LO 
             logicalAsset=getExchangedAsset(Lap).getAsset(); 
        }else{ //the parent will search the LogicalAsset 
            for (String metaData: assets.keySet()){ 
                ExchangedAsset asset=assets.get(metaData); 
                if(lapo.isAtomicity(asset.getMetaData().getName())!=true){ //the exchanged asset 

is not atomic 
                   if(recursiveCheck(asset.getAsset(),Lap)==null){ 
                       continue; 
                   }else{ 
                       return recursiveCheck(asset.getAsset(),Lap); 
                   } 
                } 
            } 
        } 
        return logicalAsset; 
    } 
    private LogicalAssetConsumerDao lado=new LogicalAssetConsumerDao(); 
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    public LogicalAsset recursiveCheck(LogicalAsset asset, LogicalAssetPattern ll) throws 
SQLException { 

        LogicalAsset finalAsset=null; 
        if(asset.getMetaData().equalsIgnoreCase(ll.getName())) { 
            return asset; 
        }else{ 
            if(lapo.isAtomicity(asset.getMetaData())==true){ 
                return null; 
            }else{ 
                List<LogicalAsset> subAssetList=lado.findSubLogicalAssetbyId(asset.getId()); 
                for(LogicalAsset subAsset:subAssetList){ 
                   if(recursiveCheck(subAsset,ll)==null){ 
                        continue; 
                   }else{ 
                       return recursiveCheck(subAsset,ll); 
                   } 
                } 
            } 
        } 
        return finalAsset; 
    } 
    public ExchangedAsset getExchangedAsset(LogicalAssetPattern Lap){ 
        return assets.get(Lap.getName()); 
    } 
 
    public BusinessServiceDao bsdo=new BusinessServiceDao(); 
 
    public BusinessTransaction(int id, int bid, BusinessTransaction parent) throws 

SQLException { 
       this.bid=bid; 
       this.id=id; 
       this.parent=parent; 
       businessSerivce=bsdo.findbyId(bid); 
       String role=businessSerivce.getRole(); 
       String username=businessSerivce.getUserName(); 
       System.out.println("Set the business transaction's provider and consumer"); 
       consumer=dao.getUser(role,username); 
       if(parent==null){ //initialize the business transaction 
           provider=dao.getUser("customer","Alice"); 
       }else{ 
           provider=parent.getConsumer(); 
       } 
       List<Integer> subList=bsdo.findSubId(bid); 
       for(int SUBid: subList) { 
           BusinessService subservice = bsdo.findbyId(SUBid); 
           subBusinessService.add(subservice); 
       } 
     } 
    public void addLogicalOperation(LogicalOperation lo){ 
        LO.add(lo); 
    } 
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    public OrganizationalEntity getProvider() { 
        return provider; 
    } 
    private Map<String,Set<String>> BusinessUsageComposition=new HashMap<>(); 
 
    public Map<String, Set<String>> getBusinessUsageComposition() { 
        return BusinessUsageComposition; 
    } 
 
    public void setBusinessUsageComposition(Map<String, Set<String>> 

businessUsageComposition) { 
        BusinessUsageComposition = businessUsageComposition; 
    } 
 
    public OrganizationalEntity getConsumer() { 
        return consumer; 
    } 
    public void setOwnedToUPolicy(ExchangedAsset asset,List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> 

tou){ 
        if(ownedAuthorizationPolicy.containsKey(asset)!=true){ 
            ownedAuthorizationPolicy.put(asset,tou); 
        }else { 
            ownedAuthorizationPolicy.get(asset).addAll(tou); 
        } 
    } 
 
    public BusinessService getBusinessSerivce() { 
        return businessSerivce; 
    } 
 
    public List<BusinessService> getSubBusinessService() { 
        return subBusinessService; 
    } 
 
    public void setOwnedAuthenticationPolicy(ExchangedAsset asset, 

List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> aa) { 
        if(ownedAuthenticationPolicy.containsKey(asset)!=true){ 
            ownedAuthenticationPolicy.put(asset,aa); 
        }else { 
            ownedAuthenticationPolicy.get(asset).addAll(aa); 
        } 
    } 
} 
 

8.2.2 Business Transaction generation 
package Transaction; 
 
import Transaction.BusinessTransaction; 
import Transaction.LogicalOperation; 
import control.BusinessNode; 
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import dao.*; 
import pojo.*; 
 
import java.sql.SQLException; 
import java.util.*; 
 
public class GenerateBusinessTransaction { 
    private BusinessServiceDao bsdao=new BusinessServiceDao(); 
    private BusinessTransaction parent; 
    private BusinessService businessService; 
    private Map<BusinessNode,List<UsageManagementPolicy>> ToUpolicy=new 

HashMap<>(); 
    private List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> inputToSpolicy=new ArrayList<>(); 
    private LogicalAssetPatternDaoConsumer lapdao=new 

LogicalAssetPatternDaoConsumer(); 
    /* 1. The most important thing for the input policy and output policy for a 

businessTransaction(bs) 
        1. the input policy is related to the Tos of this bs. 
        It means that OLS (Usage) in the bs with the input asset. 
        input asset, bs, Usage, DataRelatedOperation, ProcessMotivation 
        2. the output policy is related to the LogicalOperations of this bs which associate to the 

subBs's tos. 
        It means that OLS share/delegate (Usage) with the output asset for subBs. 
        output asset(exchanged asset), BusinessUsage, DataRelatedOperation, 

ProcessMotivation, Usage. 
        => It means that the businessAuthorizationToken: 
            DataRelatedOperation,ProcessMotivation, exchangedAsset(from Alice) for the subBS. 
            Select the LAP,DataRelatedOperation,ProcessMotivation from subBS's Tos 
        => It means that the AuthenticationProtection: 
            BusinessUsage, exchangedAsset in the bs. 
        => The output asset compose input asset. It means that input asset can be 

contactInformation. 
        But the exchanged asset can have two. One is the address and the other is the 

contactInformation for different subBusinessservices. 
    */ 
    OrganizationalEntityDao odo=new OrganizationalEntityDao(); 
    BusinessTransactionDao bto=new BusinessTransactionDao(); 
    public GenerateBusinessTransaction(BusinessTransaction parent, BusinessService 

businessService,List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> 
tosPolicy,Map<BusinessNode,List<UsageManagementPolicy>> tou) throws SQLException { 

         this.parent = parent; 
         this.businessService = businessService; 
         this.ToUpolicy=tou; 
         inputToSpolicy=tosPolicy; 
         System.out.println("Create BusinessTransaction of 

businessSerivce"+businessService.getBusinessArea()+businessService.getId()); 
         BusinessTransaction bs1=Create(businessService,tosPolicy,parent,ToUpolicy); 
         System.out.println("Insert the created BusinessTransaction into the Database"); 
         int id=bto.InsertBusinessTransaction(bs1); 
         bs1.setId(id); 
         System.out.println("Register the logicalAsset to the exchanged asset"); 
         System.out.println("Refine the BusinessTransaaction"); 
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         if(businessService.isAtomicity()!=true){ 
             if(businessService.getBusinessArea()!="deliveryProcessing"){ 
             RefinementBusinessTransaction refined=new 

RefinementBusinessTransaction(bs1,tou);} 
         } 
         System.out.println("UsageDerivation"); 
         //DerivationUsageTransaction usageTransaction=new 

DerivationUsageTransaction(bs1); 
    } 
    public BusinessTransaction Create(BusinessService bs,List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> 

tos,BusinessTransaction parent,Map<BusinessNode,List<UsageManagementPolicy>> tou) throws 
SQLException { 

        System.out.println("Select all the Logical Operations used by businessService"); 
       Map<LogicalOperation,String> LO=bto.selectLogicalOperation(bs); 
       System.out.println("initialize the business transaction from the business service"); 
       BusinessTransaction bs1=new BusinessTransaction(-1,bs.getId(),parent); 
       System.out.println("For each LogicalOperation to update the BusinessTransaction"); 
       Map<String,Set<String>> Usage=new HashMap<>(); 
       bs1.setBusinessUsageComposition(Usage); 
       for(LogicalOperation lo:LO.keySet()){ 
              String AssetExpiration=LO.get(lo); 
              bs1=Find(tos,lo,bs1,parent,AssetExpiration,tou); 
          } 
       return bs1; 
    } 
    public BusinessTransaction Find(List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> tos,LogicalOperation 

lo,BusinessTransaction bt, BusinessTransaction parent,String 
AssetExpiration,Map<BusinessNode,List<UsageManagementPolicy>> tou) throws SQLException { 

        Map<String,Set<String>>Usage=bt.getBusinessUsageComposition(); 
        System.out.println("find the LogicalAssetPattern"); 
        LogicalAssetPattern Lap=lo.getLAP(); // this is the input asset of the 

subBusinessServices 
       // System.out.println(Lap.getName()); 
        System.out.println("find the DataRelatedOperatin and ProcessMotivation and 

BusinessUsage"); 
        String DataRelatedOperation=lo.getDataRelatedOperation(); 
        String ProcessMotivation=lo.getProcessMotivation(); 
        String UsageName=lo.getUsageName(); //this is the business usage 
        System.out.println("Find the BusinessAuthorizationAssertion for sub BusinessService: it 

will be DRO,PM AND UsageName"); 
        List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> 

authorizedAssertion=FindBusinessAuthorizationAssertion(Lap,DataRelatedOperation,ProcessMotiv
ation,bt); 

        System.out.println("create the exchanged asset of this business transaction "); 
        System.out.println("determine whether the exchangedAsset is existed"); 
        ExchangedAsset usedAsset=null; 
        if(bt.hasExchangedAsset(Lap)!=true){ 
             usedAsset=new ExchangedAsset(Lap); 
             LogicalAsset asset=null; 
            if(parent==null){ 
                System.out.println("the business transaction is the initial business transaction, 

register the Logical asset"); 
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                asset=new LogicalAsset(); 
                asset.setMetaData(Lap.getName()); 
                asset.setRole("Customer"); 
                asset.setUserName("Alice"); 
                OrganizationalEntity entity=odo.getUser("Customer","Alice"); 
                usedAsset.setEntity(entity); 
            }else{ 
                System.out.println("from parent transaction's exchanged asset to get the Logical 

asset"); 
                asset=parent.getLogicalAsset(Lap); 
                OrganizationalEntity entity=parent.getConsumer(); 
                usedAsset.setEntity(entity); 
            } 
            System.out.println("Associate LogicalAsset to the exchanged asset"); 
            usedAsset.setUserId(bt.getProvider().getId()); 
            usedAsset.setAsset(asset); 
            System.out.println("Store the Exchanged asset in the business transaction"); 
            bt.setAssets(Lap.getName(),usedAsset); 
            System.out.println("Store the metaDataList of Exchangedasset in the business 

transaction"); 
            bt.setLogicalAssetPatternList(usedAsset); 
        }else{ 
             usedAsset=bt.getExchangedAsset(Lap); 
        } 
        usedAsset.setAssetExpiration(AssetExpiration); 
        System.out.println("Associate the ExchangedAsset to the DataRelatedOperation and 

Terms of Usage assertion"); 
        bt.setOwnedToUPolicy(usedAsset,authorizedAssertion); 
        System.out.println("Find the AuthenticationPolicyAssertion for this BusinessService: it 

will be BusinessUsage,BS"); 
           // LogicalAssetPattern a=new LogicalAssetPattern("productRecord"); 
        BusinessService service=bt.getBusinessSerivce(); 
        List<LogicalAssetPattern> 

inputDataList=bsdao.getLogicalAssetPatternList(service.getId()); 
        LogicalAssetPattern tosPattern=FindToSPattern(Lap,inputDataList); 
        if(Usage.containsKey(tosPattern.getName())) { 
            Set<String> usageNameList=Usage.get(tosPattern.getName()); 
                if (usageNameList.add(UsageName)) { //UsageName  
                    List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> authenticationAssertion = 

FindAuthenticationProtectionAssertion(Lap, UsageName, tos, bt); 
                    bt.setOwnedAuthenticationPolicy(usedAsset, authenticationAssertion); 
                    Usage.put(tosPattern.getName(), usageNameList); 
                    bt.setBusinessUsageComposition(Usage); 
                } 
            }else{ 
            Set<String> usageNameList=new HashSet<>(); 
            usageNameList.add(UsageName); 
            Usage.put(tosPattern.getName(), usageNameList); 
            List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> authenticationAssertion = 

FindAuthenticationProtectionAssertion(Lap, UsageName, tos, bt); 
            bt.setOwnedAuthenticationPolicy(usedAsset, authenticationAssertion); 
            bt.setBusinessUsageComposition(Usage); 
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        } 
        System.out.println("Find the approved ToU assertion to certify 

BusinessAuthorizationQoP and AuthenticationPolicyAssertion"); 
        if(bt.getOwnCertifiedPolicy().size()<=0) { 
            List<UsageManagementPolicy> approvedToken = FindApprovedToU(bt,tou); 
            bt.setOwnCertifiedPolicy(approvedToken); 
       } 
        return bt; 
    } 
    public List<UsageManagementPolicy>FindApprovedToU(BusinessTransaction 

bt,Map<BusinessNode,List<UsageManagementPolicy>> tou){ 
        List<UsageManagementPolicy> outputtou=getToUpolicy(bt,tou); 
        while(outputtou.size()==0|(outputtou==null)){ 
            bt=bt.getParent(); 
            if(bt!=null) { 
                outputtou = getToUpolicy(bt,tou); 
            }else{ 
                for(BusinessNode node:tou.keySet()){ 
                    if(node.getBusinessArea().equalsIgnoreCase("ProductDelivery")){ 
                        return tou.get(node); 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
        } 
        return outputtou; 
    } 
    public List<UsageManagementPolicy> getToUpolicy(BusinessTransaction 

bt,Map<BusinessNode,List<UsageManagementPolicy>> tou){ 
        List<UsageManagementPolicy> outputtou=new ArrayList<>(); 
        for(BusinessNode node:tou.keySet()){ 
            

if(node.getBusinessArea().equalsIgnoreCase(bt.getBusinessSerivce().getBusinessArea())){ 
                return tou.get(node); 
            } 
        } 
        return outputtou; 
    } 
    public List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> 

FindBusinessAuthorizationAssertion(LogicalAssetPattern Lap,String DRO,String 
PM,BusinessTransaction bt) throws SQLException { 

        BusinessService service=bt.getBusinessSerivce(); //find the business service id 
        if(service.isAtomicity()==true){ 
            return null; 
        } 
        System.out.println("Find the businessAuthorizationAssertion of this businessService to 

the subBusinessService"); 
        //the business authorization aims to all the sub business service will share the 

dataRelatedOperation 
        List<Integer> subIdList=bsdao.findSubId(service.getId()); 
        List<BusinessService> subBusinessServiceList=new ArrayList<>(); 
        for(Integer ids: subIdList){ 
            subBusinessServiceList.add(bsdao.findbyId(ids)); 
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        } 
        System.out.println("Find the ToS of each subBusinessService"); 
        List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> outputtos=new ArrayList<>(); 
        for(BusinessService child: subBusinessServiceList){ 
            List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> 

childTos=bto.getDedicatedToS(child,Lap,DRO,PM); //from the PM,DRO,LP and BS to get the tos 
of the BS 

            outputtos.addAll(childTos); 
        } 
        return outputtos; 
    } 
    public List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> 

FindAuthenticationProtectionAssertion(LogicalAssetPattern Lap, String 
UsageName,List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> tos,BusinessTransaction bt) throws SQLException { 

        BusinessService service=bt.getBusinessSerivce(); 
        if(service.isAtomicity()==true){ 
            return null; 
        } 
        List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> listToS=new ArrayList<>(); 
        List<LogicalAssetPattern> 

inputDataList=bsdao.getLogicalAssetPatternList(service.getId()); //find the input asset which is 
related to the tos 

        LogicalAssetPattern tosPattern=FindToSPattern(Lap,inputDataList); //Alice allow 
OLS share contactIF(tos) in Service1. OLS can share address(Lap) from Service1 to Service2 

        for(BusinessAuthorizationQoP assertion: tos){ 
            

if(assertion.getAssetDescription().equalsIgnoreCase(tosPattern.getName())&&assertion.getUsageNa
me().equalsIgnoreCase(UsageName)){ 

                listToS.add(assertion); 
            } 
        } 
        return listToS; 
    } 
    public LogicalAssetPattern FindToSPattern(LogicalAssetPattern 

Lap,List<LogicalAssetPattern>metaDataList) throws SQLException { 
        System.out.println("From a list of metaData to select the most similar metaData with 

Lap"); 
        LogicalAssetPattern initial=null; 
        for(LogicalAssetPattern inputData:metaDataList){ 
            if(inputData.getName().equalsIgnoreCase(Lap.getName())){ 
                return inputData; 
            }else if(lapdao.isAtomicity(inputData.getName())!=true){ //the LogicalAssetPattern 

is not atomic 
                    if(recursiveCheck(inputData,Lap)==null){ 
                        continue; 
                    }else{ 
                        return inputData; 
                    } 
                } 
        } 
        return initial; 
    } 
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    public LogicalAssetPattern recursiveCheck(LogicalAssetPattern asset, LogicalAssetPattern 
ll) throws SQLException { 

        LogicalAssetPattern finalAsset=null; 
        if(asset.getName().equalsIgnoreCase(ll.getName())) { 
            return asset; 
        }else{ 
            if(lapdao.isAtomicity(asset.getName())==true){ 
                return null; 
            }else{ 
                List<LogicalAssetPattern> subAssetList=lapdao.findSubLogicalAsset(asset); 
                for(LogicalAssetPattern subAsset:subAssetList){ 
                    if(recursiveCheck(subAsset,ll)==null){ 
                        continue; 
                    }else{ 
                        return recursiveCheck(subAsset,ll); 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
        } 
        return finalAsset; 
    } 
} 

 

8.2.3 Usage Transaction 
package Transaction; 
 
import Transaction.BusinessTransaction; 
import Transaction.UsageOperation; 
import Transaction.UsageTransaction; 
import dao.*; 
import pojo.*; 
 
import java.sql.SQLException; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.List; 
import java.util.Map; 
 
public class GenerateUsageTransaction { 
    private BusinessTransactionDao bto=new BusinessTransactionDao(); 
    private LogicalServiceDao lsdo=new LogicalServiceDao(); 
    private BusinessServiceDao bsdo=new BusinessServiceDao(); 
    private List<UsageTransaction> transaction=new ArrayList<>(); 
    private OrganizationalEntityDao odo=new OrganizationalEntityDao(); 
    private QoPAssertionDaoNew qopdao=new QoPAssertionDaoNew(); 
    public GenerateUsageTransaction(BusinessTransaction bt) throws SQLException { 
        System.out.println("determine whether the business service is elementary task"); 
        if(bt.getSubBusinessService()!=null){ 
            System.out.println("Select the Logical Serivce of the business service"); 
            BusinessService service= bt.getBusinessSerivce(); 
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            int lsId=bsdo.getLogicalServiceId(service.getId()); 
            LogicalService ls=lsdo.findbyId(lsId); 
            String ProcessControlPurpose=bto.getBusinessServicetoLogicalService(service); 
            System.out.println("Select all Usage Operation used by Logical Service"); 
            Map<UsageOperation,String> UOS=bto.SelectUsageOperations(ls); 
            //System.out.println("Get the LogicalService's QoP policy assertion"); 
            //List<LogicalOperationQoP> 

qop=qopdao.findLogicalOperationAssertion(service.getId(),); 
           // System.out.println("For each UsageOperation to create its Usage Transaction"); 
            for(UsageOperation uo:UOS.keySet()){ 
                 String UsageDuration=UOS.get(uo); 
                UsageTransaction ut=Create(bt,uo,UsageDuration,ls); 
                System.out.println("set the business transaction"); 
                ut.setParent(bt); 
                System.out.println("set the LogicalService"); 
                ut.setService(ls); 
                ut.setProcessControlPurpose(ProcessControlPurpose); 
                System.out.println("set party of this usage transaction"); 
                OrganizationalEntity 

consumer=odo.getUser(service.getRole(),service.getUserName()); 
                ut.setConsumer(consumer); 
                ut.setProvider(bt.getConsumer()); 
                ut.setProcessControlPurpose(ProcessControlPurpose); 
                transaction.add(ut); 
            } 
            System.out.println("Store the UsageTransaction into the DataBase"); 
            for(UsageTransaction ut:transaction){ 
                int id=bto.InsertUsageTransaction(ut); 
                ut.setId(id); 
                System.out.println("Start the physical transaction generation"); 
                GeneratePhysicalTransaction p=new GeneratePhysicalTransaction(ut); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
    public UsageTransaction Create(BusinessTransaction bt,UsageOperation uo,String 

UsageDuration,LogicalService ls) throws SQLException { 
        UsageTransaction ut=new UsageTransaction(); 
        ut.setUsageDuration(UsageDuration); 
        System.out.println("Get the DataObject from the uo"); 
        DataObject ob=uo.getDO(); 
        System.out.println("set the DataObject into the Ut"); 
        ut.setObject(ob); 
        System.out.println("Get the LogicalAssetPattern from the DataObject"); 
        LogicalAssetPattern lap=bto.getLogicalAssetPattern(ob); 
        System.out.println("Select the Exchanged Asset descrbing using LAP and involved in 

BT"); 
        ExchangedAsset asset= bt.getExchangedAsset(lap); 
        LogicalAsset realAsset=asset.getAsset(); 
        ob.setRealasset(realAsset); 
        System.out.println("Get the DataRelatedOperation and UsageName"); 
        String DRO=uo.getDataRelatedOperation(); 
        ut.setDataRelatedOperation(DRO); 
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        String UsageName=uo.getUsageName(); 
        ut.setUsageName(UsageName); 
        System.out.println("Get the ToU assertion a authorizing DRO for LAP from ToU Policy 

P"); 
        ut.setProofToken(bt.getOwnCertifiedPolicy()); 
        System.out.println("set the QoPLogicalService of LAP in the LogicalService"); 
        List<LogicalOperationQoP> 

QOP=qopdao.findLogicalOperationAssertion(ls.getId(),lap); 
        ut.setAssertion(QOP); 
 
        return ut; 
    } 
} 

 
 

8.2.4 Usage Transaction generation 
package Transaction; 
 
import Transaction.BusinessTransaction; 
import Transaction.UsageOperation; 
import Transaction.UsageTransaction; 
import dao.*; 
import pojo.*; 
 
import java.sql.SQLException; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.List; 
import java.util.Map; 
 
public class GenerateUsageTransaction { 
    private BusinessTransactionDao bto=new BusinessTransactionDao(); 
    private LogicalServiceDao lsdo=new LogicalServiceDao(); 
    private BusinessServiceDao bsdo=new BusinessServiceDao(); 
    private List<UsageTransaction> transaction=new ArrayList<>(); 
    private OrganizationalEntityDao odo=new OrganizationalEntityDao(); 
    private QoPAssertionDaoNew qopdao=new QoPAssertionDaoNew(); 
    public GenerateUsageTransaction(BusinessTransaction bt) throws SQLException { 
        System.out.println("determine whether the business service is elementary task"); 
        if(bt.getSubBusinessService()!=null){ 
            System.out.println("Select the Logical Serivce of the business service"); 
            BusinessService service= bt.getBusinessSerivce(); 
            int lsId=bsdo.getLogicalServiceId(service.getId()); 
            LogicalService ls=lsdo.findbyId(lsId); 
            String ProcessControlPurpose=bto.getBusinessServicetoLogicalService(service); 
            System.out.println("Select all Usage Operation used by Logical Service"); 
            Map<UsageOperation,String> UOS=bto.SelectUsageOperations(ls); 
            //System.out.println("Get the LogicalService's QoP policy assertion"); 
            //List<LogicalOperationQoP> 

qop=qopdao.findLogicalOperationAssertion(service.getId(),); 
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           // System.out.println("For each UsageOperation to create its Usage Transaction"); 
            for(UsageOperation uo:UOS.keySet()){ 
                 String UsageDuration=UOS.get(uo); 
                UsageTransaction ut=Create(bt,uo,UsageDuration,ls); 
                System.out.println("set the business transaction"); 
                ut.setParent(bt); 
                System.out.println("set the LogicalService"); 
                ut.setService(ls); 
                ut.setProcessControlPurpose(ProcessControlPurpose); 
                System.out.println("set party of this usage transaction"); 
                OrganizationalEntity 

consumer=odo.getUser(service.getRole(),service.getUserName()); 
                ut.setConsumer(consumer); 
                ut.setProvider(bt.getConsumer()); 
                ut.setProcessControlPurpose(ProcessControlPurpose); 
                transaction.add(ut); 
            } 
            System.out.println("Store the UsageTransaction into the DataBase"); 
            for(UsageTransaction ut:transaction){ 
                int id=bto.InsertUsageTransaction(ut); 
                ut.setId(id); 
                System.out.println("Start the physical transaction generation"); 
                GeneratePhysicalTransaction p=new GeneratePhysicalTransaction(ut); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
    private LogicalAssetPatternDaoConsumer lado=new LogicalAssetPatternDaoConsumer(); 
    public UsageTransaction Create(BusinessTransaction bt,UsageOperation uo,String 

UsageDuration,LogicalService ls) throws SQLException { 
        UsageTransaction ut=new UsageTransaction(); 
        ut.setUsageDuration(UsageDuration); 
        System.out.println("Get the DataObject from the uo"); 
        DataObject ob=uo.getDO(); 
        String metaData=ob.getMetaData(); 
        LogicalAssetPattern logicalAssetPattern=lado.getPattern(metaData); 
        ExchangedAsset givenAsset=bt.getExchangedAsset(logicalAssetPattern); 
        ob.setAuthorizedasset(givenAsset); 
        System.out.println("set the DataObject into the Ut"); 
        ut.setObject(ob); 
        System.out.println("Get the LogicalAssetPattern from the DataObject"); 
        LogicalAssetPattern lap=bto.getLogicalAssetPattern(ob); 
        System.out.println("Select the Exchanged Asset descrbing using LAP and involved in 

BT"); 
        ExchangedAsset asset= bt.getExchangedAsset(lap); 
        LogicalAsset realAsset=asset.getAsset(); 
        ob.setRealasset(realAsset); 
        System.out.println("Get the DataRelatedOperation and UsageName"); 
        String DRO=uo.getDataRelatedOperation(); 
        ut.setDataRelatedOperation(DRO); 
        String UsageName=uo.getUsageName(); 
        ut.setUsageName(UsageName); 
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        System.out.println("Get the ToU assertion a authorizing DRO for LAP from ToU Policy 
P"); 

        ut.setProofToken(bt.getOwnCertifiedPolicy()); 
        System.out.println("set the QoPLogicalService of LAP in the LogicalService"); 
        List<LogicalOperationQoP> 

QOP=qopdao.findLogicalOperationAssertion(ls.getId(),lap); 
        ut.setAssertion(QOP); 
 
        return ut; 
    } 
} 

8.2.5 Physical Transaction 
package Transaction; 
 
 
import pojo.*; 
 
import java.util.List; 
 
public class PhysicalTransaction { 
    private int id; 
    private Container container; 
    private UsageTransaction parent; 
    private int containerCopies; 
    private String UsageName; 
    private DataObject dataObject; 
    List<PhysicalImplementationQoP> qop; 
    private OrganizationalEntity consumer; 
    private OrganizationalEntity provider; 
 
    public ConcreteService getService() { 
        return service; 
    } 
 
    public void setId(int id) { 
        this.id = id; 
    } 
 
    public OrganizationalEntity getConsumer() { 
        return consumer; 
    } 
 
    public void setConsumer(OrganizationalEntity consumer) { 
        this.consumer = consumer; 
    } 
 
    public OrganizationalEntity getProvider() { 
        return provider; 
    } 
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    public void setProvider(OrganizationalEntity provider) { 
        this.provider = provider; 
    } 
 
    public void setService(ConcreteService service) { 
        this.service = service; 
    } 
 
    private ConcreteService service; 
 
    public Container getContainer() { 
        return container; 
    } 
 
    public void setContainer(Container container) { 
        this.container = container; 
    } 
 
    public UsageTransaction getParent() { 
        return parent; 
    } 
 
    public void setParent(UsageTransaction parent) { 
        this.parent = parent; 
    } 
 
    public int getContainerCopies() { 
        return containerCopies; 
    } 
 
    public void setContainerCopies(int containerCopies) { 
        this.containerCopies = containerCopies; 
    } 
 
    public String getUsageName() { 
        return UsageName; 
    } 
 
    public void setUsageName(String usageName) { 
        UsageName = usageName; 
    } 
 
    public DataObject getDataObject() { 
        return dataObject; 
    } 
 
    public void setDataObject(DataObject logicalAsset) { 
        this.dataObject = logicalAsset; 
    } 
 
    public List<PhysicalImplementationQoP> getQop() { 
        return qop; 
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    } 
 
    public void setQop(List<PhysicalImplementationQoP> qop) { 
        this.qop = qop; 
    } 
} 

 

8.2.6 Physical Transaction generation 
package Transaction; 
 
import Transaction.PhysicalOperation; 
import Transaction.PhysicalTransaction; 
import Transaction.UsageTransaction; 
import dao.*; 
import pojo.*; 
 
import java.sql.SQLException; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.List; 
 
public class GeneratePhysicalTransaction { 
    private BusinessTransactionDao bto=new BusinessTransactionDao(); 
    private OrganizationalEntityDao odo=new OrganizationalEntityDao(); 
    private LogicalServiceDao lsdo=new LogicalServiceDao(); 
    private ConcreteServiceDao csdo=new ConcreteServiceDao(); 
    private QoPAssertionDaoNew qopdao=new QoPAssertionDaoNew(); 
    public GeneratePhysicalTransaction(UsageTransaction UT) throws SQLException { 
        List<PhysicalTransaction> physicalList=new ArrayList<>(); 
        System.out.println("Get the LogicalService involved in the usageTransaction"); 
        LogicalService service=UT.getService(); 
        System.out.println("Get all concrete service implementing LS"); 
        List<Integer> csListid=lsdo.getConceteServiceId(service.getId()); 
        List<ConcreteService> csList=new ArrayList<>(); 
        for(int csid:csListid){ 
            csList.add(csdo.findbyId(csid)); 
        } 
        System.out.println("For each concrete service to generate physical transaction"); 
        for(ConcreteService cs: csList){ 
            PhysicalTransaction pt=Create(cs,UT); 
            physicalList.add(pt); 
        } 
        System.out.println("Insert the physicalTransactions into the database"); 
        for(PhysicalTransaction ps: physicalList){ 
           int id= bto.InsertPhysicalTransaction(ps); 
           ps.setId(id); 
        } 
    } 
    private LogicalAssetPatternDaoConsumer lapdo=new 

LogicalAssetPatternDaoConsumer(); 
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    public PhysicalTransaction Create(ConcreteService cs, UsageTransaction ut) throws 
SQLException { 

        PhysicalTransaction pt=new PhysicalTransaction(); 
        System.out.println("Set the party of physicalTransaction"); 
        pt.setConsumer(odo.getUser(cs.getRole(),cs.getUserName())); 
        pt.setProvider(ut.getConsumer()); 
        System.out.println("associate to the usage transaction and concrete service"); 
        pt.setParent(ut); 
        pt.setService(cs); 
        System.out.println("select the physical operation from concrete service"); 
        PhysicalOperation op=bto.selectPhysicalOperaion(cs); 
        int ContainerCopies=bto.selectContainerCopies(cs); 
        pt.setContainerCopies(ContainerCopies); 
        System.out.println("Get the dataObject from the physical operation"); 
        DataObject dataObject=op.getOb(); 
        System.out.println("Get the physical Usage from this PhysicalOperation"); 
        String UsageName=op.getPhysicalUsageName(); 
        pt.setUsageName(UsageName); 
        System.out.println("Get the LogicalAsset from ut"); 
        LogicalAsset ls=ut.getAsset(); 
        System.out.println("Get the Qop assertion from logical asset"); 
       // String metaData=ls.getMetaData(); 
        List<PhysicalImplementationQoP> 

qop=qopdao.findPhysicalImplementationAssertion(cs.getId(),lapdo.getPattern(ls.getMetaData())); 
        System.out.println("Set the ToU assertion "); 
        pt.setQop(qop); 
        System.out.println("Select the container by data object and logical asset"); 
        /*LogicalService receive a format type of LogicalAsset but the concrete services may 

transform and 
        * used different format type of LogicalAsset such as pdf->text*/ 
        Container container=bto.SelectContainer(dataObject,ls); 
        if(container==null){ 
            container=new Container(dataObject,ls); 
        } 
        pt.setContainer(container); 
        return pt; 
    } 
} 

 

8.3 Smart Contract generation 

public class SmartContractGeneration { 
    OrganizationalEntityDao userFind=new OrganizationalEntityDao(); 
    public SmartContractGeneration(BusinessTransaction bt) throws SQLException { 
        boolean Original=false; 
        System.out.println("determine whether it is the original transaction"); 
        if (bt.getParent()==null){ 
            System.out.println("find the Original business transaction"); 
            Original=true; 
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        }else{ 
            String delegatorAccount=bt.getDelegator(); 
            Original=false; 
        } 
        System.out.println("get the business service associated to the business transaction"); 
        BusinessService thisService=bt.getBusinessSerivce(); 
        System.out.println("get the sub businessService which will generate future business 

transaction"); 
        List<BusinessService> request=bt.getSubBusinessService(); 
        System.out.println("Get the business purpose of this business service"); 
        String businessPurpose=thisService.getBusinessArea(); 
        System.out.println("the exchangedAsset provider such as Alice"); 
        Party DataProvider=new Party(bt.getProvider()); 
        System.out.println("Get thisServiceProvider who will be the delegator"); 
        Party Delegator=new Party(bt.getConsumer()); 
        System.out.println("Get thisService's next delegatees"); 
        HashSet<Party> delegateeList=new HashSet<>(); 
        for(BusinessService subService:request){ 
            Party delegatee=new 

Party(userFind.getUser(subService.getRole(),subService.getUserName())); 
            delegateeList.add(delegatee); 
        } 
        System.out.println("Select all the exchangedAsset in this BusinessService"); 
        List<ExchangedAsset> ExchangedAssetList=bt.getFinalExchangedAsset(); 
        System.out.println("For each ExchangedAsset to start the delegation"); 
        for(ExchangedAsset givenAsset:ExchangedAssetList){ 
            System.out.println("manage authorization of the Delegator's authorization to the 

delegatee for the sub businessService "); 
          CreateToken(givenAsset,bt,Original,delegateeList,DataProvider); 
        } 
    } 
    BusinessTransactionDao bto=new BusinessTransactionDao(); 
    public void CreateToken(ExchangedAsset asset, BusinessTransaction bt,boolean 

Original,HashSet<Party> delegateeList,Party dataProvider) throws SQLException { 
        List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> 

UsageAuthorizationTokens=bt.getOwnedAuthorizedPolicy(asset); 
        List<UsageManagementPolicy> tou=bt.getOwnCertifiedPolicy(); 
        if(Original==false){ 
            System.out.println("Invoke the AskforDelegation function to get the token by the 

prepared parameters"); 
            JSONObject DelegatorSC= new JSONObject(dataProvider); 
            List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> ToS=bto.getToS(bt.getBusinessSerivce()); 
            List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> token=UsageAuthorizationTokens; 
            JSONObject Certificator=new JSONObject(); 
            Certificator=DelegatorSC; 
        }else { 
            List<UsageManagementPolicy> Consent=tou; 
            List<BusinessAuthorizationQoP> ToS=bto.getToS(bt.getBusinessSerivce()); 
            JSONObject Certificator=new JSONObject(dataProvider); 
        } 
        System.out.println("create the ExchangedSC"); 
        System.out.println("Select the usage Transactions"); 
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        List<UsageTransaction> UT=new ArrayList<>(); 
        if(bt.getBusinessSerivce().isAtomicity()==true){ 
           UT=bto.SelectUsageTransction(bt.getId()); 
        } 
        for(UsageTransaction ut:UT){ 
            System.out.println("get the parameters used for the UsageSmartContract"); 
            DataObject object=ut.getObject(); 
            LogicalService service=ut.getService(); 
            Party serviceDelegate=new 

Party(userFind.getUser(service.getRole(),service.getUserName())); 
            List<LogicalOperationQoP> usageOperationtokenQoP=ut.getAssertion(); 
            JSONObject usageauthorizationtoken=new JSONObject(); 
            usageauthorizationtoken.setProcessMotivatin(ut.getProcessControlPurpose()); 
            usageauthorizationtoken.setDataRelatedOperation(ut.getDataRelatedOperation()); 
            usageauthorizationtoken.setUsageDuration(ut.getUsageDuration()); 
            

usageauthorizationtoken.setProof(ut.getParent().getOwnedAuthorizedPolicy(object.getAuthorizedass
et())); 

            System.out.println("generate usage operation token and create usage smart contract"); 
            PhysicalSmartContractGeneration psc=new PhysicalSmartContractGeneration(ut); 
        } 
    } 
} 
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